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Abstract 
Increased public demand to hold teachers accountable for student learning and to remove 
ineffective teachers has challenged state department of education officials to develop teacher 
evaluation systems that include student assessment data.  Many educational researchers theorize 
teacher effectiveness is the variable under the control of the school with the most influence on 
student success. 
This study examines the influence of federal government education policies on state 
teacher evaluation systems and how this influence has shaped the definition and evaluation of an 
effective teacher over the past 62 years. Teacher evaluations, when used as a proper tool, assist 
administrators in providing appropriate professional development and aid in terminating 
ineffective teachers, which in turn benefits student learning and potentially increases student 
performance on state standardized and international assessments. 
Through the analysis of historical documents, within each decade from 1950 to 2012, we 
can better understand how the social, political, and economic structures and federal education 
policy of the United States influenced the definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness at the 
state and local levels.  State education agencies have not responded to public expressions of 
concern for what they perceived to be a failing education system by mandating effective 
evaluation systems.  This research is a wakeup call for state policy makers to move forward in 
implementing teacher evaluation policy that will improve teacher effectiveness. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Increased public demand to hold teachers accountable for student learning and to remove 
ineffective teachers has challenged state department of education bureaucrats to develop teacher 
evaluation systems that include student assessment data.  This study examined the influence of 
the federal government education policies, grants, and recommendations on state teacher 
evaluation systems and how this influence has shaped the definition and evaluation of an 
effective teacher over the past 62 years.  
Federal Involvement in Education 
The federal government has long been focused on improving American education. 
However, many critics have complained that, as per the Tenth Amendment, the federal 
government should have a limited role in the policy setting and management of education at the 
local level.  Prior to the establishment of the Tenth Amendment, the federal government was 
directly involved in the management and development of public education.  For example, the 
Ordinance of 1785 provided states in western territories with land reserved for the development 
of schoolhouses (Johnson, Collins, Dupuis, & Johansen, 1991).  The Ordinance of 1785 was 
enacted prior to the adoption of the Tenth Amendment in 1791, which gave power to the states or 
to the people for anything not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited 
by the Constitution to the states.  The Ordinance of 1785 is still in place and cited today in U.S. 
Supreme Court cases regarding the provision of land to states for the purpose of constructing 
public schools (Andrus, Secretary of the Interior v. Utah, 1980; Donaldson, 1880). 
 Liberal and conservative ideologies have opposing positions on the Tenth Amendment 
and the role of the federal government in making education policy.  The conservative position is 
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a literal interpretation of the Constitution.  The Tenth Amendment, by virtue of elimination, 
gives control of educating our youth to the states.  The opposing liberal position interprets the 
Constitution in a broad spectrum and believes that the “General Welfare Clause” applies to 
education as Article 1, Section 8, states, “The Congress shall have Power To lay and collect 
Taxes, Duties, Imports and Excises, to pay the Debts and provide for the common Defense and 
general Welfare of the United States . . .” (U.S. Const., amend. X, art.1, § 8).   
Regardless of varying positions, the authority constitutionally is up for judicial 
interpretation and decision by the U.S. Supreme Court, which, to date, has maintained the 
absolute power of the states over education (Dennis, 2000).   The facts still suggest in order to 
receive federal funding, the federal government has historically implemented policies, programs, 
and grants that directly influence how states govern local education programs. Moreover, 
according to Johnson et al. (1991), the federal government maintains “a strong interest in 
education, particularly as it relates to the national security, national domestic problems, and the 
rights of citizens as guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution and federal laws” (p. 271).  
The most recent federal endeavor is the Obama administration’s Race to the Top 
(RTTT) competitive grant initiative, which  was authorized under Sections 14005 and 14006 of 
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA).  RTTT requirements for state 
departments of education to receive funds for elementary and secondary schools included 
reform in education policies that improve teacher effectiveness and that redistribute highly 
qualified teachers to provide equity between high- and low-poverty schools for the support of 
struggling schools.  In addition, state departments of education must improve collection and 
use of data, improve assessment measures, develop quality academic and achievement 
standards, and provide students with disabilities and English as a second language (ESL) 
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students accommodations in order to participate in state assessments.  Furthermore, RTTT 
requirements included mandates that state departments of education had to incorporate into 
teacher evaluation systems in order to be eligible for funding, with the intended objective to 
increase teacher effectiveness (P.L. 111-5, 2009).  
The bureaucrats from the United States Department of Education (USDOE) awarded 
school districts monies throughout the past 62 years to enact education policies for national 
defense needs, for economic growth, to increase teachers in the fields of math, science, and 
foreign language, to increase teacher licensure requirements, and to increase teacher quantity and 
quality, expecting the United States would once again be among the top performing nations on 
international assessments.  However, research continued to disappoint policymakers and 
educators, for implementation of federal education policies did not prove effective in increasing 
international and state standardized test scores (Organisation, 2006).    
Historically, federal education policies have been shaped by the social, political, and 
economic environment of the period. With the Soviet Union's launch of Sputnik in October 
1957, President Eisenhower insisted, for the security of the nation, the federal government 
needed to increase monetary resources to improve science and math education, school guidance 
services, and modern foreign language learning, and to purchase laboratory equipment.  In his 
1958 report to Congress on the state of the nation, he proposed an investment of one billion 
dollars over four years to focus on improved teacher quality and student opportunities 
(Eisenhower, 1958).  Up to this time, teachers were required to participate in professional 
development once every fifth and tenth year of teaching, in accordance with the Teachers’ 
Salary Act of 1947 (Carper, 1950, p. B1).   
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On September 2, 1958, President Eisenhower signed into law the National Defense 
Education Act (NDEA).  NDEA (Pub. L. No. 85-864) provided assistance to state and local 
school systems for strengthening instruction in science, mathematics, modern foreign languages, 
and other critical subjects. Congress approved this act in the belief that there was an "imbalance 
in our education programs" and that the “defense of this Nation depends upon the mastery of 
modern techniques developed from complex scientific principles" (NDEA, 1958, p. 1581).   
Congress did not agree with President Eisenhower's view on national goals and included a 
section in the National Defense Education Act prohibiting federal control of education (NDEA, 
1958, p. 1582).  
             However, throughout history bureaucrats within the federal government have increased 
their involvement in education, which has contributed to the public view of the U.S. education 
system.  For example, data obtained through the U.S. participation in international assessments, 
as mandated by the federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, were used to 
author A Nation at Risk, The Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), and 
The Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) reports. These reports continued to 
influence the perception that the American education system was in crisis regardless of the 
reviews from education experts that refuted these claims.  International scholar Yong Zhao 
(2012) is one education expert who analyzed TIMSS and PISA data.  What he found challenged 
the claim that the American education system is in crisis.  Zhao noted that the United States has 
never scored well on standardized assessments but scores on these assessments have 
consistently increased.   He also measured GPA, utility patents, global competitiveness, and 
global creativity to determine how the United States ranks internationally.  What Zhao 
discovered was that countries whose students perform poorly on standardized assessments 
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ranked high in competitiveness and creativity and were among the wealthiest nations, which 
includes the United States. 
             Throughout the years, various presidential administrations and foundations have 
defended the development of national education standards and/or the use of standardized 
assessments as a valid measure of effective education systems.  Additionally, the National 
Governors Associations, the Council of Chief State School Officers, and Achieve, Inc. (2008) 
have recommended incorporating national standards and national assessments to improve 
American education.  However, according to Zhao (2009), the closer the United States moves 
toward national standards, the more involved the federal government will become with 
American education.  
Statement of the Problem 
The result of a better educated populace is perceived as providing a positive contribution 
to national security and economic standing.  Consequently, local policymakers should consider 
developing an evaluation process that identifies effective and ineffective teachers in order to 
improve student learning. 
Currently, the evaluation requirement to attain tenure is the only purpose in many states 
to conduct teacher observations. Moreover, many states still use a differential compensation 
system that guarantees teachers receive pay increases based on years of service and education 
attainment, rather than effectiveness. This type of system may eliminate incentives for teachers 
to improve instructional practices. Additionally, eliminating ineffective teachers given a 
differential compensation system becomes a complicated process that often leaves 
administrators frustrated.  
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From the results of the literature reviewed since the launch of Sputnik, I identified three 
justifications for evaluating teacher effectiveness: (a) national security, (b) economic 
ramifications, and (c) international ranking on standardized assessments.  Moreover, empirical 
research has identified effective teachers as one of the most significant factors within the realm 
of the school to increase student academic performance (Darling-Hammond, 2000; Glazerman, 
2008; Gordon, Kane, & Staiger, 2006; Ingvarson & Rowel, 2007; National Commission on 
Teaching & America’s Future, 1997; National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008; Rockoff, 
2003; Sanders, 1998).  Therefore, evaluating teachers in order to provide necessary professional 
development to increase effectiveness should result in an increase in student ranking on 
standardized assessments.  
Until recently, most state boards of education had not implemented new evaluation 
systems to overcome the problem of eliminating ineffective teachers.  However, with the 
implementation of the federal Race to the Top competitive grant, 17 states developed teacher 
evaluation systems that included a variety of measures, one of which was student performance, 
to determine teacher effectiveness.  Furthermore, according to the National Center for Education 
Statistics (NCES), even though 47 states required all teachers to be formally evaluated, only 20 
states required annual evaluations of teachers, and 29 states provided training for supervisors 
who conducted the evaluations (2012) (see Appendix A).   
Given the lax requirements in many states for administrators to observe teachers, the 
current teacher evaluation systems may not help identify needs for individual teacher growth, 
thereby keeping ineffective teachers ineffective and in the classroom.  Administrators must 
objectively be able to identify ineffective teachers in order to remove them or help them develop 
into effective teachers.  To do nothing may perpetuate the decline of the U.S. education system. 
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If the United States is to continue as a top national competitor, the federal government may have 
to continue imposing education policy that attaches monies to the implementation of evaluation 
systems at the state level that include measures to identify effective and ineffective teachers.   
A lack of historical research since the launching of Sputnik through the RTTT era on the 
influence of federal policy on the evaluation of teacher effectiveness exists.  Examining this 
historical data can help administrators learn how federal government actions can influence the 
development of evaluation policy to identify effective and ineffective teachers.  
Purpose of the Study 
My purpose for this study was to examine the role federal policy has played in 
influencing the definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness from 1950 to 2012.   The 
desire of this researcher was to examine how federal education policy influenced state education 
policy in regard to mandating evaluation systems to identify effective and ineffective teachers. 
Teacher evaluations, when used as a proper tool for identifying effective and ineffective 
teachers, assist administrators in providing appropriate professional development, aid in 
terminating ineffective teachers, and potentially increase student performance on state 
standardized and international assessments. 
As an administrator in a public school, I have found it difficult, given the current 
evaluation process and influence from the teacher association, to eliminate ineffective teachers in 
a timely manner.  Current evaluation policy in 20 states requires a tenured teacher to be observed 
only once a year and teacher associations often come to the rescue of ineffective teachers, which 
extends the time frame of the action-plan process.  This researcher is vested in analyzing 
historical events concerning how the federal government has influenced teacher evaluation at the 
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local level.  The goal is to learn from the past in order to move forward in implementing an 
evaluation policy that will improve teacher effectiveness. 
Studies investigating the influence of an effective and ineffective teacher on student 
performance are limited mainly to those that focus on teacher credentials (Glazerman, 2008; 
Sanders, 1998; Tucker, 2005).   Defining and evaluating teacher effectiveness is difficult given 
the number of outside variables—teacher credentials and experience, student demographics, and 
school resources—that must be taken into consideration.  Similarly, research linking federal 
policy and teacher evaluation is limited to very specific case studies within a school, school 
district, or state.  This research examined federal education policy related to teacher evaluation 
over a 62-year span and analyzed its influence in the evolution of the definition and evaluation of 
teacher effectiveness.  
Research Question 
 How did federal education policy influence the evaluation and definition of teacher 
effectiveness throughout the 62 years from 1950 to 2012? 
Subsidiary Questions 
I. How did the shifts in education philosophies influence the definition of teacher 
effectiveness within each decade from 1950 to 2012?  
II. Throughout history, what role did the social, political, and economic structure of the 
United States play in defining teacher effectiveness within each decade from 1950 to 
2012? 
III. Through the analysis of historical documentation, within each decade from 1950 to 
2012, how did federal education policy influence the definition and evaluation of 
teacher effectiveness at the state or local level? 
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Research Design 
It is important to analyze history, as the information documented is valuable in 
determining how society has responded to various conditions.  In his 1970 speech to the 
National Council for the Social Studies, Richard S. Craddock highlighted the importance of 
studying history.  According to Craddock (1970) and other American historians, events of the 
past provide a laboratory for researchers to learn so that they can better prepare for the future.  
History provides researchers with an unlimited amount of factual data to determine what actions 
provided positive results and what actions should not be repeated.  Through the analysis of 
historical documents, this research examined federal education policies and practices from 1950 
to 2012 to determine how federal policy influenced the definition and evaluation of teacher 
effectiveness.  This study also considered the influence of political climate, social events, 
economic environment, and education theories on the definition and evaluation of teacher 
effectiveness at the state or local level.  
Historical documents such as digitally converged presidential speeches, education 
policies and laws, and empirical research results served as the data in this study. A descriptive 
and qualitative review and synthesis of these and other documents were completed.  The 
descriptive nature of this dissertation is narrative in design.  Like a narrative, this dissertation has 
an artificial beginning and end, selected by the researcher.  However, unlike a narrative, there is 
no storytelling framework; the descriptive rhetoric was based on the logical analysis of the coded 
data and the content of the historical collections reviewed (Norman, 1991).  As history is based 
on past events, this study was an organized timeline based on the analysis of federal education 
policy implemented from 1950 through 2012.  Emphasis was placed on determining how the 
federal policies implemented influenced the definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness 
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within local and state boards of education.  According to Brown and Rury, when analyzing 
historical data, the result need only be “adequate [and] sufficient, not conclusive” (as cited in 
Ryan, 2008).    
This study sought to contribute to the emerging body of knowledge on the influence of 
federal education policy at the state or local levels.  Federal influence on the definition and 
evaluation of teacher effectiveness was the central focus of this 62-year historical study.   
Significance of the Study 
According to the research done by the National Commission of Teaching and America's 
Future (1997), students graduating in 2013 must have higher skill levels than ever before just to 
perform entry-level jobs.  In addition, many jobs performed 20 years ago do not exist today, 
which requires over 50% of American graduates to be prepared with high-level thinking skills 
in order to compete for current employment opportunities (p. 5). 
Increasing student academic skills is not a new phenomenon to the American education 
system.  The United States has been focused on improving the level of academic competencies 
in its children since the National Defense Act of 1958.  The response of the U.S. government 
was to mandate education programs and assessments anticipating an increase in international 
test ranking.  Therefore, education philosophers, theorists, and practitioners are still conducting 
research to identify actions or programs that will increase student performance. 
Linda Darling-Hammond used data from a 50-state survey of policies, from a state case 
study analysis, from the 1993-1994 Schools and Staffing Surveys (SASS), and from the NAEP 
data to identify how teachers affect student academic performance.  Darling-Hammond looked 
at teacher attributes such as IQ, subject matter knowledge, knowledge of teaching and learning, 
certification status, and teacher behaviors and practices.  The research analyzed found no 
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relationship between teacher IQ and student learning.  What was found to make a difference 
was teachers’ knowledge in the subject matter and pedagogy, level of certification, and 
behaviors and practices.  Teachers with a high level of training along with continued 
participation in professional development were able to affect academic change in their students.  
In addition, teachers who built positive relationships with students, who were flexible, were 
creative and able to adapt positively affected academic change in their students (Darling-
Hammond, 2000).  Teachers with this training and these personal qualities had a greater 
influence on student performance than any other indicator when variables such as social and 
economic conditions were factored out.   
 Many education researchers and practitioners included in this research theorized teacher 
effectiveness was the variable with the most influence on student success under the control of 
the school.   Based on this theory, policymakers and administrators are challenged with 
evaluating teachers for effectiveness and eliminating ineffective teachers.   
Examining historical documents can provide a comprehensive view of how federal 
policies have influenced local education mandates pertaining to teacher evaluation over the past 
62 years. The data can also provide insight into the importance of effective teachers and offer an 
historical perspective on teacher evaluation.  Local boards of education can predict how future 
federal policies may influence resources and learn from policies that had a positive and/or 
negative effect on student performance.  By looking at other variables, such as the social, 
economic, political culture, and education theories of each decade, to establish if they 
influenced the implementation of federal education programs, educators and policymakers can 
predict future actions to enhance the American education system.  These predictions can help 
local policymakers become proactive in implementing initiatives that increase student 
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performance on standardized and national assessments while keeping education decisions at the 
local level.   
Limitations and Delimitations 
The historical and qualitative design of this study was a limitation.  There may be 
unintended gaps in the historical content examined due to the inaccessibility of all documents 
related to this study.  The analysis of the historical content was also limited by the interpretation 
of the researcher and was subjective in nature.  The qualitative design of the study was a 
limitation, as the theme categories were at the discretion of the researcher.  
 Furthermore, this study was restricted by the scope of the topic. This research examined 
only a fraction of federal policies that have been enacted throughout the periods assessed.  
Federal policy included directly involved quality teaching at the primary and secondary levels, 
although the researcher was cognizant that policies not selected may have influenced the 
definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness.  Furthermore, sections of the policies selected 
pertained to the general population of elementary and secondary schoolchildren.  Special 
subgroups such as children who would be considered migrant, English Second Language 
learners, or subgroups of ethnicity were not included.  The researcher also included portions of 
the policies that identified purpose and requirements but eliminated other sections such as state 
allotments, application review, authorization and appropriations, and reporting. 
Additionally, this study was limited by the accuracy of the documents preserved and the 
document selections chosen by the researcher.  For example, not all presidential speeches, 
addresses, and letters were examined.  Only oral and written presidential communications 
pertaining to education were included in the data selection. Only topics involving public K-12 
education were explored; the researcher did not include information from higher education, pre-
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schools, or private or charter schools.  Furthermore, the use of computer–assisted data analysis 
software balanced the researcher’s inexperience in qualitative data coding.  The list of keywords 
identified to represent a theme should not be considered inclusive but rather a representation of 
the most frequently used words.   
To limit the amount of historical documents analyzed, the researcher chose to examine 
the decades between 1950 and 2012.  Moreover, to include all historical events that occurred 
during this time frame would be beyond the scope of this research; therefore, historical content 
examined was limited to four categories: (a) presidential administrations and federal education 
policy, (b) social, economic, and political culture, (c) education theories, and (d) teacher 
evaluation.  Although the social, economic, and political culture was explored, the researcher 
included only a brief review of global events.  Additionally, this researcher did not include 
political ideologies in this study and attempted to eliminate any political bias. 
In retrospect, another limitation of this study was the absence of practitioners’ insights 
throughout the periods examined.  Interviewing practitioners of each period would have added 
to the history of teacher evaluation systems and to the reliability of the data analysis.  In 
addition, the design of the study limited the ability of the researcher to identify the significance 
of the increase in the influence of federal initiatives in defining and evaluating teacher 
effectiveness.  Finally, this study did not include an analysis of evaluation systems or state 
teacher evaluation policies.  
Definitions 
Accountability – A “systematic method to assure those inside and outside of the education 
system that schools are moving to desired directions – commonly included elements are 
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goals, indicators of progress toward meeting those goals, analysis of data, reporting 
procedures, and consequences or sanctions” (NCES, July 1997, p. 97). 
CPI Inflation Calculator – The CPI inflation calculator uses the average consumer price index 
for a given calendar year. These data represent changes in prices of all goods and services 
purchased for consumption by urban households. This index value has been calculated for 
every year since 1913. For the current year, the latest monthly index value is used (Bureau 
of Labor Statistics). 
Evaluation – Refers to any form of assessing a teacher’s effect on student learning.  Synonymous 
with the term “evaluation” are “teacher quality,” “good teaching,” “quality teaching,” 
“merit,” and similar terms. 
Effective – This is the product of moving a student’s learning forward measurably, which may be 
referenced as “teacher effectiveness,” “effective teaching,” “quality instruction,” and 
“adequate yearly progress.”  
Simpson’s Paradox – This means an apparent paradox in which a correlation (trend) present in 
different groups is reversed when the groups are combined. 
Vocational Education – Vocational or technical training is given in schools or classes (including 
field or laboratory work incidental thereto) under public supervision and control or under 
contract with a state board or local education agency.  Vocational education is part of a 
program designed to fit individuals for gainful employment as semiskilled or skilled 
workers or technicians in recognized occupations (US GPO, 1963). 
Commissioner – This refers to the Commissioner of Education in the Federal Department of 
Education. 
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Organization of the Study 
The first chapter introduces the statement of the problem, purpose of the study, research 
question and subsidiary questions, significance of the study, design of the study, 
limitations/delimitations, and definition of terms. Chapter II creates a historical context for the 
study through the review of literature and research related to current perception by U.S. society 
of the American education system and teacher evaluation. Chapter III includes the methodology 
and the process used to gather data for the study.  Chapters IV through IX examine presidential 
administrations’ communications, federal education policy, economic and political culture, and 
education theories and evaluation.  Contained in Chapters IV through IX are the analysis of the 
data amassed and a response to the subsidiary research questions. Chapter X summarizes the 
study and its findings and responds to the research question, and Chapter XI includes a 
summary of the study and its findings, considers implications of the findings, and proposes 
recommendations for further research. 
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CHAPTER II  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
John F. Kennedy stated the following in his 1963 special message to Congress on 
education:   
A free nation can rise no higher than the standard of excellence set in its schools and 
colleges.  Ignorance and illiteracy, unskilled workers and school dropouts – these and 
other failures of our education system breed failures in our social and economic system: 
delinquency, unemployment, chronic dependence, a waste of human resources, a loss of 
productive power and purchasing power and an increase in tax-supported benefits.  
Failure to improve education performance is thus not only poor social policy, it is poor 
economics (p. 1). 
Evaluations have been used to assess programs, processes, policies, and people for 
thousands of years.   Education evaluation, which William D. Wolansky defined in 1976 as “a 
process with the sole purpose of improving teacher instruction in order to improve the entire 
education environment,” has also existed since the first public school was established (p. 81).   
The National Comprehensive Center for Teacher Quality (NCCTQ) in 2011 defines teacher 
evaluation as a tool that "should identify and measure the instructional strategies, professional 
behaviors, and delivery of content knowledge that affect student learning” (Wolansky, p. 1).  
Why is education evaluation important?  Wolansky’s definition of education evaluation suggests 
that it is important to improve the way we evaluate teachers in order to improve the U.S. 
education environment.  The literature reviewed examined the perception of American citizens, 
educators, and education researchers regarding the state of the U.S. education environment, 
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teacher evaluation requirements, the importance of effective teachers, and the analysis of 
education initiatives over a 62-year period.  
Perception of U.S. Education Environment 
Right or wrong, public perception is that the U.S. education system is not producing 
citizens who can compete globally.  This is evident in comments posted on CNN’s School of 
Thought blog in response to the remarks of 2012 National Teacher of the Year Rebecca 
Mieliwocki’s speech at the National Education Association (NEA) annual meeting.  
Mieliwocki’s address to the NEA criticized the U.S. government for allowing decisions to be 
made by individuals lacking in education backgrounds and emphasized that we will continue to 
"create a generation of children who are average" if we continue to let standardized test be our 
measure for mastery (Krache & Gumbrecht, July 9, 2012). 
Themes that emerged from the 842 comments posted on this blog were similar to 
Durward William’s response on July 9, 2012:  “As I see it, there are several problems with 
public education. 1- Lack of parental involvement (main problem), 2- Unions, 3- Quality of 
teachers;” and Di’s (another blogger) reply:  “Look at the world education ratings. The U.S. is 
14th while Canada is 3rd. If we are supposed to be the greatest country in the world, we should 
be able to educate our citizens in a world-class way. Maybe we should send government officials 
to Canada to see how they are running their school systems and testing programs. They face 
many of the same problems we do in the U.S. and they seem to be doing a much better job” 
(Krache & Gumbrecht, July 9, 2012).   
Researchers such as Baker (2007), Tienken (2008), and Zhao (2009) agree with 
Mieliwocki that U.S. education decisions should not be based on standardized assessment 
scores.  As noted by Tienken (2008), the primary source for proponents of using international 
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test ranking to evaluate U.S. education has been the report A Nation at Risk (p. 3).  Zhao notes 
that the perception that American schools are failing is brought about because of reports that 
other nations will surpass the U.S. global economic standing, decreasing our economic power in 
the world.  These reports include the gross domestic product (GDP) growth in countries such as 
China and India.  In 2006, China had the fourth largest economy in the world and had moved 
ahead of the United Kingdom (Zhao, p. 11).  India's GDP in 2004-2005 increased by 7.1%, and 
in 2005-2006 India's GDP increased another 1.3% to an 8.4 percentage rate.  With the total 
population of these two countries over six times the U.S. population, the United States must 
produce a greater number of professionals such as engineers, scientist, researchers, and 
inventors to remain a global competitor (Zhao, p. 11).  Additionally, a 2008 report from Strong 
American Schools states that “America's high school graduation rate ranks 19th in the world. 
(Forty years ago, we were first.)" (as cited in Zhao, 2009). 
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) data, collected 
for the 2006 Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) country profiles, has the 
United States scoring below 37 other countries in mathematics (Organisation, 2006).  The 2009 
PISA country profiles for reading collected by OECD indicate the United States fell below 17 
other countries; specifically, the United States performed average, and the 17 other counties 
performed statistically above the OECD average. Furthermore, even though the United States 
increased in science to perform at the OECD average in 2009 from below average in 2006, the 
United States still performed below 22 other countries (Organisation, 2011). 
Keith Baker, a retired researcher for the U.S. Department of Education, looked at 
participants who took the first international mathematics assessment that provided the data for 
the First International Mathematics Study (FIMS) to determine if the assessment results had any 
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significance in the success or failure of the United States as a global competitor. What Baker 
found directly contradicts the assumptions that local and federal education advisors have 
declared to be the downfall of the United States: low scores on international assessments. Upon 
analyzing various measures of economic success for the United States and the nations that 
scored well on the 1965 FIMS assessment, the data were found to be significant, where p 
<.0001 on a binomial test, indicating that the national success of the United States was greater 
than any of the top scoring nations (p. 103).  Baker looked at the GDP, the quality of life index, 
and patents to determine national success.  Over 40 years of GDP data, adjusted for cost of 
living, indicated that the higher a nation scored on the FIMS assessment, the worse their 
economic performance (p. 102).  Similar to the wealth index, the economic index for nations 
scoring low on the assessment improved in relationship to their low placement on FIMS (p. 
102).  The United Nations uses a quality of life index to measure indicators that would provide 
citizens with a quality life, where the lower the numbers on this index, the better.  The average 
score for nations who ranked higher than the United States on FIMS was 10.8; on this index, the 
United States scored 7.  Baker uses patents as a measure of creativity, which he indicates is one 
of the most important traits to foster in a school system.  At the time of this report, the United 
States submitted 321 patents per million people.  However, the nations who scored above the 
United States only submitted an average of 127 patents per million people (p. 102).  Baker 
concluded his research by stating the following:  “At best, international test scores are useless 
and may well be harbingers of failure, rather than success" (p. 103). 
In his 2011 commentary, “Common Core State Standards: An Example of Data-less 
Decision Making,” Tienken presents data that dispute the notion that the American education 
system is in shambles. Evidence from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the U.S. Patent and 
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Trademark Office, and the World Intellectual Property Organization shows that the United 
States continues to outrank other nations in the global competitiveness index, utility patents, 
percentage of adults with at minimum a bachelor's degree, and number of top universities (p. 8).  
These data were expounded upon in upcoming chapters.  
Sandia National Laboratories, an agency supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, 
also conducted research, using data from high schools to challenge the notion that the U.S. 
education system is failing.  Sandia National Laboratories is a science-based engineering 
company contracted by the federal government to develop, maintain, and secure nuclear 
weapons and other weaponry in order to maintain the security of the nation.  Their only obvious 
interest in the outcome of education research is to determine if the American education system 
is producing quality scientists and engineers for future expansion.  Therefore, research 
conducted by Sandia Laboratories is considered unbiased.  School performance in the research 
was measured by dropout rates and college entrance exams, whereas student performance was 
measured by achievement tests, expenditures for education, performance of U.S. students on 
international tests, and the status of educators.  Status dropout rate was used in this research, as 
it less likely to double count dropouts than using the event dropout rate, which is received 
directly from schools and does not account for transient populations or for students who come 
back and drop out again.  
Carson, Huelskamp, and Woodall, the Sandia researchers, took national and 
international performance data and disaggregated it by race, age, class rank, etc.  An analysis of 
the disaggregated data provided a clearer picture of U.S. student performance on standardized 
assessments since 1975.  Carson et al. were also able to provide a rational explanation for the 
decline in the average score of American students on standardized assessments.  
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When comparing SAT scores for White, Black, Asian American, Mexican American, 
American Indian, and Puerto Rican students, each group either improved or remained stable. 
However, the number of students in the top 20% of their class taking SAT exams has steadily 
decreased, and the number of students in the lower 60% of class rank taking SAT exams has 
steadily increased, while the gap between white and minority students has steadily widened. 
This change in rank of students taking the SAT test is the reason for the overall decline in the 
average SAT scores since the 1970s.   Furthermore, the number of socially and economically 
disadvantaged students, who score significantly lower than their peers whose family income is 
over $40,000, has increased.  Similarly, the disaggregated data analysis for the National 
Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) found that this same phenomenon, known as 
Simpson's paradox, held true for subject exams in math, science, reading, writing, geography, 
and computer skills (pp 267-270).  
Stedman (1994) assessed the Sandia report that was published in the Journal of 
Education Research in 1993.  Stedman was critical of the Sandia report data analysis stating 
that the SAT data assessed were a combination of reading and math scores rather than a look at 
subject assessment data individually, thereby skewing the data. Stedman’s analysis of the same 
SAT data was conversely interpreted.  When looking at only Verbal SAT scores from 1966 – 
1992, the results indicated that students in 1992 performed “at the 32nd percentile as compared 
to student performance in 1966” (p. 135). Stedman also disaggregated achievement data from 
the students who took SAT assessments between the mid-1960s through the early 1990s.  This 
data analysis did not support Carson’s theory that a higher number of lower achieving students 
were taking the SAT assessments and accounting for the decline in SAT scores.  Stedman’s data 
showed a decline in SAT scores by every subgroup of students taking the SAT assessment.   
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Stedman also criticizes Carson's notion that the U.S. education system was not in crisis.  
Although he agreed that student performance has not drastically changed over the past few 
decades, he cautioned revisionists that to conclude that the U.S. education system has no need 
for school reform based on Carson’s findings would be wrong (pp. 133-143). 
With accountability as the current political topic within the education environment, local 
and state governments, as well as the federal government, have been under pressure from the 
American people to use a higher level of scrutiny when evaluating public elementary and 
secondary educators.  This pressure had advanced the movement toward repairing what was 
perceived as a broken teacher evaluation system.  In an attempt to fix the perceived problems 
with American teacher evaluation system, the Obama administration, in its initiatives, has tied 
student performance to teacher evaluations with the desired results to improve teacher quality, 
which will be measured by student performance on local, state, and international assessments.   
Teacher Evaluation Requirements 
According to The New Teacher Project, 99% of all teachers receive a satisfactory rating 
using the teacher evaluation system that has been used over the past 50 years (Weisberg, Sexton, 
Mulhern, & Keeling, 2009).  The Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) states have 
adopted teacher evaluation legislation from 2011-2015 that includes three or more of the 
following components:  incorporation of value-added growth models; student learning growth 
data; a teacher performance rating system, professional development, and mentoring (Dixon, 
2001).   
Daniel Weisberg and others from The New Teacher Project conducted evaluation-related 
research involving 15,000 teachers and 1,300 administrators in four states.  The research 
validated what educators already know—that 99% of all teachers are rated satisfactory.  Many 
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teachers never receive recommendations for improvement though both teachers and 
administrators are acutely aware of ineffective teachers who should be dismissed (Weisberg, 
Sexton, Mulhern, & Keeling, 2009).  Many of the seasoned teachers involved in The New 
Teacher Project research indicated that they have never received feedback of any kind during 
the evaluation process. Nearly 60% of new teachers surveyed indicated that they either received 
no feedback or received no recommendations for improvement (Weisberg et al., 2009, p. 14).  
The New Teacher Project revealed that Denver Public Schools had the highest 
percentage of teachers not renewed prior to meeting tenure requirements.  Denver's schools did 
not renew 3% of non-tenured teacher contracts, with all other districts falling at 1% or below  
(p. 15).  Even though approximately one percent of teachers are currently identified as needing 
improvement, they still get observed only three or fewer times per school year (p. 21).  Most 
teachers continue to receive increases in pay according to their years of service and credentials 
and continue to teach students at all levels of need with no consideration of their level of 
effectiveness (p. 24).  Moreover, many of the school districts involved in this research did not 
make adequate yearly progress; however, they still rated most teachers as satisfactory (p. 12).  
Current district and building decisions (such as which classes teachers will instruct, what 
professional development is offered to teachers, who will be renewed or let go, and teacher 
salary) are not based on data gathered through the evaluation system (Weisberg et al., 2009, p. 
29).  
Evan Thomas and Pat Wingert, education reporters for Newsweek, wrote an article in 
2010 titled "Why We Can't Get Rid of Failing Teachers."  In this article, the authors criticize 
American education and place U.S. students on the same level as students in Lithuania. Thomas 
and Wingert blamed the decrease of international test scores on the inequality in the education 
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provided to White and minority students.  According to these authors the ineffective system 
used to evaluate teachers, along with the difficult and costly process of removing ineffective 
teachers, resulted in school districts in high poverty areas employing ineffective teachers 
through transfer of ineffective teachers from one place to another or simply because good 
teachers do not want to teach at these schools. Therefore, the neediest students receive the least 
effective teaching from the least effective teachers. This phenomenon leads to the perception 
that the American education system is in crisis as the average of international test scores 
continue to fall. Thomas and Wingert’s claim that the statement “there is a lack of action by 
administrators to remove ineffective teachers” is validated through the following data: "NYC in 
2008 dismissed three out of 30,000 tenured teachers; Chicago between 2005 and 2008, 0.1 
percent tenured teachers were dismissed; Akron, Ohio, zero percent; Toledo, 0.01 percent; and 
Denver, zero percent" of tenure teachers were dismissed (p. 24).  Thomas and Wingert 
concluded that the American education system cannot improve until the teacher evaluation 
system is effective in removing ineffective teachers.  
  The face of teacher evaluation is changing rapidly with the Race to the Top initiative. In 
the past all states awarded tenure to teachers based on their years of service rather than their 
quality of service.  In 2011, eight states now require that student performance data be a major 
criterion for awarding teachers tenure (Dixon, 2011, p. 5).  In 2009-2012, $4.35 billion was 
reserved for the federal Race to the Top competitive grant initiative.  States had to meet a 
number of criteria in order to be eligible for these funds.  One of the criteria was to link student 
performance data to teacher evaluations.  
According to the National Council on Teacher Quality (2012), teacher evaluations and 
practices are tied together in only a few states.  The lack of action from school districts to link 
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teacher practices and teacher evaluations provides evidence that teacher evaluations just do not 
matter.  Additional evidence was provided by the fact that 40 states do not consider teacher 
performance evaluations when determining which teachers will be furloughed.  These states still 
use seniority in making layoff decisions (p. 5). 
 President Obama’s Race to the Top initiative measures teacher effectiveness through the 
inclusion of merit pay based on student standardized test scores.  Arkansas is one of seven SREB 
states that implemented, through approved House Bill 2178, a new evaluation process that 
incorporated student performance.  Additionally, Arkansas' evaluation rating was no longer 
satisfactory or unsatisfactory but now included the rankings of distinguished, proficient, basic, 
and unsatisfactory (Dixon, 2011, p. 4). Florida's Senate Bill 736 of 2011 required that 50% of 
teacher evaluations included student assessment data.  Florida's evaluation system incorporated 
four ratings: highly effective, effective, needs improvement/developing, or unsatisfactory.  
Louisiana's House Bill 1033 required that 50% of teacher evaluations included student 
achievement growth data during the 2012-2013 school year (p. 5).  Maryland's House Bill 1263 
also included the use of student growth data as part of a teacher’s evaluation.  However, the 
original proposal to make student growth data 50% of the evaluation was rejected.  As of the 
2013-2014 school year, student growth comprised only 35% of the teacher evaluation system 
until a pilot program, using 50% student growth data in seven Maryland school districts, is 
analyzed to determine if the use of this data is a valid measurement of teacher effectiveness.  
Oklahoma's Senate Bill 2033 mandated local districts incorporate various measures of student 
performance to equal 50% of the teacher evaluation by the 2013-2014 school year.  Oklahoma 
had also increased the ratings on the evaluation to include superior, highly effective, effective, 
needs improvement, and ineffective (p. 6). Tennessee's House Bill 7010 and Senate Bill 7005 
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mandated that 50% of a teacher’s evaluation address student growth data.  Similar to Oklahoma's 
requirements, state assessments would comprise 35% of the student growth data, and the 
remaining 15% measurement for the teacher evaluation would be determined by local districts 
(Dixon, 2011). Virginia's House Bill 1500 awarded teachers who worked in "hard-to-staff 
schools" and who received exemplary ratings with $5,000 performance bonuses.  Only teachers 
who worked in districts that incorporated 40% student growth data in the teacher evaluation 
system were eligible for the performance bonuses. Virginia's evaluation system used exemplary, 
proficient, needs improvement, and unacceptable ratings for assessing teacher performance 
(Dixon, 2011, p. 8). 
 The federal government provided detailed teacher evaluation criteria that states receiving 
monetary awards from the Race to the Top competitive grant had to follow in order to receive 
their funds.  It will be important to monitor how this federal initiative will influence the 
evolution of teacher evaluation.  
Teacher Quality 
 Historically, since the National Education Defense Act, the federal government had 
influenced state and local governments’ education focus through the allocation of funds.  Many 
of these resources had been used for special education needs rather than for increasing what 
researchers attribute to be one of the most important factors that increases student achievement—
teacher effectiveness (National Commission on Teaching & America’s Future, 1997; Rockoff, 
2003; Sanders & Horn, 1998).  Furthermore, The No Child Left Behind (NCBL) Act mandated 
that all states enact requirements for teachers to pass knowledge-based assessments in order to be 
deemed highly qualified.  Prior to this mandate, only 29 states required teachers to pass a 
knowledge-based assessment.   
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 By 2010, 49 states had implemented knowledge-based assessments for teachers to become 
certified to teach.  NCLB allocated 42% of its budget to improve teacher quality and 36% of its 
budget to reduce class size in the 2009-2010 school year.  However, a total of 5% of the budget 
was actually used on these two initiatives (National Council on Teacher Quality, 2010).  The 
National Commission of Teaching and America's Future (1997) reported the following:  “In the 
United States, only 52 % of education dollars are spent on instruction . . . [whereas] other 
industrialized nations, about 75% of education resources are spent directly on instruction" (p. 3).  
The United States only increased money spent on educating students by 26% in 1997, which 
paled in comparison to the 900% increase in money spent on new prison inmates (National 
Commission of Teaching and America's Future 1997, p.6).   
 Many researchers have determined that placing resources into changing curriculum and 
providing assessments does not improve student achievement.  Rather, improving teacher 
effectiveness is the most successful means to raise student achievement (National Mathematics 
Advisory Panel, 2008; Sanders, 1998; Glazerman, 2008; National Commission on Teaching & 
America’s Future, 1997).  Tucker (2005) highlights the importance of increasing teacher 
effectiveness as he states, “If students have a high-performing teacher one year, they will enjoy 
the advantage of that good teaching in future years; . . . conversely, if students have a low-
performing teacher, they simply will not outgrow the negative effects of lost learning 
opportunities for years to come” (p. 2).   However, the Tennessee Value-Added Assessment 
System (TVAAS) research, which was Tucker’s data source, has been criticized for the 
simplistic view on the influence teachers have on student learning.  This view takes the student 
out of the equation and places the teacher as the sole variable to student learning, regardless of 
past knowledge or other external variables.   
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 Research conducted by Rockoff (2003) finds that "raising teacher quality may be a key 
instrument in improving student outcomes" (p. 23).  Rockoff’s research eliminates the variable of 
teacher credentials, which Sanders and Tucker’s research has been criticized for focusing on 
rather than on teacher effectiveness.  The empirical evidence presented in Rockoff’s research 
indicates that there is a relationship between teacher quality and student achievement.  Rockoff 
(2003) notes, "one standard deviation increase in teacher quality raises test scores by 
approximately .20 standard deviations in reading and .24 standard deviations in math on 
nationally standardized distributions of achievement" (p. 5).   Rockoff (2003) did note that 
teacher experience does have a significant positive effect on raising student test scores; however, 
he eliminated this variable from his research in order to focus on teacher quality.  In his 
conclusion Rockoff recommends that the United States tie teacher pay incentives to teacher 
evaluations, as research conducted in Israel showed a positive relationship between students' 
tests scores and pay-for-performance incentives (p. 23).  However, Pink (2009) suggests in his 
book Drive that most people are not motivated by rewards but rather through the intrinsic 
satisfaction one gains through doing well (p. 39).  If this holds true, then merit pay will not 
increase teacher effectiveness. 
Data retrieved through research conducted by The National Commission on Teaching 
and America's Future (2008) revealed that states that did not place resources into improving 
teacher effectiveness had no significant gains in student achievement.  For example, states such 
as Georgia and South Carolina placed resources into assessment exams and changing the 
curriculum.  No additional monies were given for improving teacher effectiveness through 
mentoring programs or professional development.  In these two states math scores stayed the 
same, while reading scores declined (p. 14).  On the other hand, two states (North Carolina and 
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Connecticut) that made significant investments in teachers over the past ten years showed an 
increase in teacher effectiveness.  Both states provided mentoring programs and professional 
development for beginning teachers, along with increasing teacher pay and requiring licensure 
for all teachers.  The results were notable; both states demonstrated significant gains in math 
and reading scores on state assessments (p. 10).  
Darling-Hammond used data from a fifty-state survey of policies, from a state case study 
analysis, from the 1993-1994 Schools and Staffing Surveys (SASS), and from the NAEP data to 
identify how teachers affect student academic performance.  Darling-Hammond looked at 
teacher attributes such as IQ, subject matter knowledge, knowledge of teaching and learning, 
certification status, and teacher behaviors and practices.  The research analyzed found no 
relationship between teacher IQ and student learning.  What was found to make a difference 
was the teacher’s knowledge in the subject matter and pedagogy, their level of certification, and 
the teacher’s behaviors and practices.  Teachers with a high level of training along with 
continued participation in professional development were able to affect academic change in 
their students.  In addition, teachers who built positive relationships with students, who were 
flexible, were creative, and were able to adapt positively effected academic change in their 
students (Darling-Hammond, 2000, p. 14).  These teachers had a greater influence on student 
performance than any other indicator when variables such as social and economic conditions 
were factored out.   
Darling-Hammond also noted that students from districts with high standards for teacher 
certification and professional development scored near the top on standardized assessments in 
math and science when compared to international student scores.   Students who attended 
districts where teachers had no certification or teachers scored low on teacher examinations, 
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scored at or near the bottom on assessments when compared to international student scores 
(Darling-Hammond, 2000). 
Darling-Hammond (2000) found that throughout the nation, state mandates for tougher 
teacher certification requirements and increased funds spent on teacher training resulted in 
higher student performance on standardized assessments.  States that did not increase teacher 
certification mandates or increase spending on teacher training did not see an increase in student 
performance.  Therefore, the large gap in student performance on standardized assessments 
when averaged, according to Darling-Hammond, resulted in the US ranking midrange when 
compared internationally.  Students from the top six states, who implemented tougher teacher 
certification standards, "held six of the top ten spots in the national rankings in reading and 
math in 1994 and 1996" (Differences in State Policies Regarding Teaching, para. 7). 
When comparing NAEP 1992 and 1996 mathematics scores, student demographics, and 
teacher salary in states that increased teacher requirements against states that did not increase 
teacher certification requirements, the results showed that neither poverty rates nor teacher 
salary affected change in student performance (Darling-Hammond, 2000).  Schools with high 
poverty rates that implemented teacher certification reform saw an increase in student 
performance on NAEP assessments (see Table 1 below).  Note the table is not an inclusive 
comparison of all states, and the information has not been statistically analyzed (Darling-
Hammond, 2000).  
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Table 1 
State Teacher Salaries, Student Poverty, Student Achievement, and NAEP 4th Grade 
Mathematics Scores, 1996 
 
State teacher salaries, student poverty, and student achievement 
NAEP 4th grade mathematics scores, 1996 
 
NAEP 
Score, 1996 
Gain from 
1992 
% of students 
in poverty 
Teacher Salaries 
Minimum         Maximum 
Connecticut  232 + 5 18.6 $28,195 $56,189 
New Jersey  227 + 0 14.6 $28,424 $58,208 
North 
Carolina  
224 +11 18.4 $20,077 $38,733 
Georgia  215 + 0 18.5 $20,065 $42,134 
West 
Virginia  
223 + 8 22.0 $21,466 $36,378 
Virginia  223 + 2 12.6 $23,098 $38,328 
Data on student achievement and poverty status from NAEP 1996 Mathematics Report Card for the 
States, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Education, 1997, pp. 28, 139. Data on teachers' salaries 
from NCES, America's Teachers: Profile of a Profession, 1993-94, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department 
of Education, 1996, Table A6.2.  
 
Darling-Hammond noted states that showed gains in student achievement and 
implemented tougher teacher criteria had small school districts, whereas the states that did not 
show student gains on the NAEP assessments and did not invest in teacher quality had large 
school districts.  Student populations of the school districts were not taken into consideration and 
cannot be ruled out as a variable that contributed to the change in student achievement (Darling-
Hammond, 2000). 
According to the OECD (2006) the United States ranked 21st internationally in overall 
science achievement, even though U.S. White and Asian students demonstrated above-average 
achievement in all areas of science.  Darling-Hammond (2009) attributes this phenomenon to 
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the “dramatic inequalities in education opportunity for low-income students and students of 
color–especially their inadequate access to well-qualified teachers” (p. 11).  A recent 25-country 
study, How the World's Best-Performing School Systems Come Out on Top, notes “leading 
nations recognize” that one of the top three factors in becoming a best-performing school is to 
develop new teachers into effective instructors (Darling, 2009, p. 11).  Darling-Hammond also 
acknowledges that until the United States begins implementing programs that will ensure 
universal teachers of high quality to all schools, it will continue to fall short as an international 
leader (p. 11).   
The National Commission on Teaching and America's Future (1997) analyzed data 
received from 900 Texas school districts that demonstrated the importance of effective teachers 
on student achievement.  The teacher accounted for 40% of the measured variance in students’ 
achievement, whether positive or negative, which indicated that ineffective teachers also have a 
considerable impact on student outcomes (p. 8).  However, it is important to note that 40% 
reflected participants in a small school with low teacher/pupil ratio. In addition, the commission 
did not measure teacher quality.  It examined the difference between teachers who were not 
certified or licensed in their subject area and those who were.  In short, the information was 
more about being properly credentialed.   
Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System research found “when the data were 
aggregated by student achievement level . . . ineffective teachers are ineffective with all 
students, regardless of the prior level of achievement” (Sanders, 1998, p. 252).  Tucker (2005) 
cited Sander’s work from the Tennessee Value-Added Research and Assessment Center, which 
identified the outcome of two teachers in third grade classes over a three-year period.  Students 
who were taught by effective teachers (note that “effective” in this study is based on credentials, 
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not quality) showed gains of 52 percentile points on standardized assessments.  Similarly, first 
grade students who were taught three consecutive years by an effective teacher moved from the 
63rd percentile to the 87th percentile in math and reading results.  In comparison, the math and 
reading results of students who had ineffective teachers for three consecutive years decreased 42 
points and placed them in the 40th percentile.  Tucker (2005) also noted that the difference in 
student achievement between an effective teacher and an ineffective teacher could result in 
students moving from the 50th percentile to the 79th–95th percentile (p. 2).  However, in this 
research, “effectiveness” was not defined beyond high-test scores.  
Many researchers who analyzed data collected through the Tennessee Value-Added 
Assessment System have concluded that the teacher has the most influence on student academic 
growth.  Effective and ineffective teachers positively or negatively influence student 
performance to a greater extent than race, socioeconomic level, class size, and classroom 
heterogeneity (Sanders, 1998, p. 247).   Sanders concluded that effective teachers could not 
overcome the long-term negative achievement results suffered by students who have ineffective 
teachers year after year.  The results of ineffective teachers are both additive and cumulative (p. 
247).   Sanders also found that "by looking at sequences in which the fifth-grade teachers were 
comparable in terms of effectiveness, it is possible to see the [positive and negative] residual 
effects of prior year teachers" (p. 254). The findings of this research also indicate that the 
negative influence to students assigned to ineffective teachers continues even when these same 
students are assigned an effective teacher in subsequent years. Although an effective teacher can 
facilitate excellent academic gain in students, the residual effects from ineffective teachers 
preclude effective teachers from bridging the gap in students who have suffered years of 
ineffective teaching (Sanders, 1998, p. 254). 
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As previously noted, research conducted by Rockoff in two New Jersey school districts, 
using more than 10 years of data, also revealed that teacher quality affects student achievement.  
Rockoff (2003) eliminated class size and student characteristics in his research and analyzed 
data for teacher–fixed effects.  In his analysis, he explored the effects of all teachers in the 
participating schools and the effects of only teachers who had been employed at least three 
years in order to eliminate outliers from transient teachers.  In both conditions, the results were 
significant, with teacher quality affecting student assessment outcomes in reading and math (p. 
15).  Rockoff (2003) also stated that his "estimates of the importance of teachers may be 
conservative given broader geographical levels" (p. 16). 
Cost of Remediation  
In his (2000) Michigan study, Greene estimated the cost per year for remediation to the 
United States to be 16.6 billion dollars.  This figure takes into account cost associated with high 
school, college, and workplace remediation programs, along with government programs such as 
welfare and the cost associated with crimes committed by persons with below-basic skills (p. 9).  
Greene (2000) contends that the best way to reduce remediation costs is to improve K-12 
education by investing in improving the effectiveness of K-12 teachers.  Greene states, "High-
quality teachers are the best way to improve student performance" (p. 35).  Greene is 
considering only factors controlled by the school. 
Darling-Hammond noted in her 2009 study that ineffective teachers are responsible for 
the large number of prison inmates who cannot read.  These ineffective teachers at the 
elementary level are also responsible for students dropping out of school and responsible for 
their inability to attain employment.  Darling-Hammond (2009) also states, “The threefold 
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increase in the U.S. prison population over the past 20 years is strongly associated with 
inadequate education” (p. 11). 
The reality of replacing beginning teachers who leave after a few years with less 
effective teachers has a devastating financial impact on school districts because they can spend 
up to $48,000 per candidate who leaves, depending on the cost model.  These costs are derived 
from the need to train new teachers hired, to provide remediation programs for students who 
fail, to teach retained students additional years, to run summer school programs, and to provide 
special education and other services for such issues as mental health and/or drug and alcohol 
problems (Darling-Hammond, 2009, p. 11).   
Research conducted by Saxon and Boylan (2001) identified remediation cost for a 
variety of states based on a percent of the total higher education budget: Texas 2.25%, Maryland 
1.2%, California 11%, Illinois 6.5%, Washington 6%, Wyoming 8.8%, Arkansas 3%, and New 
York City 8%.  Using the data from the states studied, Saxon and Boylan (2001) estimated the 
total remedial cost for the United States to be approximately $1,000,000,000 yearly (pp. 2-6).  
In addition, 33% of freshmen entering college required at least one remediation course (p. 4).  
Greene's (2000) research determined that in Michigan community colleges an average of $65.4 
million is spent on remediation (p. 11), four-year institutes spend $23.8 million on remediation, 
and businesses spend approximately $40 million yearly teaching employees basic math, reading, 
and writing skills (p. 13).   
These staggering costs for remedial programs, along with the overwhelming increase of 
over 900% in governmental costs associated with the prosecution and correction of new inmates 
entering the prison system (National Commission of Teaching and America's Future, 1997, p. 
6), necessitate reliable teacher evaluations to identify appropriate professional development 
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programs that will lead to an increase in teacher effectiveness.  Hopefully, a desired residual 
effect would be the decrease in the number of new inmates entering the prison system.  
Presidential Administrations and Federal Education 
The phrase ‘free education’ is a deliberate choice. For unless education continues to  
be free—free in its response to local community needs, free from any suggestion of 
political domination, and free from impediments to the pursuit of knowledge by teachers 
and students—it will cease to serve the purposes of free men” (Eisenhower, 1955).  
President Harry S. Truman sent the Air Force and Navy to help overseas, and the Korean 
War ended by 1953.  The conclusion of World War II and the Korean War regenerated the 
domestic economy, and the American consumer was born.  During the Truman years, the 
primary administrative focus was on ending the war.  After the end of World War II, the main 
federal focus on education was to provide states with resources to build new education facilities.  
President Truman briefly mentioned the necessity to provide equal education opportunities to all 
children.  Nevertheless, he felt that, with the end of the war and the production of new homes 
escalating, local governments would have enough money to provide their children with equal 
education opportunities (Truman, 1950).  In the early 1950s, education was not a primary focus 
of the federal government.  Resources such as staff and money were reduced, and data collected 
were not properly analyzed and could not be considered reliable.  Money was spent publishing 
"war-related pamphlets," as attention at this time was on ending the war (Vinovskis, p. 7).  
The Cooperative Research Act of 1954 enabled the federal Office of Education to begin 
working with other education agencies to analyze education data.  Most of the research at this 
time focused on mental retardation rather than increasing overall student proficiency.  With the 
launching of the soviet satellite Sputnik in 1957, the federal government expanded the Office of 
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Education.  This allowed additional resources for providing American students with an 
education concentrating on science and math.  The federal government viewed the launching of 
Sputnik as being detrimental to our national security and, through the National Defense 
Education Act of 1958, allocated approximately $4 billion to the Office of Education for the 
instruction of science, math, and foreign languages over a four-year period (p. 8). 
The beginning of the 1960s did not fare any better than the early 1950s in the 
advancement of education research and practices.  Even though federal spending increased to 
support further research in science and social sciences fields, the Department of Education was 
again criticized for providing unreliable data that could not be used to better the U.S. education 
system.  Instruction and assessment research was not being funded, and for the first time a 
federal organization developed curricula for the classroom (p. 9).  Education research continued 
to focus on non-instructional areas, like the use of multimedia (such as TVs and motion 
pictures) in schools.  Not only was education research weak in focusing on teaching and 
improving student outcomes, but the data collected were not easily accessible to the public or by 
policymakers.  During the Lyndon Johnson administration, funds for research and development 
in order to improve the education of U.S. students mushroomed from $3 million in 1960 to 
approximately $100 million in 1967.  The Office of Education also increased into one of the 
largest federal agencies in 1967 with a budget of $3.9 billion.  In 1960 the budget was under 
half a billion dollars (p. 10).  Even with the increase in staff and money, Congress criticized the 
federal office of education for inadequate analysis and use of data in order to improve teachers, 
schools, and students.  To overcome these issues, the Education Resources Information Center, 
known today as ERIC, was created.  This clearinghouse for education information was designed 
in order to provide researchers, teachers, and policymakers with various education resources 
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such as data, statistics, and best practices.   However, the increase of monies for education 
research quickly dwindled as the United States funded the Vietnam War (p. 11). 
The 1970s also met with criticism regarding the inept attempt by many federal research 
agencies to use the research and data collected to improve the U.S. education system.  The 
results of federal programs such as Title I and Head Start were also disappointing, as they did 
not produce the desired results of increasing academic success of disadvantaged students.  
President Richard Nixon asked Congress to create an education organization for research and 
development.  However, after twenty plus years of providing funds to federal organizations for 
education research and receiving what many viewed as nothing noteworthy, members of 
Congress perceived that the organization presented by the president would be "the same old 
thing" and a waste of resources.  Congress did eventually approve the establishment of the 
National Institute of Education (NIE), but the president did not receive the funds he had hoped 
for to maintain this new agency (pp. 13-16).   
The NIE was the first education agency to disseminate research-based information to 
local agencies and schools.  It helped schools identify and implement best practices.  Due to the 
decline in support for the national curriculum developed by the National Science Foundation, 
the NIE lost 48% of its funds, forcing the agency to abandon all programs associated with the 
development of national curricula (pp. 16-20). 
With a new Republican administration and a new Republican Congress in the early 
1980s, the NIE lost 70% of its funding and became the source of a political firestorm.  The new 
director of the NIE, Edward Curran, spent time restructuring the organization to eliminate as 
many programs as possible.  Curran was credited for bringing politics into the NIE by 
incorporating his personal agenda into the topics for research, firing professional researchers 
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and hiring unqualified political acquaintances, disregarding the established peer review 
protocols, and ignoring mandates from Congress.  Curran was replaced in 1985.  Many 
educators feared that the strides made in education research would be lost as the U.S. 
Department of Education reorganized in 1985 and merged the NIE, NCES, and the Library 
programs.  However, this did not happen (p. 22). 
During the Bush I administration, the Office of Education Research and Improvement 
(OERI) was revitalized.  Congress supported the increase in funds for this agency by 266%.  
These funds were earmarked to implement programs to improve the U.S. education system.  
These new programs included the Javits Gifted and Talented Program, the Blue Ribbon 
Schools, the Eisenhower Math and Science Program, Mid-Career Teacher Training, Education 
Partnerships, the Evaluation of Education Reform, the National Literacy Institute, and the 
Summit.  With the majority of funds going to these new programs, the research and 
development centers were once again left without additional funds to conduct field experiments 
in order to develop education strategies for increasing American students’ international test 
scores.  Even after President Bush drastically increased revenue to this agency, the criticism 
over the previous two decades of the Office of Education by members of Congress and others 
appointed to evaluate the cost effectiveness of this organization were still evident.   The 
research provided was not properly analyzed, the researchers were not properly trained, and the 
information and data results obtained from the research and development centers were not 
properly disseminated (p. 25). 
On February 10, 1987, the House of Representatives Committee on Education and Labor 
held a hearing on the Education Training for American Competiveness Act of 1987.  Testimony 
to the condition of the American education system included data on productivity from 
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competitive nations that included France, Germany, Japan, and Korea.  Even though U.S. 
productivity was above all other nations, there was still concern because the U.S. productivity 
was not growing at the rate of other nations.  Once again, this was blamed on the U.S. education 
system and the perceived problem that Americans were not literate upon leaving school. 
Representative James M. Jeffords from Vermont warned Congress that the United States 
was not providing students with quality math and science instruction.  He feared that the United 
States would not be able to compete with Japan in the future development of advanced 
technology.  Representative Jeffords' concern arose from the high number of math and science 
teachers who had been hired with no degrees in order to fill the gap left behind during the 77% 
decline of students pursuing math and science teaching degrees in the 1970s. Representative 
Jeffords also tied the American education system to the continuation of lost jobs due to the loss 
of exports and the increase of imports.  He perceived the American education system as stale 
because students were taught in the same fashion that was used to train factory workers.  Again, 
he warned that the education system needed to be upgraded, investing in human capital, if the 
United States was to compete with Japan (U.S. House, 1987).  The representative from 
Michigan made brief comments that also tied education to the state of the nation as he said,  
" . . . to cut education at this time is an act of unilateral disarmament.  We're disarming 
ourselves in this competition, and we cannot do that.  We will fail as a nation unless we train 
our young people to enter the new jobs that are being created . . . ” (p. 6).  
Dr. Likens, a university professor and recipient of the 2001 National Medal of Science, 
also testified to Congress during the hearing on the Education Training for American 
Competiveness Act of 1987.  Dr. Likens was concerned that teachers and/or education institutes 
would be evaluated using the measure of a single test.  He explained to Congress that a business 
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is evaluated on the value of its end production; however, evaluation in education is less clear-
cut.  One could evaluate a teacher via an end test, or the lab equipment used, or the number of 
hours the student studied, or various circumstances that occurred during the time the student 
was enrolled in the class.  Furthermore, to determine the value of the instruction provided to the 
student by the teacher is impossible. The results of test-only evaluations would be a nation of 
students who would be victims of the system; they would be taught only to pass a test rather 
than think on their own (U.S. House, 1987).   
Funding for research and development centers was increased during the Clinton 
administration.  However, Congress decreased the number of persons employed at the OERI 
and eliminated the option of hiring outside research contractors.  This action once again led the 
way for the research collected by unskilled persons to be weak and potentially invalid.  The 
Clinton administration increased funding to the NCES, which devoted funds to improve and 
increase assessments provided by the National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP).  The 
federal government also encouraged state and local school boards to use these assessment 
results in planning for the needs of their students.  By the late 1990s, 44 states were 
administering NAEP assessments to their students (Vinovskis, pp. 46-52).   
For eighteen months, the OERI and the National Education Research Policy and 
Priorities Board (NERPPB) worked to produce a five-year plan for education research.  
However, the final product was weak and provided no direction to education researchers for 
moving forward with this initiative.     The following seven recommendations were identified as 
priority goals for research concentration:   
1. Improving learning and development in early childhood so that children can enter     
kindergarten prepared to learn and succeed in elementary and secondary schools. 
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2. Improving curriculum, instruction, assessments, and student learning at all levels of   
education to promote high academic achievement, problem-solving abilities, 
creativity, and the motivation for further learning.  
3. Ensuring effective teaching by expanding the supply of potential teachers, improving  
teacher preparation, and promoting career-long professional development at all 
levels of education.   
4. Strengthening schools, particularly middle and high schools, as institutions capable 
of engaging young people as active and responsible learners.  
5. Supporting schools to prepare diverse populations to meet high standards for 
knowledge, skills, and productivity and to participate fully in American economics, 
cultural, social, and civic life. 
6. Promoting learning in information and formal settings and building the connections 
that cause out-of-school experiences to contribute to in-school achievement.   
7. Understanding the changing requirements for adult competence in civic work and  
social contexts and realizing how these requirements affect learning and the futures 
of individuals in the nation.  
There was much contention within the OERI that these recommendations were nice in 
theory but would not be put into practice due to lack of funds and leadership. After Sharon 
Robinson’s tenure as assistant secretary of OERI, replacement was sought with many short-term 
assistant secretaries who were not deemed as qualified to lead this organization.  OERI 
increasingly became more and more political and, by the end of the 1990s, national assessments 
were brought to Congress for approval.  Congress did not move forward on this 
recommendation (pp. 57-58). 
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President George W. Bush (2004, September 26) allocated a significant amount of 
federal money toward education.  By 2005 he had increased the budget allocations for education 
by 49% since he took office.  President Bush's No Child Left Behind policy pushed for 
accountability at the elementary and secondary education levels.  He wanted effective teachers 
to be compensated in a way commensurate with their teaching skills.  In order to encourage 
state and local school boards to provide monetary incentives for effective teachers, he asked 
Congress for $500 million for states and school districts to reward teachers whose students 
demonstrated academic achievement on standardized assessments. President Bush encouraged 
options for parents and emphasized implementing reading initiatives, as he believes "reading . . . 
is the key to success."  In 2006 President Bush asked for $200 million to fund reading programs 
and $200 million for school districts to provide students resources to help them transition into 
high school.  This represented a 400% increase to reading programs.  Title I also saw a 52% 
increase in funds to help low socioeconomic school districts and President Bush asked Congress 
to increase special education funds by 75%.  Funds were allocated to provide professional 
development for teachers in order to ensure highly qualified teachers taught students, and a total 
of $64.2 million was provided to various organizations for the development of alternative paths 
for teacher certification.  President G. W. Bush's total support to teachers in order to increase 
effectiveness was over $5 billion (Bush, 2004). 
President Obama became President amid a global economic crisis upon taking office in 
2008.  Three million Americans were out of work, and the United States was still in the middle 
of the war on terrorism.  The federal government placed billions of dollars into bailing out 
various businesses in hopes that this action would stimulate the economy. 
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The state of the economy—along with the downfall of the financial markets—had a 
devastating effect on state and local boards of education.  President Obama saw this hardship as 
an opportunity for the federal government to shape American education by offering states 
money to help fill their financial gaps.  President Obama offered state school boards of 
education an opportunity to apply for his $4 billion competitive grant initiative named Race to 
the Top.  However, this money came with strings attached.  One of those strings was the 
inclusion of student performance in teacher evaluation.  The Race to the Top initiative is the 
catalyst to require state teacher evaluations to include student performance data.  President 
Obama also included funds for education programs in the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act.  These funds included $5 billion for early learning programs and $77 billion 
to strengthen elementary and secondary education, in which $48.6 billion was set aside to 
improve teacher effectiveness (Sisung & Raffaelle, 2012). 
Chapter Summary 
Teacher evaluation has long been linked to teacher tenure policy.  The purpose for 
conducting teacher evaluations has been for the function of gaining tenure status.   However, 
according to the research, the purpose of teacher evaluation should be to guide professional 
development in order to improve teacher effectiveness.  The research reviewed disclosed a 
significant correlation between effective teachers and student success (Darling-Hammond, 
2000; Glazerman, 2008; Gordon, Kane, & Staiger, 2006; Ingvarson & Rowel, 2007; National 
Commission on Teaching & America’s Future, 1997, National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 
2008; Rockoff, 2003, Sanders, 1998).     
Furthermore, the United States, hoping to maintain its standing as a competitive nation, 
cannot place a value on the future financial benefits of providing our next generation with 
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effective teachers, since teacher quality is understood to be an important predictor of academic 
success.  According to the research done by the National Commission of Teaching and 
America's Future (1997), students graduating in 2014 must have higher skill levels than ever 
before just to perform entry-level jobs.  In addition, many of the jobs performed 20 years ago no 
longer exist, and many current students will be performing jobs yet to be created.  This requires 
today’s graduates to be prepared with high-level thinking skills in order to compete for current 
employment opportunities (p. 5).  The need to provide American students with high-quality 
teachers could not be greater.  
Current education perspectives are derived from data analysis that is skewed and is not 
disaggregated, preventing researchers from comparing apples to apples.  Many policymakers 
jump on the political bandwagon and use this skewed data to advance their agendas, such as 
national security, international ranking on standardized assessments, national curriculum or 
national assessments.  Very few researchers have disaggregated the data to report the actual 
state of the American education system.  Tienken, Zhao, Carson, Huelskamp, and Woodall are 
among the few researchers who have challenged the status quo and provided data that 
contradicts the perception that the American education system is flawed.   It is important to look 
at federal policy and practices to determine what role the federal government had in providing 
the public with skewed data that led to the perception that American schools are failing U.S. 
students.   
Current research on federal education policy focuses on specific content areas of study 
or specific legislature reviews rather than looking at the effects of federal education policy on 
teacher evaluation.   This research will fill a gap and help frame the evolution of teacher 
evaluation through the influence of federal policy.  Administrators and policymakers can use 
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this information to make decisions regarding action steps either to contain or to further federal 
involvement in teacher evaluation practices.    Moreover, analyzing how federal policy has 
influenced the definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness may provide policymakers with 
information that will help change current teacher evaluation practices and provide school 
districts with opportunities to make sure all students are educated by effective teachers.  
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CHAPTER III   
METHODOLOGY 
Research Question 
The main research question, “How did federal education policy influence the evaluation 
and definition of teacher effectiveness throughout the sixty-two years from 1950 through 2012?” 
was addressed by analyzing the exposition to the subsidiary questions for each decade examined 
from 1950-2012. 
Subsidiary Questions 
I.      How have the shifts in education philosophies defined teacher effectiveness within 
each decade from 1950 to 2012?  
II.      Throughout history, what role did the social, political, and economic structure of the 
United States play in defining teacher effectiveness within each decade from 1950 to 
2012? 
III.      Through the analysis of historical documentation, within each decade from 1950 to 
2012, how did federal education policy influence the definition and evaluation of 
teacher effectiveness at the state or local level? 
Research Design 
 Along with past and present federal education policy, both proposed and enacted, this 
study also analyzed social, political, and economic culture and the education philosophy of each 
decade examined. Sources for this study were pulled from present and periodic education 
journals and newspapers; online data collection websites such as ERIC, HighBeam, ProQuest, 
Gale, and SHU Library; theses, dissertations, federal policies, inaugural speeches, presidential 
speeches to Congress, and other local and federal government documents.  
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 In using qualitative research, the findings were presented in a narrative form rather than a 
statistical presentation with numbers.  Themes were coded to capture relationships that were 
analyzed through the mathematical logic of “if this, then this” truth tables; i.e., ~p→q, ~s→q; 
therefore, ~q→s and ~s→q.  A hypothesis was not presented, as the researcher relied on the data 
analysis to determine the outcome (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007).  
Grounded Theory was used to analyze relationships discovered within the data codes 
through the use of NVivo, a computer–assisted qualitative data analysis software.  NVivo is a 
software program designed to code qualitative data, organize unstructured information, leave 
original documents unaltered, and allow for multiple layers of coding large amounts of data.  
Over 1,800 sources provided the data that was coded for analysis in this research project.  
NVivo provided a means to sort and organize the large amounts of information in a timely 
manner.  NVivo also helped provide rigor and reliability to the qualitative research. 
Data Collection 
Purposeful sampling was applied to select data sources in order to limit the presidential 
speeches and federal policies examined.  Education inference was the basis for document 
inclusion in this research. A total of 1,138 presidential speeches and 129 education policies 
from the 62 years examined were selected.  All speeches given by the presidents included in this 
research were assessed using “education” as the criterion for inclusion.   “The American 
Presidency Project,” accessed at http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu, served as the data source for 
procuring the speeches.   
The qualitative data is organized by (1) federal action, (2) the year of the action, (3) a 
narrative statement about the federal action, and (4) a logic table consisting of three columns 
that are comprised of (a) influence in general at the state level, (b) influence at the state level 
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specific to teacher evaluations, and (c) a conclusion showing whether the federal government 
influenced states to take action related to the definition or evaluation of teacher effectiveness.  
The data are a collection of narratives from presidential speeches, presidential letters, and 
addresses to Congress, along with federal education policies.  In order to establish a true result 
on the truth table, both the influence at the state level and the influence of teacher evaluation 
must evidence a true result.  If at any point either the influence at the state level or the influence 
of teacher evaluation is false, then the conclusion is false.   
As per the Tenth Amendment of the United States Constitution, the state has jurisdiction 
over education matters.  Therefore, a presupposition that all federal actions pertaining to 
education establish a true result in the state column could exist.  To limit any assumptions by 
the researcher, an influence at the state level was determined not only by identifying themes 
within the data selections but also through the emergence of action by or to the state.  Themes 
that evidenced a true result included the following: reduction of education inequalities, state 
actions and responsibilities, monies from the federal government, conducting research, 
improving the quality of teachers, strengthening education, providing information to states, and 
all actions involving local effort.  The federal influence on evaluation was determined upon the 
emergence of themes or synonyms in the categories of quality education, quality teachers, and 
quality schools, including but not limited to professional development and teacher training, 
highly qualified teachers, and improvement of teaching strategies, teacher programs and/or 
licensing requirements.  
Federal governmental documents and policies were retrieved from the U.S. Department 
of Education, The American Presidency Project, USA.gov, the National Archives, and The 
Library of Congress.  Federal policies were retrieved in their uncodified form.  Many of the 
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federal policies reviewed were revised or repealed; therefore, codified forms did not include the 
original language of the legislation.  In addition, only revised or new additions to existing 
education policy were selected as a data source for analysis.  This eliminated the repetition of 
already collected data and eliminated the cumulative variable within the data sources, which 
increased the level of reliability.   
The table below is an overview of the data collected from the logic tables created for each 
of the six decades studied.  Data were taken from 1,138 presidential speeches, and 129 federal 
education policies with selections totaling 1,425.  These selections were coded for influence at 
the state level and influence of teacher evaluation.  The Influence Teacher Evaluation Federal 
Level column resulted from the intersection of influence state and influence teacher evaluation.   
Table 2 
   
Summary of Coded Data from 1950 to 2012 
 
Decade  Total Data 
Selections 
Influence 
State 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
Federal 
Level 
Total 
Decade 
Percent 
Federal 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
Percent 
State 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
1950 – 1959 118 107 21 21 18% 100% 
1960 – 1969 119 88 37 28 24% 76% 
1970 - 1979 302 207 99 83 27% 84% 
1980 - 1989 138 101 47 43 27% 91% 
1990 - 1999 389 308 203 185 48% 91% 
2000 - 2012 359 292 216 201 56% 93% 
Total over 
62 years 1425 1103 623 561 39% 51% 
 
The following words were selected to represent the theory of evaluation: accountable, 
quality, effective, improvement, qualified, evaluate, achievement, and performance.  The 
researcher examined the quantity of themed words in the federal education policies studied for 
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each period.  The data organization program NVivo provided an accurate count; however, the 
policies selected were at the discretion of the researcher.  
Furthermore, the researcher chose a span of 13 years during the 2000s in order to include 
data from the RTTT competitive grant, which was the catalyst that sparked the researcher’s 
interest in this research study.  If the additional three years were not included in the data analysis, 
the percentage of federal influence on teacher evaluation for the 2000-2009 period would have 
increased by 3%; therefore, the inclusion of this data did not enhance the outcome of the 
research.   
Data Analysis 
Qualitative inquiry through induction and interpretation of the data analysis within each 
decade formed the basis for addressing the subsidiary questions.  The interpretation of the data 
analysis for the subsidiary questions formed the basis for addressing the main research question.  
In addition, an analysis of the coded data collected within each decade is expounded in the main 
research question.  A table outlining the Theories of Instructional Practices, Federal Education 
Policies, Philosophy, Theorist, and Teacher Evaluation for each decade is included for 
reference. 
Table 3   
 
Summary of the Theories of Instructional Practices, Philosophy, Theorists, and Teacher 
Evaluation from 1950-2012 
. 
Decade Theories of 
Instructional Practices 
Philosophy Theorist Teacher 
Evaluation  
1950 – 
1959 
Direct instruction Essentialism Taylor Characteristics 
Checklist 
1960 – 
1969 
Open classrooms, 
Anything goes 
Experimentation/ 
Social 
Reconstructionism 
Brameld 
Counts 
Skills Checklist 
1970 - 
1979 
Instructional strategies 
for all students 
Progressivism Dewey 
Eisner 
Non-observable 
Subjective Skills 
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Parker 
1980 - 
1989 
Performance based, 
Technology 
Social Efficiency 
Perennialism 
Hunter 
Bobbitt  
Hirsch 
Bennett 
Standards based 
Behavior checklist 
1990 - 
1999 
Critical thinking, 
Student outcomes, 
School accountability 
Constructivism Glasersfeld 
Darling-Hammond,  
Wiggins 
Performance based 
Behavior checklist 
2000 - 
2012 
21st century learning 
skills, 
Critical thinking, 
Collaboration, 
Communication, 
Standards based 
Academic focus 
Essentialism Danielson 
Marzano 
Teacher 
accountability, 
Student 
performance, 
Observable student 
and teacher 
behaviors, 
Self-reflection 
 
To determine if a relationship exists within the data sources, the researcher ran a 
correlation analysis using IBM SPSS Statistics (Version19.0).  The researcher also analyzed the 
linear regression to determine if there was significance in the percentage of influence on teacher 
evaluation at the federal level compared to the total data sources.   
A graphic display of the word frequency data for each decade is represented in Figure 1 
below; the colors represent the decades studied and make viewing the data easier.  Although a 
statistical analysis of word usage is not presented, the level of importance placed on the selected 
words can be noted for each period represented.  The reviewer can determine what topics were of 
greater importance during each decade. 
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Figure 1.  Graphic presentation of high frequency words per period. 
 
Summary 
This chapter has examined the methodology of the research, identifying the main and 
subsidiary research questions, highlighting the research design, and explaining the collection and 
analysis of the data.  This qualitative study used inductive logic to interpret the data collected.  
The researcher chose to add credibility to the research by statistically analyzing a portion of the 
data (correlation and regression), which is usually reserved for quantitative studies. The 
statistical analysis was not deductive in nature, but rather it was used to assist in the 
interpretation of the findings.  The findings contributed to the discussion of how federal 
education policies have influenced the definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness over the 
past 62 years.  
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CHAPTER IV   
ANALYSIS OF THE 1950s 
Eisenhower Presidential Administration 
In his first State of the Union address, on February 2, 1953, President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower focused on peace, freedom, fiscal responsibility, and conserving natural resources.  
President Eisenhower briefly mentioned the need to continue building new schoolhouses to 
support the escalating increase in school–aged children.  During the early 1950s, the quality of 
American education was perceived by the American people as very good.  This trend continued 
throughout the early and middle part of the decade.  President Eisenhower stated in his 1955 
special message to Congress, “Today, the professional quality of American teaching is better 
than ever.”  President Eisenhower proposed that the federal government continue to provide 
resources for the construction of new schoolhouses with the ultimate goal to increase the number 
of young adults pursuing teaching as a career.  President Eisenhower (1955) warned that local 
citizens must become involved in their community education programs as “public schools must 
always reflect the character and aspirations of the people of the community” and “Federal control 
of our schools could cripple education for freedom.”  This was a call to action for the American 
people to begin focusing on education.  At this time, President Eisenhower believed the federal 
government’s role was simply to arouse American’s interest in providing quality education.  He 
assured the American people that the responsibility to educate American children would remain 
with local communities and states, as to centralize control of the education system would be to 
“undermine not only a basic element of our freedom but a basic right of our citizens” (February 
8, 1955). 
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On January 5, 1956, President Eisenhower’s address to Congress on the State of the 
Union roused attention on education.  The U.S. was not actively engaged in a war, and the 
economy was booming. Government spending was cut over ten billion dollars, taxes were 
reduced, and the American people were prospering. The power of the atom was discovered and, 
even though Communism was still a threat to the free nations, the country could now focus on 
the education system.  President Eisenhower again encouraged the federal government to 
provide financial support to states that were still in need of new schools.  
President Eisenhower focused on military gains and technological improvements such as 
the development of ballistic missiles, airplanes that could fly at twice the speed of sound, and 
the placement of satellites in orbit during his 1959 address to Congress on the State of the 
Union.  He remained passionate about civil rights and enacted various laws to protect mentally 
retarded students and students with physical disabilities.  
The launching by the Soviet Union of the first satellite into space and the failure of the 
first two attempts of the United States to launch a satellite successfully were perceived as a 
failure of the American education system.  The attention President Eisenhower gave to 
education took on a new level of importance.  Standards and national goals became the panacea 
for developing, obtaining, and maintaining effective teachers.  President Eisenhower used the 
discrepancies in education facilities and teacher pay to justify his perception that American 
teachers were also at varying levels of competency (Eisenhower, 1959).  He warned Congress 
that America had to have competent teachers working toward national education goals in order 
to compete against the communists. 
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Economic and Political Culture 
The U.S. population increased 18.5% from 1950 to 1960 (Appendix F) (U.S. Census, 
2002; Mackun & Wilson, 2011).  Twenty-five percent of all global Nobel Prize winners came 
from the United States (Appendix B) (Nobel Prize, 2012).   The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
grew an annual average of 4.25% over this decade, and the economy was moving in a positive 
direction (Appendix B) (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1950-2012). The average education 
expenditure per pupil, based on the Consumer Price Index for the 2010 dollar, during the 1950s 
decade was $3,200 (Appendix C)  (U.S. Dept. of Education, 2011).   By 1959, the average 
teacher salary was just under $5,000.  Based on the Consumer Price Index for 2010, the average 
teacher salary would equate to just under $37,000 (Appendix D) (National Education 
Association, 2011).  The adjusted average American family income from 1959 in 2013 dollars 
was equivalent to $41,700 (CPI Inflation Calculator, n.d.; U.S. Census Bureau, 1960, 1970, 
1980, 1990).  Unemployment rates averaged 4.5% over this decade (Appendix E), and public 
perception of the State of the Union was positive (U.S. Dept. of Labor, n.d.).   More men and 
women than at any other time in history were employed, and the housing market boomed. In 
1950, non-farmers were making a combined 45.2 million dollars in mining, construction, 
manufacturing, transportation, retail-trade finance, services, and governmental jobs (Kutscher, 
1993). 
The American people were thriving, and the economy was good.  However, tension 
began to ensue after the Supreme Court (1954) Brown v. Board of Education ruling that 
segregation in public schools was unconstitutional.  This tension gave rise to the Little Rock, 
Arkansas, desegregation crisis involving nine Black students who attempted to enter Central 
High School.  President Eisenhower was forced to intercede and ordered U.S. troops to control 
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the riots.  This action divided the country, as half of the American people criticized the 
president for exercising too much federal control in an affair of the state and the other half 
criticized the president for not doing enough to bring order to the situation (Library of 
Congress). 
Federal Education Policy 
President Eisenhower was an advocate for improving education for all citizens.  The 
education policies enacted during his administration underscored his perception that American 
education needed help with equity for all children and with improving the quality of instruction. 
The Financial Assistance for Local Education Agencies Affected by Federal Activities 
(Pub. L. No. 81-815 and Pub. L. No. 81-874) was created to help fund school districts affected 
by large amounts of children attending due to federal activities or located on federal property 
and ineligible to collect property tax.  These funds provided resources for states that qualified to 
build new school building or upgrade existing buildings.  
Although President Eisenhower often stated that the control of education decisions must 
be kept at the local and state level, he also believed the federal government should provide 
resources to support state boards of education.  He requested funds from Congress to help 
construct school buildings where states did not have the necessary resources, and he advocated 
for state and national education conferences in order to meet and identify solutions to fill the 
teacher gap created by the population boom after World War II.  In order to provide federal 
assistance, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare was created in 1954.   
Congress also passed Public Law No. 83-530, which provided a White House 
conference on education; Public Law No. 83-531, which authorized research in education; and 
Public Law No. 83-532, which established a national advisory committee on education.  These 
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three education acts enabled the federal government to aid state boards of education in 
identifying pressing concerns.  President Eisenhower proposed a call to action from state and 
local governments to meet and identify issues to bring to the National Conference on Education.  
At the National Conference on Education, the lack of school classrooms and teachers to fill the 
classrooms were the main topics of focus.   
On June 19, 1956, the Library Services Act (Pub. L. No. 597) was passed.  This act 
provided states with funds to help build libraries, particularly in rural America.  President 
Eisenhower wanted to provide resources for all children in order that everyone would have 
equal access to an American education. Over the next three years President Eisenhower 
continually asked Congress for funds to construct school buildings, libraries, and money to help 
train high numbers of youth to become teachers. 
The National Defense Education Act (NDEA) of 1958 (Pub. L. No. 85-864) was enacted 
to increase the number of teachers certified in mathematics, science, foreign language, and 
counseling.  This law emphasized the need to prepare American students to become world 
leaders in areas concerned with national defense.  Money was allocated especially to prepare 
teachers to provide advanced students with quality instruction. Guidance counselors were 
encouraged to identify advanced students and encourage them to pursue careers in science, 
engineering, technology, and foreign language (pp. 1981-1995).  For the first time during the 
Eisenhower administration, the quality of American education was being questioned.  
The declaration of NDEA (1958) states the following:   
The defense of this Nation depends upon the mastery of modern techniques developed 
from complex scientific principles. It depends as well upon the discovery and 
development of new principles, new techniques, and new knowledge. We must increase 
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our efforts to identify and educate more of the talent of our Nation. This requires 
programs that will give assurance that no student of ability will be denied an opportunity 
for higher education because of financial need; will correct as rapidly as possible the 
existing imbalances in our education programs that have led to an insufficient proportion 
of our population educated in science, mathematics, and modern foreign languages and 
trained in technology” (p. 1581).   
Quantity of teachers and classrooms was no longer the focus of this administration as the 
launching of Sputnik brought attention to the quality of teachers in primary, secondary, and 
higher education. 
Education and Evaluation 
According to a 1952 publication in Education Leadership by Walter E. Hager, education 
issues during the 1950s included controversy regarding teacher preparation requirements, as the 
Ford Foundation and others contributing to education research believed that the current 
requirements were too rigid.  Additional controversy surrounded the focus of teacher 
preparation (the academic subject or the developing child) and the accreditation requirements 
for teacher preparation institutions were being challenged.  At this time 1,217 institutions were 
providing programs for teacher certification, but only 256 of these institutions were accredited 
by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education.  There was a move to establish 
one national accrediting association.  Regardless of this controversy, the majority of persons 
agreed on what all teachers were expected to know and be able to do.  Effective teachers were 
masters of their subjects, understood human growth and development, and understood how to 
guide children in their growth.  Additionally, they were able to communicate effectively with 
parents, provide health education, and be competent in the use of the radio, television, motion 
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pictures, and other visual aids. They had to provide appropriate civic education, and elementary 
teachers were experts in teaching reading, writing, and arithmetic.  Furthermore, elementary 
teachers were expected to be effective in teaching art, music, physical education, social studies, 
literature, speech, and character ethics and morals (pp. 338-342).  
According to Professor H. Gordan Hullfish (1956) from Ohio State University, the 
attributes and expectations of effective teachers during the early 1950s included ringing the 
school bell, keeping children from leaving school, and making sure they arrived ten minutes 
early.  Teachers were expected to monitor the playground, supervise the loading and unloading 
of buses, use common sense when doling out corporate punishment, monitor bathrooms for 
cleanliness, and report any neglect in custodial responsibilities.  Teachers were also to monitor 
students so they did not read comic books that contained references to killing or sex, to make 
sure no student dribbled balls or jumped rope in the school building, to ensure that pupils would 
refrain from using tobacco in the school building, and to prevent students from ice-skating on 
concrete surfaces.  Nowhere in the list of expectations for effective teachers was there any 
mention of academics.  Many believed, as did this professor, that the main responsibility of the 
teachers was to manage student behavior (pp. 445-446).   
Mudd (1950) describes one parent’s expectations of a good teacher in her article “A 
Core Program Uses Evaluation.”  Like Hullfish, the parent interviewed expected his child to 
have homework every night and to be instructed by the teacher with no use of visual aids.  The 
parent did not approve of field trips and expected periodic reports indicating where his child's 
academic status fell in relationship to the other children in the class (pp. 82-86).  However, J. 
Wayne Wrightstone  (1950, November) identified the expectations for teachers based on 
education research.  Wrightstone states that effective educators should also include "interest, 
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attitudes, appreciations, critical thinking, and personal and social adaptability, along with 
traditional academic information in their education practices" (p. 94).  Wrightstone and other 
educators in the early 1950s believed that effective teaching was based on the work of John 
Dewey and took on a constructionist view.  Problem-based learning was the desired 
instructional practice by educators, and increased use of technology and visual aids was 
implemented by the best teachers.  However, in the early 1950s education was not a primary 
focus of the federal government.  Resources such as staff and money were reduced, and data 
were not properly analyzed and could not be considered reliable.  Money was spent publishing 
"war-related pamphlets" (Vinovskis, p. 7).  The Cooperative Research Act of 1954 provided 
some resources for the federal Office of Education to begin working with other education 
agencies to analyze education data.  However, most of the research at this time focused on 
mental retardation rather than increasing overall student proficiency.   
Roma Gans, Professor at Columbia University for the Teachers College, addressed 
teacher evaluation in her 1950 publication How to Evaluate Teachers?   Gans (1950) identified 
teacher personality as the primary contributor to student learning and noted that it is impossible 
to evaluate whether the personality of the teacher is a good match for the students; often this is 
simply a hunch from the evaluator through observing the teacher interact with the students. 
Gans (1950) also noted that different states have attempted to "rate teachers in order to 
determine salary increases" (p. 77), but these attempts have been met with resistance from 
many stakeholders; i.e., teachers, supervisors, and administrators.  Interest in evaluating 
teachers, according to Gans (1950), did not result from a perceived need for assessing 
American education but rather due to the increase in the evaluation of personnel in the fields of 
medicine, social work, and World War II staff.  Gans (1950) recommended that educators work 
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with other professionals to develop an evaluation system that provided feedback without 
intimidating teachers.  
With the launching of the Soviet satellite Sputnik in 1957, the progressive education 
movement was replaced with the efficiency movement of Fredrick Taylor. Best practices were 
no longer hands-on activities to engage the child in the learning but rather a practice of structure 
and rote exercises that was perceived as a better method to produce students able to compete 
with the Soviet Union.  Furthermore, the federal government expanded the Office of Education 
and provided additional resources to offer American students an education that focused on 
science and math.  The nation viewed the launching of Sputnik detrimental to national security 
and, through the National Defense Education Act of 1958, approximately $4 billion was 
allocated over a four-year period to the U.S. Office of Education for the instruction of science, 
math, and foreign languages (Vinovskis, p. 9). 
The mid-1950s also brought an awareness of unequal education opportunities for Black 
students.  With the Supreme Court ruling in Brown v. the Board of Education of Topeka, 
Kansas, a new movement was ignited, one that would thwart segregation and redefine “separate 
but equal” (Bradley, 1998). 
Alvin C. Eurich (1956), founder of the Academy for Education Development, executive 
director of the Ford Foundation's education division and the first president of the State 
University of New York authored many papers and projects on effective teachers (The New 
York Times). One of those articles, "Our Goal: Better Education for More Pupils,” written in 
1956 for Education Leadership, called attention to the qualities of effective teachers.  Eurich 
(1956) noted that the shortage of teachers was the cause of ineffective teachers being hired.   He 
stated that approximately two million new teachers would be needed over the next decade in 
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order to maintain the current teacher-pupil ration.  However, that would have been over half of 
all persons enrolled in college.  This insurmountable number of qualified teachers required was 
why over seventy thousand emergency certified persons were hired between 1952−1953.  It was 
anticipated that the number for the 1953−1954 school year would increase to 80,000.  Eurich 
(1956) also remarked, “More than 800,000 public school children are being deprived of a full-
time education by the shortage of teachers and classrooms" (p. 432).  He went on to say that 
incompetent teachers neither tap into students' interests nor establish relationships with students, 
resulting in a lack of excitement and desire to learn, which negatively affects students learning 
(p. 432). 
Subsidiary Research Questions 
The data were a collection of 68 narratives from presidential speeches, presidential 
letters and addresses to Congress, along with nine federal education policies.  The data collected 
from these sources were organized into 118 data selections from 1950-1960. Of these data 
selections, 107 evidenced influence at the state level and 21 data selections evidenced influence 
at the state level on teacher evaluation. In order to establish a true result on the truth table, both 
the influence at the state level and the influence of teacher evaluation must evidence a true 
result.  The 21 data selections that evidenced influence on teacher evaluation also evidenced 
influence at the state level; therefore, these 21 data selections (or 18% of the data selections) 
concluded a true result. 
I. How did the shifts in education philosophies influence the definition of teacher 
effectiveness within the 1950-1960 decade?  
 Prior to the launching of Sputnik, education philosophy was moving toward focusing on 
the whole child.  The progressive movement had penetrated education practices, and public 
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perception toward education was positive.  President Truman allocated $434 million for the 1951 
fiscal budget to education for funding research, building new schools, and hiring additional 
teachers in order to help ease the burden of the population boom.  President Truman 
acknowledged, in his 1952 Annual Budget Report to Congress regarding fiscal year 1953, that 
the quality of teachers hired would suffer due to the excessive demands required to fill the new 
schoolhouses.   
 Upon taking office in 1953, President Eisenhower allocated monies to continue 
constructing new schoolhouses and hiring additional teachers.   Throughout his years in office, 
President Eisenhower poured funds into education research, and into building new schools and 
hiring new teachers.  His goal was to have enough teachers to staff the additional classrooms 
required due to the population increase of approximately 23 million children.  President 
Eisenhower’s primary education concern was providing enough schoolhouses and teachers to 
support the increase in children going to school.  However, with the Soviet Union’s launch of 
Sputnik, Eisenhower’s education focus quickly changed.  
 The launch of Sputnik initiated the change in education philosophy of the 1950s to shift 
from being child–centered and learning through experiences to focusing on the behavior of the 
child and more toward education outputs.  This essentialist philosophy of Frederick Taylor soon 
permeated the education system, as poor teaching was blamed for the failed attempts by the 
United States to launch a satellite into space.  The education theories of John Dewey that were 
considered best practices were now replaced by essentialism. A teacher who maintained strict 
discipline was again considered effective.  The fear that the United States would not be the world 
leader in scientific advances changed the attention of American education from one concerned 
with building new facilities to one now focused on quality teaching.  The essentialist philosophy 
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was the measuring stick of quality teaching. Therefore, teachers who maintained a structured 
classroom environment, incorporated rote learning, and trained students to contribute to society 
were defined as effective. 
II. Throughout the 1950-1960 decade, what role did the social, political, and economic     
structure of the United States play in defining teacher effectiveness? 
The social, political, and economic climate of the 1950s significantly influenced the 
definition of an effective teacher.  During the early part of the decade, the American people 
were prospering, technology was positively changing their lives, and the U.S. political structure, 
nationally and globally, was stable.  This trend led to the perception that “all was good,” 
including the education of American children.  However, by 1954 tensions between Whites and 
minorities escalated, ignited by the Supreme Court ruling in Brown v. Board of Education.  The 
nation was divided regarding the ruling mandating desegregation of public schools. Moreover, 
this event exposed the inequalities of public education for African American children.  This 
awareness drew attention to the quality of American public education.  By the late 1950s the 
perception that the U.S. education system was producing students who would become 
successful contributors to society was quickly fading.   
The launch of the Soviet satellite Sputnik provided President Eisenhower an opportunity 
to promote his political agenda.   President Eisenhower used this event to convince Congress to 
pass legislation allocating large amounts of money to science research.  During his address to 
the nation, Eisenhower (1957, November) assured the American people that the Soviet 
launching of satellites was not a security concern but rather provided the U.S. with valuable 
information on outer-space.  However, Eisenhower warned that U.S. military power could at 
any time fall behind the military power of the communists; therefore, scientific education must 
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become a priority. Eisenhower also noted that additional money would be required to increase 
missiles, technology, and science education.  He cautioned against a move toward space 
exploration and advised America to remain focused on the science of defense for a secure 
nation. Even though Eisenhower did not find fault with the U.S. education system for the Soviet 
launching of a satellite prior to one by the United States, the public sensed the quality of the 
American education system was responsible for what was perceived as a blemish on the U.S. 
science community.  
The adjusted public view on the quality of the American education system was 
perpetuated by the social and political culture of the late 1950s.  These events not only changed 
the perception by the American people regarding the quality of the education system, but these 
events also shaped the definition of an effective teacher.  The hands-on practices of the 
progressive movement were no longer accepted as best practices; rather they were replaced by 
practices born from the essentialist movement.    
 III. Through the analysis of historical documentation, how did federal education policy 
influence the definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness at the state or local 
level? 
Federal education policies during this decade significantly changed the focus of the 
statutory provisions in the public laws centered on education from the beginning of the decade 
to the end.  President Eisenhower believed it was the government’s responsibility to provide 
adequate resources for American students (U.S. Department of Education, 1995).  Therefore, he 
signed into law The Library Services Act of 1956.  This policy provided grants to states for 
expanding and improving rural libraries, because many buildings were old and unsafe.  
Additionally, federal funds from 1950 through 1956 were allocated to build schoolhouses and 
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hire teachers to accommodate the increase in population.  Up to this time federal education 
policy was not concerned with teacher effectiveness; closing the gap caused by the shortage of 
teachers was of higher priority. However, President Eisenhower’s focus soon changed when the 
Soviet Union launched the first satellite into space.    
The quality of teachers was now a point of interest, as the public blamed the American 
education system for the delay in launching a U.S. satellite into space.  President Eisenhower 
convinced Congress and the American people that education had to focus on increasing the 
mathematics, science, and foreign language skills of U.S. students to secure the nation.   The 
National Defense Education Act of 1958 (Pub. L. No. 85-864) was passed. The statutory 
provisions within the National Defense Education Act influenced curricular focus in public 
education on mathematics, science, and foreign language.  According to the declaration of this 
policy, Congress believed that there was an "imbalance in our education programs" and "the 
defense of this Nation depends upon the mastery of modern techniques developed from complex 
scientific principals" (NDEA, p. 1581).    
This law provided assistance to state and local school systems for strengthening 
instruction in science, mathematics, modern foreign languages, and other critical subjects.  State 
statistical services, testing services, and training institutes received monetary resources for 
improvement purposes.  Allocation of funds concentrating on post-secondary concerns included 
money for higher education student loans and fellowships and for the study and training of 
foreign languages provided by colleges and universities.   In addition, NDEA included financial 
support at the elementary and secondary levels for experimentation and dissemination of 
information on more effective utilization of television, motion pictures, and related media for 
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education purposes, for guidance counseling, and for vocational education to prepare students in 
technical occupations necessary to the national defense (U.S. Department of Education, 2003). 
 President Eisenhower had compassion for the poor and for persons with disabilities. 
Therefore, the Education of Mentally Retarded Children Act of 1958 (Pub. L. No. 85-926), 
which authorized federal assistance for training teachers of the disabled, was passed.  With the 
passing of these two laws, attention was directed at the quality of the curriculum and the quality 
of the American teacher.  President Eisenhower insisted that teachers receive advanced education 
training and professional development on teaching mathematics, science, and foreign language 
skills. The qualitative data indicate that the presidential administration of the 1950s encouraged 
Congress to approve federal policy that would provide resources to states for various education 
needs.  One resource was the creation of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.  The 
role of this agency was to help state and local governments maintain their responsibilities to 
public education.  President Eisenhower allocated money to education for the construction of 
new schools, research in mathematics, science, foreign language, and problems in education, and 
for grants to states to pay for anything from building new libraries to paying professionals to 
attend education conferences at the state and national levels.   
 During special messages to Congress, President Eisenhower addressed the need for 
quality schools and quality teachers.  He often spoke of his concern that quality teachers would 
be foregone in order to hire enough people to fill the education gap created by the population 
explosion.  These concerns were addressed in the 1958 National Defense Education Act, as this 
policy “provide[d] minimum qualifications for teachers, teacher trainers, supervisors, directors, 
and others having responsibilities under the plan” (p. 1599).   The National Defense Education 
Act also provided legislation for the federal government to assist state and local governments in 
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their entirety for education needs, including identifying accredited higher education institutes to 
provide quality training for teachers, conducting research, and incorporating the use of 
technology at the postsecondary levels to increase the quality of higher education.   
 Although this federal policy focused on improving the quality of American education 
through increasing teacher effectiveness, thereby lending to the definition of an effective teacher, 
there were no policy regulations for collecting data to determine the quality of public education 
and thereby evaluating teacher effectiveness.  Therefore, the influence of federal education 
policy on the evaluation of teacher effectiveness during the 1950s decade at the state or local 
level cannot be determined. 
Summary 
The federal policies enacted during the Eisenhower administration and social, political, 
and economic events of the period influenced the definition of teacher effectiveness.  Prior to 
the establishment of the National Education Defense Act, teachers’ effectiveness was not 
questioned.  Some institutions believed that the teachers who were providing hands–on 
experiences for students were effective, and others believed that teachers who were strict and 
managed the classroom with structure were effective.  Regardless of the theoretical philosophy, 
the American people did not question the quality of instruction students were receiving until the 
Eisenhower administration blamed the American education system for failing its children.  The 
Eisenhower administration used scare tactics and emotional coercion to convince the public that 
the national security of the United States would be at risk if the quality of public education did 
not improve.   This influenced the definition of an effective teacher.  
The political culture on the global front gave rise to the negative perception of the 
American education system that continues to be prevalent in the 21st century.  This decade saw 
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the move from the hands-on instructional practices of John Dewey to the direct instructional 
methods that emerged from Frederick Taylor.  Federal education policies were enacted to 
address the shortage of schoolhouses and teachers and to provide training for teachers to instruct 
disabled students.  The National Defense Education Act provided resources to increase teacher 
training in science and math to improve the quality of education.  Politicians hoped to increase 
the number of scientists, mathematicians, and engineers required to maintain United State’s 
global supremacy.  This was the genesis of the quality of teachers versus the quantity of teachers 
becoming the primary education objective of the decades to follow.  
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CHAPTER V   
ANALYSIS OF THE 1960s  
Kennedy and Johnson Presidential Administrations 
Throughout 1960, the economy flourished; inflation was stable, the St. Lawrence 
Seaway 41,000-mile national highway system was being constructed, and the Landrum-Griffin 
Act was passed in order to remove racketeers and gangsters from labor management.   President 
Eisenhower briefly mentioned education in his 1960 address to Congress during the State of the 
Union.  His attention was on national security and weapons of mass destruction.  He simply 
reminded Congress that the federal government’s role in education was to motivate local and 
state government agencies to compensate teachers adequately, to provide American children 
with well-qualified teachers who implement best instructional practices and to construct modern 
facilities for schoolhouses (Eisenhower, January 7, 1960).  In President Eisenhower’s last 
address to Congress, he emphasized the importance of continued research in science education 
and developing graduate programs to train additional teachers in science, mathematics, and 
foreign languages (Eisenhower, January 12, 1961). 
In his January 30, 1961, address to Congress, President John F. Kennedy highlighted the 
need for properly trained teachers in American schools.  Current data indicated that more than 
two million students overcrowded American schools. Colleges were not prepared for the large 
number of baby boomers who would soon be graduating from high school and seeking post-
secondary education.  Additionally, many of the baby boomers who would be ready to enter 
college would not have the financial means to pay for higher education.  Therefore, according to 
Kennedy, America would soon feel the effects of a shortage of scientists, engineers, and 
teachers (Kennedy, 1961, January 30).  
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President Kennedy's 1962 address on the State of the Union highlighted the urgency of 
educating American children as evidenced by eight million illiterate adults.  President Kennedy 
began planning for policies to improve the quality of American education.  However, in October 
of 1962, President Kennedy was involved in the Cuban Missile Crisis and only made an indirect 
comment regarding education in his address to Congress in 1963: "We need to strengthen our 
nation by investing in our youth” (1963, January 14).  President Kennedy’s assassination on 
November 22, 1963, was followed by the turbulent years for which the 1960s decade is most 
known (1963, January 19). 
After Kennedy’s assassination, President Johnson initially moved forward with 
President Kennedy’s initiatives.  However, it was not long before President Johnson focused on 
his own interests, such as the emerging technology of the 1960s.   The first commercial 
computer with keyboard input and a monitor was designed in 1960.  In 1961, IBM developed 
the electric typewriter with a rotating ball, and in 1962, Philips produced a compact cassette 
capable of recording sound on magnetic tape.  Digital Equipment Corporation and MIT’s 
Lincoln Laboratory developed the first personal computer at a retail cost of $43,000.  The first 
satellite was launched and for the first time worldwide communication for telephone, television, 
and data transmission was possible.  Finally, in 1969, ARPANET, the "mother of the Internet," 
was developed and the first man landed on the moon (Smithsonian, n.d.). 
President Johnson asked Congress in 1964 for funds to build or update schools, libraries, 
hospitals, and nursing homes (1964, January 8).  He also stated that he wanted education 
programs to focus on improving the quality of teaching.  He proposed a national education 
program to educate American children to their fullest.  In his 1965 address, he asked for one and 
a half billion dollars to bring this national education program into the primary and secondary 
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schools (1965, January 4).  However, President Johnson’s address to the Congress in 1966 did 
not include education.  It took a back seat to the tumultuous climate brought about by the 
unpopular Vietnam War (1966, January 12).  
The 1960s were not only the beginning of the technology explosion but also the Civil 
Rights Movement.  The Equal Pay Act, requiring equal compensation to women and men doing 
the same jobs, was passed in 1963; and in 1964, the Civil Rights Act forbid discrimination in 
voting, in employment, and in public accommodations on the grounds of religion, race, ethnicity 
and sex.  The 1960s were steeped in unrest.  The feminist movement, Vietnam War, college 
protest, hippies, psychedelic drugs, and rock-n-roll permeated the decade.  Peaceful protest soon 
moved to violent riots sparked by the Vietnam War and racial tension, which led to the 
assassinations of Dr. Martin Luther King and Malcolm X and shaped the education environment 
during this decade (Goodwin & Bradley, 1999).   
President Johnson focused on education equality for all persons, young and old, poor 
and rich. In his 1967 address on the State of the Union, he praised the Head Start program for 
providing an opportunity for young children in low–income families to begin education 
opportunities at three years of age (January 10).  In 1968, President Johnson revealed his vision 
for American education to " . . . be taught by great teachers through space communications” 
(1968, January 17).  President Johnson (1969) again praised the preschool Head Start program 
for bringing education opportunities to low–income families and said that he proposed doubling 
federal funds to education programs. The economy was rapidly growing, and the gross national 
product had grown more in five years than at any other time in history.  The quest for peace was 
on its way, and treaties were signed with various nations to prohibit the use of nuclear weapons 
(1969, January 14).  
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Economics and Political Culture 
The U.S. population continued to increase just over 13% from 1960 to 1970 (Appendix 
F) (U.S. Census, 2002; Mackun & Wilson, 2011).  Thirty-four percent of all global Nobel Prize 
winners came from the United States, which was a 9% increase from the previous decade 
(Appendix B) (Nobel, 2012).   The GDP increased an annual average of 4.5% over this decade, 
and the economy was still growing (Appendix B) (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1950-2012).  The 
average education expenditure per pupil, based on the Consumer Price Index for the 2010 dollar 
during the 1960s decade, was $4,800 (Appendix C)  (U.S. Dept. of Education, 2011).  The 
average teacher salary for the 1960s was approximately $6,000 which, based on the Consumer 
Price Index for 2010, would equate to approximately $42,00 (Appendix D) (NEA, 2011).  The 
adjusted average American family income for 1969 in 2013 dollars was equivalent to $56,700 
(CPI Inflation Calculator, n.d.), (U.S. Census Bureau, 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990), and 
unemployment rates averaged 4.8% throughout the 1960s (Appendix E) (U.S. Dept. of Labor, 
n.d.).   The U.S. national debt in 1960 was $286.3 billion, (Historical Debt, 1950-1999), and the 
first of the baby-boomer generation entered college with an estimated 850,000 first-year 
agreements issued (Goodwin & Bradley, 1999).   
The economy was flourishing, and Americans were content until the controversy of the 
Vietnam War polarized the nation.  The 1960s became synonymous with hippies, psychedelic 
drugs, and rock-n-roll.  Public riots protesting the war were commonplace, and approximately 
450,000 young Americans attended Woodstock (Goodwin & Bradley, 1999).    
The political turbulence of the 1960s infiltrated the Supreme Court.  Liberals supported 
the 1962 Engel v. Vitale ruling that prayer in the public schools is unconstitutional, while 
conservatives did not support the separation of church and state (Nagel, 1966).  Free speech was 
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challenged with the 1969 Supreme Court ruling in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent 
Community School District.  John Tinker and others were suspended for entering school 
wearing black armbands to protest the Vietnam War even though they had been made aware of 
the school administration’s decision to forbid students from wearing these armbands during the 
school day.  The U.S. Supreme Court held that the administration could not take away students’ 
rights to free speech.  The silent protest of wearing armbands was akin to “pure speech” and 
therefore considered a First Amendment right. 
The Johnson administration’s term in office would become referred to as the “Great 
Society” because Johnson attempted to provide resources to fix poverty, education, the 
economy, and all other issues that were present during this time.  Johnson’s “Great Society” 
would come to an end in 1969 when President Nixon took office. 
Federal Education Policy 
Johnson signed numerous education policies into law during his presidency.  The theme 
of many education laws was to provide resources for research and training and resources for 
underprivileged students.  The Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962 (Pub. L. No. 87-
510) provided money for training refugees.  The Health Professions Education Assistance Act 
of 1963 (Pub. L. No. 88-129) allocated money to expand teaching facilities and to provide loans 
for students pursuing a career in the health professions. Vocational schools were allocated funds 
for research and training through the Vocational Education Act of 1963 (20 U.S.C. 403, § 4(c)),  
and post-secondary institutes could apply for grants and loans not only for research and training 
but also for upgrading their facilities with the 1963 Higher Education Facilities Act (Pub. L. No. 
88-204).  
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The Supreme Court ruling on Brown v. Board of Education (1954) led to numerous 
conflicts regarding desegregation of schools.  To help educators in resolving desegregation 
conflicts, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 included a section allocating funds to train teachers in 
how to deal effectively with issues brought about by desegregation.  The Civil Rights Act of 
1964 defines desegregation as “the assignment of students to public schools and within such 
schools without regard to their race, color, religion, or national origin, but ‘desegregation’ shall 
not mean the assignment of students to public schools in order to overcome racial imbalance” 
(42 U.S.C. § 401 (b) 1974). 
The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (Pub. L. No. 88-452) and the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act of 1965 (Pub. L. No. 89-10) provided resources for low-income 
families.  These resources included opportunities to participate in work-study programs, Job 
Corps Head Start, Follow Through, and Upward Bound, nonexclusive.  Special after school 
programs, school library resources, textbooks, and various instructional materials were also 
allocated for children from low-income families.   
Other education laws such as the Health Professions Education Assistance Amendments 
of 1965 (Pub. L. No. 89-290), the Higher Education Act of 1965 (Pub. L. No. 89-329) and the 
National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act (Pub. L. No. 89-209) authorized 
scholarships and grants for students seeking higher education in specific fields of interest.  Year 
after year President Johnson continued to sign education policy into law that allocated large 
amounts of financial assistance to states.  Additional laws included the National Technical 
Institute for the Deaf Act (Pub. L. No. 89-36), the School Assistance in Disaster Areas Act 
(Pub. L. No. 89-313), the National Sea Grant College and Program Act (Pub. L. No. 89-688), 
the Model Secondary School for the Deaf Act (Pub. L. No. 89-694), the International Education 
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Act (Pub. L. No. 89-698), the Adult Education Act (Pub. L. No. 89-750), the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Amendments of 1968 (Pub. L. No. 90-247), the Handicapped Children's 
Early Education Assistance Act (Pub. L. No. 90-538), and the Vocational Education 
Amendments of 1968 (Pub. L. No. 90-576).  Each law included an allocation of funds, which 
amounted to approximately $37 billion spent over Johnson’s presidency toward the 
implementation of education policies. 
Education and Evaluation 
The advancement of education research and practices at the beginning of the 1960s was 
enmeshed with the same criticism that plagued the early 1950s.  Even though federal spending 
increased to support further research in the science and social sciences fields, the Department of 
Education was again criticized for not providing reliable data that could be used to better the 
U.S. education system.  Funds were not being used to research instruction and assessments.  
Education research continued to focus on non-instructional areas such as the use of televisions 
and motion pictures in schools.  Not only was education research weak in instructional 
strategies and improving student outcomes, but the data collected were not easily accessed by 
the public or by policymakers; therefore, the Education Resources Information Center, known 
today as ERIC was created.  This clearinghouse for education information was designed in order 
to provide researchers, teachers, and policymakers with various education resources such as 
data, statistics, and best practices (Vinovskis, p. 11). 
During the Johnson administration, funds for research and development to improve the 
education of U.S. students increased from $3 million in 1960 to approximately $100 million by 
1967.  The Office of Education also expanded into one of the largest federal agencies at this 
time, with a budget of $3.9 billion, whereas the budget in 1960 was under half a billion.  Even 
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with the increase in staff and money, Congress criticized the federal Office of Education for 
inadequate analysis and use of data, delaying the improvement of teachers, schools, and students 
(p. 10). 
On February 4, 1960, a proposal for a teacher evaluation system was published in the 
Washington Post.   Carl F. Hansen, superintendent of schools in Washington DC, designed the 
new teacher evaluation in response to the school board’s concern that ineffective teachers were 
not being dismissed.  The new procedures would rate teachers as satisfactory, conditional, or 
unsatisfactory.  Hansen suggested termination for teachers who received two consecutive 
conditional ratings and immediate termination of any teacher who was rated unsatisfactory.   He 
also recommended tying teacher salary to the end-of-year rating.  Parents were in favor of 
implementing this new system.   However, the teachers association was concerned with salary 
increases being connected to satisfactory performance.  All parties agreed that ineffective 
teachers had to be removed, but finding a solution that satisfied everyone was the challenge 
(Knoll, 1960).   
Three years later, on June 26, 1963, the Washington Post revisited teacher evaluation. 
This time it quoted Arlington School superintendent Ray E. Reid, who encouraged elementary 
principals to provide their teaching staff with honest evaluations.  He acknowledged that the act 
of evaluating teachers was “a new competency that must be developed” (p. B).   Reid strongly 
encouraged principals to be accurate in their evaluation reports, as the entire nation was 
watching to see how this new evaluation process would be implemented (Washington Post, 
1963). 
Elizabeth Monroe Drews, Associate Professor of Education at Michigan State 
University, published an article titled "Quality is Next" in the January 1960 edition of Education 
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Leadership.  The author highlighted the recent successes in education, such as getting most U.S. 
children in school and keeping most students in school until they were sixteen years old.  She 
claimed the most logical next step for education was to focus on quality; however, she noted 
that the state of the nation required education to take a different path.  The Cold War shifted the 
American focus to survival, with the fear of atomic annihilation, and away from providing each 
child with quality education.  Drews (1960) acknowledged that there was a need to redefine 
quality education and move from a structured fact-finding instructional practice to one that 
promoted inquiry (pp. 199-204).   
James B. Macdonald, a professor of education at the University of Wisconsin and a 
contributor to Education Leadership, authored an article in the October 1963 publication titled 
“The Nature of Instruction: Needed Theory and Research.”  Macdonald was concerned about 
the lack of attention given to the process of instruction.   According to Macdonald, the lack of 
instructional theory and research contributed to a gap in the definition and evaluation of 
instruction, as criteria for what constitutes effective instruction had to be developed before the 
evaluation process could begin.  Research in the early 1960s had not examined the entirety of 
the process of instruction.  Rather, it focused on specific teacher behaviors that constituted one 
element of instruction but did not define instruction as a whole (pp. 5-7).  In 1966 Jerome 
Bruner defined instruction as “ . . . the process that makes possible the establishment of 
knowledge . . . to take part in the process of knowledge-getting” (p. 72).  However, the specific 
criteria for evaluation of instruction were not identified. 
Dr. Bobbie M. Anthony (1968), assistant professor of education at Chicago State 
College, conducted research to determine criteria of effectiveness in classroom teachers in order 
to implement an evaluation system based on merit rather than on credentials.  An effective 
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teacher was defined as one who effects positive academic change in students. Anthony's 
research identified areas of control within the classroom where teachers could effect change that 
would result in an increase in academic performance (p. 1).  Anthony concluded that teachers 
could effect academic change in students simply by using objects to provide a hands-on 
approach to instruction and by providing stimuli to the classroom environment such as posters 
on the wall, etc.  Anthony thus recommended the use of a merit system to evaluate teacher 
effectiveness as his research, which included 21 fifth-grade teachers, found teachers who 
received higher salaries based on years of service, on average, did not effect positive academic 
change in students.  Given this result, Anthony also recommended that seasoned teachers be 
observed as often as, if not more than, novice teachers (Anthony, 1968).  
As the focus on quality teaching increased, policymakers began looking at the 
certification process for teachers.  Forty out of fifty states during the 1960s provided teachers 
with a lifetime teaching certificate when they completed a teacher preparation program at 
approved colleges or universities.  Teachers at this time did not receive a temporary certification 
that would be upgraded upon demonstrating effective teaching or by taking additional education 
courses.  Nor did teachers have to demonstrate effectiveness to maintain their teaching 
certificate.  At the end of the 1960s, state licensing boards began evaluating this procedure, and 
recommendations to change teacher-licensing practices were being reviewed by state boards of 
education (Lierheimer, 1969). 
Policymakers also looked at the evaluation of teachers and how quality teaching was 
defined.  The Education Development Cooperative (EDC), an inter-district organization 
composed of 62 elementary and secondary school districts in South Crook and North Wills 
counties, Illinois, implemented a teacher evaluation program that also included training 
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supervisors how to evaluate.   The teachers and administrators worked together to identify 
observable teacher behaviors that would be considered best practices.  The group of educators 
involved in identifying these best practices reviewed videotapes of lessons and critiqued the 
teachers’ behaviors.  After the critique, teachers would implement another lesson focusing on 
improving the identified behaviors in need of correction, and the cycle would continue until all 
parties involved were satisfied that the teachers were successful in providing students with 
effective instruction (Petrie, 1969).  The EDC received local funds as well as federal funds from 
the Title III ESEA grant in order to implement this evaluation program.  However, the increase 
of funds for education research quickly vanished as the United States funded yet another war 
(Vinovskis 1998). 
Subsidiary Research Questions 
The data are a collection of narratives from 111 presidential speeches, presidential letters 
and addresses to Congress, along with 20 federal education policies.  The data collected from 
these sources are organized in 119 data selections from 1960-1970.  Of these data selections, 88 
evidence influence at the state level and 37 data selections evidence influence at the state level 
on teacher evaluation.  In order to establish a true result on the truth table, both influence at the 
state level and influence of teacher evaluation must evidence a true result.  Twenty-eight data 
selections of the 37 that evidence influence on teacher evaluation also evidence influence at the 
state level. These 28 data selections (or 24% of the data selections) concluded a true result. 
I. How did the shifts in education philosophies influence the definition of teacher 
effectiveness within the 1960-1970 decade?  
 The education philosophies of the 1960s did not prompt changes to instructional practices 
employed in the mid to late 1950s.  Jerome Brunner encouraged educators to implement 
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instructional strategies that involved the student as an active learner.  The 1960s were a time of 
experimentation and freedom; however, Brunner’s philosophy on best practices was criticized 
and perceived as hard to implement.  Once again, instructional practices moved away from the 
progressive movement, and education did not evolve with the social movement of the 1960s.  
Even though the large number of federal education policies passed during this time focused on 
freedom, individual rights, and increasing education opportunities, these policies had little 
influence on instructional practices in the classrooms.  
 The national teachers unions began voicing concern for teachers’ salaries and working 
conditions.  The unions also gained political power and protected their members from the 
implementation of evaluation systems that used data measures to assess teacher effectiveness, 
even though all stakeholders agreed that ineffective teachers had to be removed (Dickson & 
Creighton, 1969).  However, there was no consensus on what defined an effective or ineffective 
teacher; and if defined, what procedure would be implemented to remove ineffective teachers 
from the classroom (Knoll, 1960).   
Researchers and practitioners in the field of education began investigating instruction to 
understand the process of teaching.  In addition, policy makers questioned the validly of past 
practices and began to look at changing requirements for teacher licensure.  The philosophical 
changes in education theory opened the door for defining effective teachers. However, Herman 
Frick, a professor of education at Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, in his 1961 
editorial for Education Leadership noted that effective teaching is nearly impossible to define, 
for the concept of what teaching is has not been defined.  Frick (1961) also noted that quality or 
effective teachers should be "rewarded on the basis of merit" but cannot be, as good teaching is 
determined by individual student needs and therefore cannot be quantified (p. 146). 
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II. Throughout the 1960-1970 decade, what role did the social, political, and 
economic structure of the United States play in defining teacher effectiveness? 
Although the 1960s was known for its social and political eccentricities, the field of 
education was slow to embrace the new curiosity that exploded among the youth, which 
generated enthusiasm to explore the unknown and to challenge the status quo.  Still the social 
and political culture impelled practitioners and theorists to begin researching the process of 
teaching.  This movement aided the slow but steady advancement of teacher evaluation systems 
(Sandefur & Bressler, 1970). 
In addition to the experimentation philosophy of the 1960s, with drugs, freedom, and 
rock-and-roll, the flow of federal financial resources made their way into education by the end 
of the decade.  Teachers experimented with the use of multimedia and hands-on activities to 
increase students’ critical thinking skills in order to prepare students to be successful 
(Vinovskis, 1998).  Education fads like open classrooms also came and went throughout this 
decade. 
The turbulence of the 1960s also infiltrated the schoolhouse.  More students were 
dropping out of school, more were using drugs, and many became involved with anti-war 
protest.  Even though a universal definition of an effective teacher was not clearly defined 
during this decade, the social and political events of this decade helped forge future definitions. 
III. Through the analysis of historical documentation, how did federal education policy 
influence the definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness at the state or local 
level? 
The Kennedy and Johnson administrations approved more education policies than any 
prior time in history.  President Johnson poured approximately $100 million into education 
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programs and approved more education bills than did any prior president.  By 1968 over 40 
education laws had been approved.  This was in sharp contrast to the six that were passed during 
the previous 174 years.  By the end of Johnson’s second term, he had passed 60 different 
education policies. Federal education policy, during the 1960s, concentrated on providing equal 
education to all persons.  This administration continued to allocate monies to education policies 
with the notion that these funds would fix the education issues of the time.  However, these 
resources did not improve but rather temporarily concealed the education issues. Teacher 
effectiveness was addressed in these policies, as the data assessed indicates; 24% of federal 
education policy was dedicated to quality instruction.   
With the significant increase of financial resources, state and local education agencies 
became more dependent on the federal government for assistance in providing for and 
overseeing education initiatives.  The focus of the federal government was to improve and 
provide equal access to education for all Americans.  Provisions for funding additional training 
of teachers to ensure quality education were included in most education policies of this decade; 
however, these policies did not establish criteria in defining quality education.  Emphasis on 
effective teaching was at an all-time high, but federal policy provided little training or direction 
on how to define or evaluate effective teaching.  The policies of the 1960s contained ideas and 
recommendations, but there were no directives on how to move forward with these proposals.  
Although federal policies did not establish criteria for quality teaching, the financial 
resources allocated to provide training to prepare teachers for instruction in science, 
mathematics, technology, and foreign language opened the door for state and local governments 
to fill this gap.  Furthermore, the passing of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 
1965 allocated resources to evaluate the use of technology in the classroom and to 
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evaluate pre-school programs such as head start.   Successful teacher evaluation systems 
were yet to be developed, but federal funds were available for research centered on evaluating 
teacher effectiveness.   
Summary 
The social and political events during this decade had the most influence on defining 
effective teachers.  The nation’s youth demanded attention.  They made their voices heard on 
numerous issues, including education.  The status quo was no longer acceptable.  Young teachers 
challenged the Essentialism philosophy and began experimenting with open classrooms, 
technology, and anything else that they believed would increase student learning.   
This decade saw the transformation of educational practices moving away from 
Essentialism and toward Social Reconstructionism.  The Civil Rights movement gave way to 
equal access to quality education for all children and equal pay for all employees.  Passing of 
ESEA and the development of the Peace Corps provided a means for training teachers. 
Education research began looking at teaching as a process.  Once this process was identified, 
researchers could then begin developing measures to evaluate the process of teaching.   
By the end of this decade, it was clear that the effect of these new instructional practices 
on student learning needed to be evaluated.  In 1969, Congress passed the National Assessment 
of Educational Progress Act.  Now the federal government had a means for evaluating student 
learning, which eventually led to the evaluation of teacher effectiveness. 
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CHAPTER VI   
ANALYSIS OF THE 1970s 
Nixon, Ford, and the Beginning of the Carter Presidential Administration 
President Nixon addressed Congress in a special message on education reform on March 
3, 1970.  In his message he highlighted his perception that, even though the federal government 
had exponentially increased spending for education programs, the American education system 
was still in need of reform.  President Nixon asked Congress for monies to create a National 
Institute of Education (NIE) in order to focus on research and best practices to increase student 
learning (1970, March 3).  Compensatory education, the right to read, television and learning, 
and experimental schools were the four objects identified for the NIE (Nixon, 1970, May 21).  
The president was concerned with the reading levels of American students; therefore, he also 
asked Congress for funds to provide all students the opportunity to learn how to read through 
participation in various reading programs implemented by the federal government (Nixon, 1973, 
March 3, para. 2).    
The president’s commission on school finance was charged with providing programs to 
deal with the explosive increase in student enrollment (which rose over two decades from 23 
million to 45 million), future financial needs, disparity among districts and states, sources of 
funds for education, efficiencies, and non-public schools.  He also requested help from Congress 
with the desegregation of the nation's schools through the Emergency School Aid Act of 1970.  
These funds would be used to help schools with desegregation, prevention of racial isolation, 
and implementation of inter-cultural education programs (Nixon, 1970, May 21).   
Accountability was once again a topic of a president’s message to Congress.  President 
Nixon urged Congress to put measures in place to hold educators accountable for their students’ 
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learning.  He requested the development of a plan for measuring student learning.  President 
Nixon was clear that he was opposed to national standards; moreover, he warned Congress that 
if no measures were put in place to hold administrators and teachers accountable, then national 
standards would eventually come to fruition.  President Nixon also warned local school boards 
that they must find reliable measures to assess student achievement and hold their 
administrators responsible for student learning or the public would push the federal government 
to get involved.  Even though Nixon was against national standards, he requested the 
development of national education goals by the NIE.  Nixon believed national goals would be 
the path to equal education for all American students (Nixon, 1970, March 3). 
By 1972, President Nixon focused his attention on how schools were funded rather than 
on the quality of education provided to students.  He was concerned that four local courts had 
ruled property tax to be unconstitutional and feared that other courts would soon follow.  
Therefore, President Nixon proposed a bipartisan commission to research options for other 
avenues of financing American schools.  The only criterion for any new tax proposal was that 
local governments would still be in control of their local education programs (Nixon, 1972, 
January 20). 
In the president’s radio address to the nation on October 25, 1972, Nixon informed the 
American people that federal monies for education would be increased from $9 billion to $15.7 
billion over four years.  He emphasized his commitment to providing reading programs, career 
education, and vocational education.  Even though President Nixon was concerned with how 
American education would be funded, he reminded the American people that talented, dedicated 
teachers—not money spent on new buildings and other resources—would be the key to 
education reform.  President Nixon's special message to Congress on education priorities 
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focused on when funds should be appropriated to states, career education, reading programs, 
and improving the productivity of American schools. 
The fourth of six presidential State of the Union messages to Congress in 1973 focused 
on human capital.  President Nixon believed that local governments should make decisions that 
affect its people regarding health, education, and welfare.  He identified the federal 
government’s role as providing resources to help the people help themselves and he urged 
Congress to pass legislation that would combine 30 current programs into five main categories 
in order to give state and local governments more flexibility in how federal resources were to be 
used in funding education.  Nixon’s program of Education Revenue Sharing would funnel the 
large numbers of what he considered inefficient programs into one of the following categories: 
compensatory education for the disadvantaged, education for the handicapped, vocational 
education, needed assistance in federally affected areas and supporting services. President 
Nixon was also adamant that students should not be bused to schools outside their local 
communities in order to fulfill desegregation policy.   President Nixon pushed to eliminate 
busing requirements in order to keep students in community schools (1973, March 1).   
On January 24, 1974, in his special message to Congress on education priorities, 
President Nixon urged Congress to pass his legislation that would provide forward funding to 
state and local governments.  At this time, federal funds were allocated after the start of the 
school year, and local boards of education could not plan programs to increase student success 
when they did not know how much money they would receive from the federal government.  
President Nixon had proposed this legislation for the past two years, and each time it was voted 
down by Congress.  In this message, President Nixon also proposed more flexibility be given to 
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state and local school boards of education, as the current system was inundated with regulations 
that often hindered the best use of federal resources.  
President Nixon's State of the Union address on January 30, 1974, reiterated the 
education priorities identified six days prior in his message to Congress.  President Nixon 
discussed his commitment to financing education programs and highlighted the increase in funds 
over the past four years of his presidency by 76% to $7.6 billion.  President Nixon urged 
Congress to continue with their financial support to the College Student Assistance program, 
research and development, the National Foundation for Higher Education, desegregation, busing, 
and funding elementary and secondary education.  Congress had not approved the consolidation 
of education programs providing local governments more flexibility in the way they spent 
federal education dollars.  President Nixon asked again for Congress to reconsider this decision.  
During this message, President Nixon also addressed the other issues facing the nation, such as 
the energy crisis and economic security. 
President Ford continued where President Nixon stopped in terms of urging Congress to 
consolidate education programs and to provide state and local governments more flexibility in 
how federal money was spent.  President Ford vetoed 48 bills from 1973 to 1977 (Veto, 2013), 
all due to excessive spending of tax dollars on what he identified as frivolous projects.  The 
education bills that were vetoed, in President Ford’s opinion, included wasteful spending. 
Congress ignored the president’s request to consolidate programs. Over his time in office, 
President Ford did not give education as much attention as past presidents.  He was concerned 
with reducing inflation, lowering crime rates, and putting more American people back to work 
(Ford, 1975, January 15, 1976, September 29, October 13).  On October 13, 1976, President 
Ford signed the Education Amendments of 1976.  This provided for the consolidation of 
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vocational programs, which gave more responsibility to state and local government over 
allocation of funds for vocational education, but it did not address consolidation of elementary, 
secondary, or higher education programs.  
On October 29, 1976, President Ford spoke to the Wisconsin Education Association in 
an attempt to gain their support for re-election.  During his speech, he outlined how he would 
change the current federal structure for awarding money to the states.  He also revealed current 
education statistics: 50 million children attended primary and secondary schools, and local 
governments employed over 2.5 million educators.  President Ford identified crime, school 
violence, and the erosion of parenting skills as the main cause for the decline in American 
education.  President Ford cautioned that schools could not be all things to all people and that 
parents needed to be accountable for discipline in the home.  
President Ford also emphasized that pouring more money into the education system to 
build more schools or to purchase resources for the classroom would not improve American 
education.  He contended that the classroom teacher was the key to improving education. 
President Ford promised to remove the bureaucratic obstacles that blocked funds from reaching 
the classroom teacher.  If elected again, he would remove these obstacles and allow local school 
boards to determine for themselves where to spend their allotment of over $130 billion allocated 
for education (Ford, 1976, October 29).  However, President Ford lost his re-election bid.
 President Jimmy Carter promoted his proposal to Congress for a federal Department of 
Education to the NEA’s board of directors at a White House reception on February 10, 1978.  
He compared his experience as a governor and his experience to date as president with the 
volume of education issues brought to him for action.  President Carter believed the scarce 
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number of education issues brought to him in his role as president correlated to the level of 
importance the federal government placed on education.   
President Carter again presented to Congress proposed legislation to approve a cabinet 
level Department of Education.  The decrease in public confidence in the American education 
system, due to the increase in retraining by employers and the increase in high school dropout 
rates, were the impetus for this request.  President Carter surmised that the creation of this 
department would provide more accountability, additional access to research, and immediate 
access to the president (Carter, 1979, February 13).   
In President Carter's address to Congress on February 28, 1978, he emphasized the 
importance of the federal government in educating American children.  He committed to 
financing research for the improvement of basic reading, writing, and mathematics education. 
President Carter proposed a new program to encourage the implementation of compensatory 
education at the state level and 45% more money than in the previous two years for the federal 
Department of Education.  President Carter encouraged school-to-career programs to connect 
students and employers, and he advocated making the Department of Education cabinet level.  
The president believed that the federal government should be responsible for funding research 
to increase "the quality and effectiveness" of the American public education system (Carter, 
1978, February 28).  
Economics and Political Culture 
The U.S. population increased 11.5% from 1970 to 1980 (Appendix F) (U.S. Census, 
2002; Mackun & Wilson, 2011), and 30% of all global Nobel Prize winners came from the 
United States (Appendix B) (Nobel Prize, 2012).   The GDP increased an annual average of 
3.2% over this decade, and the economy was beginning to weaken (Appendix B) (U.S. Dept. of 
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Commerce, 1950-2012).  The average education expenditure per pupil during the 1970s decade, 
based on the Consumer Price Index for the 2010 dollar, was $6,500 (Table 1.4, Appendix C)  
(U.S. Dept. of Ed, 2011).  The average teacher salary for the 1970s was approximately $11,500 
and, based on the Consumer Price Index for 2010, the average teacher salary would equate to 
approximately $49,700 (Appendix D) (NEA, 2011).  The adjusted average American family 
income for 1979 in 2013 dollars was equivalent to $62,700 (CPI Inflation Calculator, n.d.) 
 (U.S. Census Bureau, 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990), and unemployment rates increased to an 
average 6.2% throughout the 1970s decade (Appendix E) (U.S. Dept. of Labor, n.d.).   The 
1970s decade began with a U.S. national debt of $370.9 billion and increased to $826.5 billion 
(Historical Debt, 1950-1999).  
The 1970s were also fraught with anti-war demonstration that ultimately culminated in 
violence.  The Kent State massacre, where four college students lost their lives while 
participating in an anti-war movement, was one such event.  Desegregation of public schools 
continued to comply with anti-segregation laws by busing students out of their neighborhoods.  
Streaking nude became a popular fad, and bell-bottom pants were the rage with young 
Americans (Gillis, 2010).    
On March 25, 1974, President Nixon addressed the nation via radio regarding the state 
of the economy.  The U.S. economy was experiencing the highest rate of inflation in over 20 
years.   This increase in inflation was caused by the shortage in oil and food.  However, in an 
attempt to decrease the unrest of the American people, President Nixon pointed out a number of 
positive trends that had occurred to show a turnaround in the current economic climate.   
Personal incomes were up by 14% since 1969, unemployment had only slightly risen, and a 
record number of persons were working.  He proposed to Congress the creation of a Cost of 
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Living Task Force that would report to the Department of Energy and be responsible for 
monitoring all factors contributing to inflation.  However, Congress did not approve this 
proposal.  Unrest spread throughout the nation as corruption in the White House forced the 
resignation of President Nixon. 
For the first time in history, a vice president and a president of the United States 
resigned from office.  Gerald Ford, who had been appointed in 1973 to replace Vice President 
Agnew, was sworn in as president on August 9, 1974.  President Ford had the daunting task of 
healing a disheartened nation.  In an attempt to help the American people forget about the 
Watergate scandal, President Ford pardoned President Nixon.  He knew the nation could not 
recover from this event if months of litigation were to ensue (Nixon, 1974, Aug. 8; Ford, 1974, 
August 9, October 17). 
Federal Education Policy 
The word cloud provides the results of an analysis of the common words (including 
stemmed words) from selected sources with a minimum length of five characters, to identify the 
top 500 words used in education policies passed in the 1970s decade.  The most used word 
within the combination of these policies was the word “educators.”   The Nixon, Ford, and 
Carter administrations recognized the importance that educators play in developing and 
imparting quality education.  The education policies enacted during this time had a common 
theme, which was to provide resources for educators to advance their instructional practices in 
order to provide quality education for American children.  
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 Figure 2.  NVivo produced word cloud for high frequency words from 1970-1979. 
 
 
As already stated, quality of education was at the forefront of federal education policy 
during the 1970s.  In his message to Congress on education reform March 3, 1970, President 
Nixon stated,  “Until we know why education works when it is successful, we can know little 
about what makes it fail when it is unsuccessful” (Nixon, 1970, para. 2).  President Nixon was 
convinced that the only way to help improve U.S. education was to research what does work in 
improving education outcomes, based on standardized tests, and to promote the implementation 
of these findings across all schools.  The president was also passionate about providing quality 
education to all American children.  President Nixon was concerned that the large amounts of 
federal money allocated to education were not helping poor children become more successful.  
Title I and Head Start had not produced the desired results.  Congress and the president both 
agreed that reform was necessary in order to improve the quality of education; however, 
Congress did not agree with the president on what education reform would look like.  President 
Nixon was able to get legislation passed to provide poor children with various reading 
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programs, and Congress eventually approved the establishment of a National Institute of 
Education to conduct education research (Nixon, 1970, March 3; 1972, October 25).  
Of great importance to the president was equal access to quality education for all 
children. The Elementary and Secondary Assistance Program Extension of 1970 focused on 
funneling federal funds to school districts where a concentration of economically deprived 
children lived.  Teachers in these districts were also eligible to receive bonuses for their 
services. Quality education for all handicapped children and learning-disabled children was also 
included in this amendment.  In order to provide instruction to improve the quality of education, 
provisions were included to train teachers, special service personnel, and aides who would be 
assisting with the education of special needs students.  Higher education institutes were also 
provided funding in order to conduct research into best practices for special education teachers 
and their supervisors.  In order to improve quality teaching, one goal of the 1970 extension was 
to make sure all educators would have access to the research identifying best practices for 
handicapped and learning disabled students (20 U.S.C. 241, 1970). 
Education policy during the 1970s was also influenced by the social and political culture 
of the decade.   Desegregation of schools was a leading concern for the president.  Federal law 
mandated desegregation of schools as part of the Civil Rights Act.   In order to comply with this 
mandate, school districts were forcing students to attend schools outside their local community, 
which created a situation where many students had prolonged bus trips to and from school.  
However, desegregation statutes did not imply that children must be bused outside their local 
communities to comply with school desegregation laws.   President Nixon encouraged Congress 
to pass legislation that would prohibit busing in order to achieve racial balance.  Additionally, 
The Office of Education Appropriations Act provided resources to school districts in need of 
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financial support due to the desegregation laws (for example, additional resources needed due to 
overcrowding).  A provision to prohibit federal funds being given to any school that participated 
in busing to promote racial balance was added to the amendments of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act of 1965, but forced busing was not prohibited until 1974.  The Equal 
Education Opportunities Act of 1974, Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
of 1965 prohibited forced busing outside the local community for the sake of racial balance (20 
U.S.C. § 215, 1714(a)).  
An increased environmental awareness and excess use of illegal drugs were two factors 
that also influenced federal education policy.  The Environmental Education Act established an 
Office of Environmental Education within the Department of Education for the purpose of 
developing curricula, initiating and maintaining environmental education programs at the 
elementary and secondary level, providing training programs for teachers and others, planning 
outdoor ecological study centers, distributing material dealing with the environment and ecology, 
and evaluating the effectiveness of these initiatives (Pub. L. No. 91-516, 1970).  Similarly, the 
Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 provided for the development of curricula and for training 
educators to present drug prevention curricula to students in public education (Pub. L. No. 91-
527, 1970).   
 President Nixon, proponent of state and local governments having complete authority 
over local education, encouraged the collapse of federal education agencies.  However, Nixon 
passed legislation increasing the federal government’s role in education through the 
establishment of the National Institute of Education.  The Education Amendments of 1972 
established the National Institute of Education (NIE).  This organization was responsible for the 
research and development of education practices with the anticipated results of greater success 
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for American children.  Within the NIE’s charge were the strengthening of science and 
technology education and problem solving for issues that were deemed to hinder the 
advancement of the American education system (Pub. L. No. 92-318).  
 With the expansion of the civil rights and women’s movements, more women were 
standing up for their constitutional rights.  Cleveland Board of Education v. LaFleur was one 
important case validating the rights of female teachers.  Prior to this lawsuit, many school 
boards required pregnant women to leave their jobs soon after they realized they were pregnant.  
The U.S. Supreme Court found this practice unconstitutional and reversed the lower court’s 
decision (414 U.S. 632, 1974). 
. Many other federal actions influenced education during the 1970s.  Education laws 
throughout this decade provided teacher training on numerous topics such as career education, 
best practices for handicapped children, drug use awareness, delinquency prevention, science and 
technology education, literacy and bilingual training, and other professional development to 
increase student success.  To list all policies and court cases would be beyond the scope of this 
paper; however, federal education initiatives were developed with the desired results of 
improving America’s education system as measured by standardized assessments (Vinovskis, 
1998).  
Education and Evaluation 
The beginning of the 1970s decade met with criticism regarding the inept attempt by 
many federal research agencies to use the research and data collected to improve the U.S. 
education system.  The results of federal programs such as Title I and Head Start were 
disappointing, for they did not produce the desired results of increasing academic success of 
disadvantaged students.  President Richard Nixon asked Congress to create an education 
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organization for research and development.  However, after twenty plus years of providing 
funds to federal organizations for education research and receiving what many viewed as 
nothing noteworthy, members of Congress perceived that the organization proposed by the 
president would be "the same old thing" and a waste of resources.   Congress eventually 
approved the establishment of the National Institute of Education (NIE).  However, the 
president did not receive the funds he had requested to maintain this new agency (Vinovskis, 
1998).   
Congress was disappointed with the lack of information that trickled down to education 
practitioners from the past research and development labs.  The establishment of the NIE was 
approved specifically for the dissemination of research and development to state and local 
governments and to school districts.  The goal of the NIE was to help schools identify, through 
research, best practices for implementation to improve education outcomes.  Education research 
in the 1970s shifted toward perceived social issues such as diversity education, equal access to 
quality education, organization theory, science and technology education, and civic 
responsibilities, expecting this information would improve the U.S. education system (Boykin, 
1972). 
However, by 1980 the NIE lost 48% of its funds due to the decline in support for the 
national curriculum developed by the National Science Foundation.  The unfavorable position 
Congress held of the NIE, along with the decrease of its funds, forced the agency to abandon all 
programs associated with the advancement of a national curriculum (Vinovskis, 1998). 
Researcher Nona Tollefson from the University of Kansas had conducted education 
research since the 1970s and contributed to many education and psychology journals, such as 
Teaching and Teacher Education, Journal of Education Psychology, Journal of Education 
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Research, American Journal of Education, and Psychology in the Schools, to name a few.  In 
1973, Dr. Tollefson conducted research on what made teachers effective according to their 
students. Students from suburban, urban, and rural high schools took part in this research.  Data 
in the form of a survey were collected from the 1,643 students.  Participants were asked 100 
questions regarding teacher procedures, instructional strategies, and characteristics.  Careful 
analysis was conducted to eliminate any outliers.  Only data found to be consistent across the 
three types of schools surveyed were included in the final analysis.  Students identified an 
effective teacher as one who knows the content area being taught, is organized and provides 
clear direction, likes kids and likes to help kids, enjoys teaching the selected content, and is able 
to relate to the students (Tollefson, 1973). 
During his special message to the Congress on education reform, President Nixon 
highlighted the current characteristics of a good school.  Schools were considered good if they 
had a well-maintained building and grounds, employed teachers with a college degree, kept 
class sizes small, and were current regarding curriculum and best practices. President Nixon 
emphasized that these could no longer be the defining ingredients for a good school.  School 
districts must begin to focus on measuring how much a student learns. This marked the rebirth 
of accountability for educators (Nixon, 1970, March 3).   
Orlosky (1973) defined effective teachers as possessing three characteristics.  An 
effective teacher must be able to perceive the behavior cues of others in order to self-evaluate 
his or her behavior, must have and be able to apply his or her knowledge in pedagogy, and must 
have the ability to pass this knowledge on to students so they understand and retain this 
knowledge (p. 6). 
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If Orlosky’s definition of an effective teacher is used, then education fads such as team 
teaching, non-grading, open classrooms, and individualized instruction would assist educators in 
meeting these criteria.  However, Hosford (1975) argued that these fads were simply random 
acts of experimentation that would not lead to teacher effectiveness.  Teachers were forced by 
political and social pressures to drop one strategy and move on to another before there was time 
to assess the effects on increasing student performance (p. 376).    
Researchers such as Beauchamp, Bruner, Cawelti, and Hosford reasoned that instruction 
could not be improved without developing a sound theory (as cited in Hosford, 1975).  
According to these researchers, developing a theory of instruction would help eliminate fads 
that do not work and provide a base for further instructional development on initiatives that did 
work.  Furthermore, without a theory of instruction to guide instructional and curricula 
development, random experimentations caused by political and social pressure would continue 
to move education progress forward at a snail’s pace (p. 379).  
 Wass (1972), assistant professor for Foundations of Education at the University of 
Florida, Gainesville, looked at teacher accountability in America and abroad.  Wass 
hypothesized that American education was moving toward an industrial model with a focus on 
technology and moving away from a humanistic approach to education.  This move was ignited 
by the large increase in the number of students who dropped out of school and the large number 
of disengaged students. Wass asserted that American education shifted from one fad to another 
without evaluating the effectiveness of the implemented programs.  This constant shift was a 
product of outside political and social pressures.  Wass also noted that, while the United States 
was moving toward an industrial education model, other countries were moving toward a more 
humanistic model of education.  America took the teacher out of the decision-making process 
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for education reform and replaced him or her with outsiders who had no experience or expertise 
in the science of teaching.  Education in the United States became a product of economics, 
where Americans demanded what they perceived was the greatest “bang for their buck” (pp. 
618-620). 
Teacher evaluation in the 1970s was usually in the form of the supervisor observing the 
teacher's classroom.  However, a number of different programs developed throughout the 1960s 
were being used to document teacher and student behaviors.  The Flanders System of 
Interaction Analysis observed teacher verbal communication; the Coping Analysis Schedule for 
Education Settings (CASES), developed by Robert Spaulding observed student behaviors; and 
the Verbal Interaction Category System (VICS), developed by Amidon and Hunter (1970), 
observed teacher and student verbal communication. Marie Hughes developed an observation 
system specifically for elementary teachers that documented verbal and nonverbal 
communication by the teacher.  A more complex system for evaluation of the teacher was the 
Bellack system, which taped the verbal communications between the teacher and student.  The 
transcription of the tape was then coded and analyzed to determine the effectiveness of the 
teacher (Sandefur & Bressler, 1970).   
Another observation tool that focused on student behaviors was the Spaulding Teacher 
Activity Rating Schedule (STARS).  Although this system was more difficult to learn, it was 
considered to be very reliable.  Multidimensional Analysis of Classroom Interaction (MACI), 
designed by Fred Honigman, was derived from parts of the Flanders, Hughes, Aschner, and 
Gallagher systems of interaction analysis.  MACI assessed the emotional climate of the 
classroom, classroom management by the teacher, and instructional practices used to promote 
student engagement.   Medley and Mitzel designed OScAR (Observation Schedule and Record).  
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OScAR was another instrument designed to record verbal interchange and interactive teacher 
behaviors.  Like the Flanders system, OScAR was easy to learn and implement (Sandefur & 
Bressler, 1970). 
The National IOTA program defined criteria to identify an effective teacher, which was 
incorporated in their Instrument for the Observation of Teaching Activities (IOTA).  The IOTA 
evaluated teachers using observation and interview components.  Each component had 
assessment scales.  The scales in the observational component included learning centers, variety 
of activities, use of materials for instruction, classroom control, learning difficulties, 
individualization of instruction, development and implementation of classroom goals, 
opportunity for participation, teacher reaction to student response, creative expression, 
development of student initiatives, social climate, subject matter preparation, and current 
application of subject matter.  The interview component scales included peer relationships, 
participation in school and staff activities, articulation of classroom program to total school 
curriculum, parent participation in school activities, utilization of community resources, 
personal professional responsibility, professional self-evaluation, teacher in the community, 
skill in enhancing multi-cultural relationships, evaluation of individual student progress by the 
teacher, development of student self-assessment, work with specialized services, and assisting 
students in exploring vocational opportunities.  Interest in this instrument was growing 
throughout the nation.  Numerous school districts in eight different states were piloting IOTA 
(National IOTA, 1972).  
John Howell (1971), affiliated with the division of teacher education for the City 
University of New York, identified the difficulties in evaluating teacher performance.  In his 
publication, “Performance Evaluation in Relation to Teacher Education and Teacher 
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Certification,” he elaborates on the need for behavior criteria to be developed for performance 
objectives that were observable.  Otherwise, teachers would not know upon what criteria they 
were being evaluated and the evaluation would be based on subjectivity.  With accountability 
and merit rating receiving national attention, it was even more imperative that observable 
performance behaviors to evaluate teacher effectiveness be identified.  Howell contended that 
another difficulty in establishing behaviors for teacher evaluation was the different needs for 
different communities.  However, Howell cautioned, no matter what the differing needs are, 
teacher evaluation cannot be taken seriously until educators know why, what, and how they are 
to be teaching (pp. 1-26).  
Walter Borg from Utah State University concurred with Howell's perception that 
teaching methods had not been clearly defined; therefore, it was almost impossible to evaluate 
teachers effectively.  In Borg’s presentation at the annual meeting of the American Education 
Research Association, he maintained the place to start defining teaching practices is with the 
teacher preparatory institutions (Borg, 1973).   
The federal government’s attempt to evaluate U.S. education was to select random 
students to participate in the NAEP assessments, which would be used to compare American 
students’ scores with student scores from other industrialized nations.  Hosford (1975) warned 
that evaluating teachers based on a standardized assessment was a waste of time and would not 
affect positive change on education outcomes.  At that time there was no universally accepted 
theory of instruction to guide education research in the development of a valid teacher 
evaluation process (p. 376). 
On March 19, 1971, Lawrence Feinberg, a Washington Post staff writer, reported on the 
Washington Teachers Union requesting more power during contract negotiations talks.  Teacher 
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evaluations were one area of concern.  The union negotiators requested that teacher evaluation 
be conducted by a committee of teachers rather than by the principal (A35).  
By 1973 the Washington DC Teachers Union proposed changes that included a 
collaborative team approach to observing and determining final evaluation outcomes. The team, 
comprised of the building principal, the teacher, the teacher supervisor or another building 
teacher, would base the evaluation on meeting pre-determined goals.   However, the teachers 
voted against this evaluation proposal for fear that the evaluations would eventually become 
public.  Instead, teachers proposed that administration be removed from the teacher evaluation 
process and teachers could help each other improve their instructional skills.  Once again the 
Washington DC Teachers Union and the public education administration could not agree on a 
process for evaluating teachers.  What they did agree on is that the current system did not 
adequately evaluate teacher effectiveness (Prince, 1973). 
Frieda Shapiro of the National Education Association reported on state teacher tenure 
laws during 1972.  At this time tenure laws were enacted in 39 states.  In three states, California, 
New York, and Texas, tenure was optional, or specific criteria (such as number of students) 
were applied in order for tenure to be offered at the school districts.  Five other states had tenure 
laws in a few school districts.  These five states, along with four additional states, provided 
teachers with contracts, but these contracts did not provide the employment rights that tenure 
offered.  Of the 39 states requiring tenure laws, three states did not require a probationary period 
before granting tenure, five states required two years of probation, 27 states required three 
years, one state required four years, and three states required five years of probation (Shapiro, 
1972).  
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Subsidiary Research Questions 
The data are a collection of narratives from 90 presidential speeches, presidential letters, 
and addresses to Congress, along with 21 federal education policies.  The data collected from 
these sources are organized in 302 data selections for 1970 to 1980.  Of these data selections, 
207 evidence influence at the state level and 99 evidence influence at the state level on teacher 
evaluation. In order to establish a true result on the truth table, both influence at the state level 
and influence of teacher evaluation must evidence a true result.  Eighty-three data selections of 
the 99 that evidence influence on teacher evaluation also evidenced influence at the state level. 
Therefore, these 83 data selections (or 27% of the data selections) concluded a true result. 
I. How did the shifts in education philosophies influence the definition of teacher 
effectiveness within the 1970-1980 decade?   
 The social and political culture of this decade had a greater influence on defining the 
definition of teacher effectiveness than education philosophy.  Not one specific philosophy was 
selected as best practices to produce quality instruction.  With the social expansion of the 1960s 
moving into the 1970s, many schools were implementing Dewey-centered instructional 
practices.  Yet others continued to maintain the Essentialist practices of the 1950s.   Researchers 
developing education philosophies were focusing on theories of instruction.  However, with 
education institutions implementing the education program of the month, semester, or year, 
longitudinal data were difficult to amass. 
 Robert Leeper, in his 1975 editorial in Education Leadership, urged educators to unite 
and develop a sense of purpose in order to work together to process past research in an attempt to 
define education goals (pp. 3-5).   The divisive culture of the education environment prevented 
researches from moving forward to develop instructional strategies to improve education quality. 
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 With teachers ubiquitously implementing programs and strategies, researchers could not 
collect the necessary data needed to effect change (Hosford, 1975).  Furthermore, pressures were 
mounting to implement education practices recommended by members of society (parents, 
politicians, businesspersons) who had no education background but perhaps the loudest voices.  
 However, the main obstacle blocking the growth of education practices in the 1970s was 
the lack of a definition for effective teaching.  Some education models deemed effective teaching 
as students sitting quietly in rows listening to the teacher, while others deemed effective teaching 
as a room of students moving around and working on various projects.  Therefore, educators 
were unable to agree upon a universal definition of an effective teacher. 
 In addition, the technology revolution was credited for moving American education from 
a humanistic philosophy to an industrial philosophy of instruction.  This philosophical shift 
energized the development of numerous evaluation tools that removed the humanistic portion, 
which promotes subjectivity in the evaluation, and increased the objectivity by quantifying 
teacher practices (Sandefur & Bressler, 1970).   
II. Throughout the 1970-1980 decade, what role did the social, political, and economic 
structure of the United States play in defining teacher effectiveness? 
The social and political climates of the 1970s emerged from the residual effects of the 
events that shaped the 1960s.  Experimentation, non-traditional clothing, anti-war 
demonstrations, desegregation, environmental awareness, drugs, and the high number of school 
dropouts influenced education during this decade.  New technologies, diverse instructional 
practices, and new programs were being explored in the classroom; however, these initiatives 
came and went before they could be evaluated for outcomes on student learning (Gillis, 2010).   
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The 1970s was a time of contention between teacher unions and school boards.  
Accountability was feared by the teachers and undefinable by the public.  Due to the large 
increase in teacher salaries, the public wanted to hold them accountable for student learning by 
attaching merit pay to teacher evaluations.  Teacher unions protected their members from the 
demands of accountability.  
Public demand to improve U.S. education drove research toward identifying teacher 
behaviors that could be evaluated.   Student success was measured by NAEP assessments.  The 
perception that student learning could now be measured increased public pressure to hold 
teachers accountable.  
Even though data, such as the large number of Nobel Prize winners from the United 
States, did not support the perception that the U.S. school system was failing American 
children, the public used the 7% decline in the NAEP reading assessments as validity to justify 
their position.  Furthermore, the increase in unemployment, the decrease in the economy, and an 
increase in violence were perceived as the results of a failing school system. 
Again, the definition of an effective teacher was not defined, as educators and the public 
could not agree on a universal definition.  However, they did agree on the need to reform the 
U.S. education system. 
III. Through the analysis of historical documentation, how did federal education policy 
influence the definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness at the state or local 
level? 
Common words from the analysis of the top 500 words used in the education policies 
passed in the 1970s decade not only cited the term educators most often, but also showcased 
other words, predominately the following: program, schools, purpose, requiring, assisting, 
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availing, effects, provisions, activities, plan, projects, informing, training, institutions, agency, 
development, children, appropriations, studying, and so on.  The words are not listed in the 
order of their intensity of use in the policies.  These words underlined teacher involvement in 
the implementation of these policies.   
 Furthermore, all of these policies provided resources for the development of teachers in 
order to increase teacher effectiveness in implementing instruction in target areas such as career 
development, drug prevention, and vocational and handicapped-children education.  
Additionally, the federal policies of the 1970s included resources to provide teachers with 
professional development for designing curriculum, implementing best instructional practices, 
disseminating materials and information, evaluating programs and projects, training in diversity, 
and using education technology.  State education agencies were allocated funds to provide 
teacher centers where teachers could go to improve instructional skills.  Federal policy affected 
the definition of teacher effectiveness through the allocation of monies to such a wide variety of 
education programs without defining objectives.   
 State and local departments of education received federal funds to provide professional 
development and other training programs to increase the effectiveness of their teachers.  An 
evaluation component of each program or training receiving federal funds was to be completed 
to determine the effectiveness of the exercise.  This evaluation component included the 
effectiveness of the teacher to impart the new knowledge to his or her students.  However, the 
term “effective” was not defined in any of the federal education policies.  Therefore, educators 
developed a number of evaluation tools establishing criteria for effective teaching.  Federal 
education policy moved the evaluation of teacher effectiveness forward by providing state and 
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local agencies funds that were allocated upon providing the evaluation outcomes.  This 
necessitated the development of criteria to assess and thereby define teacher effectiveness.     
Summary 
The philosophy of experimentation in the 1970s provided education theorist a laboratory 
in which to test various programs, instructional practices, and evaluation systems that were 
developed in the 1960s.  Even though the definition of an effective teacher was not agreed upon 
universally, the diverse instructional practices implemented during the 1970s provided data for 
future use by researchers in defining an effective teacher.  
The social, political, and economic environment during this decade propelled education 
reform.  Implementation of diverse education practices like team teaching, open classrooms, and 
non-grading provided data instrumental in defining best practices for effective teaching.  
Moreover, education research and standardized assessments provided data that enabled the 
development of criteria for teacher evaluation.   
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CHAPTER VII   
ANALYSIS OF THE 1980s 
“We must never lose that sense of adventure that thirsts for knowledge−or the determination to 
explore the outer limits of our own abilities.”  ─ Ronald Reagan 
End of the Carter and Reagan Presidential Administrations 
May 7, 1980, President Carter introduced the first Secretary of Education, Shirley 
Hufstedler, at the program marking the inauguration of the Department of Education on the 
south lawn of the White House.  President Carter established the Department of Education as a 
cabinet-level post.  At the inauguration presentation, the president boasted that the new 
Department of Education would be an institute where the "voice of education, the concerns of 
education, the needs of education will now be more clearly heard and more clearly represented 
at the highest possible level of our government" (Carter, 1980, May 7).  Secretary Hufstedler 
highlighted the responsibilities of the Department of Education at the inauguration.  She defined 
the department's role in education as one to assist state and local governments with streamlining 
regulation and paperwork, to identify best practices and programs, to increase the quality of 
education, to be transparent and available supporting state and local governments and to partner 
with parents, teachers, and the community providing education resources to the nation’s schools 
(Carter, 1980, May 7).  
President Jimmy Carter gave his last State of the Union address to Congress on January 
16, 1981.  President Carter believed that education "is one of the soundest investments" that can 
be made to ensure a strong economy and a secure nation.  President Carter allocated more funds 
to education than any previous administration and gave education a greater voice within the 
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federal government.  These funds helped strengthen science and technology education and 
provided programs for special populations.  
However, in 1981 a new Republican administration and a new Congress took control of 
the federal government.  The NIE lost 70% of its funding and became the source of a political 
firestorm.  The new director of the NIE, Edward Curran, spent time restructuring the 
organization to eliminate as many programs as possible.  Curran was credited for bringing 
politics into the NIE by incorporating his personal agenda into the topics for research, firing 
professional researchers and hiring unqualified political acquaintances, disregarding the 
established peer review protocols, and ignoring mandates from Congress.  Curran was 
eventually replaced in 1985.  Many educators feared that the strides made in education research 
would be lost as the U.S. Department of Education reorganized in 1985 and merged the NIE, 
NCES, and the Library Programs.  However, this did not happen.  According to Vinovskis, "The 
collection, analysis, and dissemination of education statistics were greatly improved” 
(Vinovskis, 1998). 
In the new president’s address to Congress on February 18, 1981, Ronald Reagan 
outlined the high interest rates, double-digit inflation, approximately eight million people out of 
work, and the increase of federal personal taxes by 67% as a cry for action in order to reverse 
the economy and the state of the nation.  President Reagan made a proposal to reduce federal 
spending by cutting funds to various programs including an 8% reduction to education aid.   
President Reagan's second address to Congress reporting on the State of the Union, on 
January 26, 1982, provided members with an overview of the nation’s current economic status.  
Interest rates decreased from 21.5% to 15.75%, and inflation decreased from 12.4% to 8.9 %.  
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Still President Reagan emphasized the need to dismantle various departments, such as the 
Department of Education, in order to cut federal spending.   
The State of the Union address on January 25, 1983, highlighted the reduction in interest 
rates by approximately 50% and the increase in the housing market as evidenced by the 60% 
rise in the number of housing permits acquired.  President Reagan encouraged the 
"revitaliz[ation] [of] American education by setting a standard of excellence” (p. 4).  He 
continued that in order for America to lead the field in technology, its citizens must upgrade the 
quality of mathematics and science instruction.  President Reagan emphasized the need to 
produce more engineers, as the country was falling behind Japan.  President Reagan stressed 
that the United States was entering a new era of computers, silicon chips, data processing, and 
cybernetics, and he stressed the importance of America being a pioneer in this new frontier of 
technology.   
During President Reagan's statements at a White House ceremony marking the 
beginning of the National Partnerships in Education Programs (1983, Oct. 13), he reminded the 
audience that he had established a national Commission on Excellence in Education to improve 
American students’ scores on national assessments.  In order to see these improvements, 
President Reagan announced that many states were passing tougher certification laws with the 
belief that tougher requirements would produce better teachers.  
In President Regan's remarks at the National Forum on Excellence in Education in 
Indianapolis, Indiana, he emphasized his concern with American education: 
And today our children need good schools more than ever. We stand on the verge of a 
new age, a computer age when medical breakthroughs will add years to our lives. 
Information retrieval systems will bring all the world's great literature, music, and drama 
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into the family home. And advances in space travel will make the space shuttle 
Columbia look as old-fashioned as Lindbergh's plane, The Spirit of St. Louis. But if our 
children are to take their places as tomorrow's leaders we must teach them the skills they 
need.   If America is to offer greater economic opportunity to her citizens, if she's to 
defend our freedom, democracy, and keep the peace, then our children will need 
wisdom, courage, and strength—virtues beyond their reach without education. In the 
words of Thomas Jefferson: "If a nation expects to be ignorant and free . . . it expects 
what never was and never will be” (Reagan, 1983, December 8). 
President Reagan cited statistics, questioned by some (Carson, 1993), revealing that 
SAT scores and science scores of seventeen-year-olds continued to decline; in addition, one out 
of every ten seventeen-year-olds could not read.  At the National Forum on Excellence in 
Education, he predicted that this would soon change because school districts all over the nation 
had increased student graduation and attendance requirements.  President Regan also praised the 
state of Mississippi for increasing teacher salary.  Some states had implemented teacher 
certificate programs that would make it easier for persons working in their respective fields to 
become certified to teach (Reagan, 1983, Dec. 8).  
In a letter to Mr. McGuire, president of the National Education Association (NEA), 
President Reagan rebuked the NEA for criticizing the remarks he made regarding teacher 
evaluation at Seton Hall University’s commencement ceremony.  In his commencement 
address, President Reagan had stated, "I favor the use of an effective evaluation system to guide 
decisions made in the retention, promotion, and tenure of teachers" (Reagan, 983, May 26, para. 
6).  His remarks were in support of the Commission’s recommendations in response to the 
report A Nation at Risk.   President Reagan continued to chastise the NEA for opposing all 
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education reform that would reward master teachers.  He blamed the NEA’s opposition to 
education reform in "salary, promotion, and tenure policies," for keeping education 
improvements stagnant (Reagan, Ronald, 1983, May 26).   
President Reagan's State of the Union address to Congress on January 25, 1984, 
emphasized the dramatic change in inflation decreasing from 12.4% to 3.2%. Four million 
Americans were employed over the year, and take-home pay rose 5%.  President Reagan 
reminded Congress that "a 600% increase in federal spending on education between 1960 and 
1980 was accompanied by a steady decline in Scholastic Aptitude Test scores."  President 
Reagan explained that these statistics influenced his decision to establish the National 
Commission on Excellence in Education.  President Reagan continued, "We must do more to 
restore discipline to schools; and we must encourage the teaching of new basics, reward 
teachers of merit, enforce tougher standards, and put our parents back in charge” (para. 50).  
In President Reagan's radio address to the Nation on May 12, 1984, he praised local 
school boards, teachers, parents, and businesses for committing to work together to reform 
American’s education without pouring additional funds into federal education programs.  
President Reagan attributed the greater success of American education institutes to increasing 
graduation requirements, incorporating more rigor in textbooks, lengthening the school day and 
school year, increasing teachers' salaries, and investigating merit pay.  In this radio address to 
the nation on education, he cited over and over the three main contributing factors to a 
successful education as maintaining strong discipline, increasing homework, and incorporating 
character education into the curriculum.   
Secretary of Education Bill Bennett provided a report to the president detailing 
American education progress over five years since the publication of A Nation at Risk.   
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Secretary Bennett stated that the decline in assessment scores had stopped, but it had not 
improved enough to remove America from being at risk.   He continued to note that 
disadvantaged children still were not afforded the same level of education as affluent children.   
Secretary Bennett recommended that education reform return to the basics, providing 
instruction in basic curriculum, controlling discipline, increasing the desire for students to work 
hard, and rewarding educators who provide students with a quality education.  The last 
recommendation was to hold schools accountable for student learning.  In his concluding 
remarks, Secretary Bennett warned that schools cannot improve if union leaders continue to 
oppose and block education reform (Reagan, 1988, April 26). 
President Reagan followed Secretary Bennett's remarks.  He praised two principals, 
Jaime Escalante and Brenda Lee, for their outstanding work improving the quality of education 
at their schools, and he reiterated his support for Secretary Bennett’s recommendations for 
improving American education (Reagan, 1988, April 26).  
The message to Congress on proposed education legislation made clear that President 
Reagan was adamant about limiting the federal government’s role in education.  President 
Reagan promoted parental choice in selecting a primary and secondary school for their children.  
However, he was acutely aware that economically disadvantaged families could not pay for 
private education.   Helping disadvantaged families secure quality education was the role 
President Reagan encouraged Congress to take (Reagan, 1983 Mar. 17).   Scientific and 
engineering education was another area in which the president was willing to provide federal 
education funds for research and development.   President Reagan believed education in these 
fields would add to the U.S. global standing and provide advancements to ensure the security of 
the nation (Reagan, 1984 Jan. 26). 
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On February 8, 1982, at the message to Congress transmitting the fiscal year 1983 
budget, the president identified federal regulations in legislation that circumvented the state and 
local authority over education decisions.  He also noted that many of the requirements necessary 
to receive federal funds are difficult to maneuver.   Therefore, the president urged Congress to 
approve policy that would give state and local governments flexibility in allocating federal 
funds (Reagan, 1982, Feb. 8). 
At the National Governors' Association Department of Education Conference in 
Columbia, Missouri, on March 26, 1987, the president commended schools that were 
succeeding by maintaining basic education rather than jumping on the newest education rage.  
He also identified the “heart of the teacher” as the most important factor in student achievement.  
To validate his theory, President Reagan identified a Columbia, Missouri, urban school district 
as an example of a district that employs teachers who have a heart for teaching and for their 
students.  These schools did not have financial resources afforded to other schools, yet they 
continued to excel (Reagan, 1987, Mar. 26).   
President Bush looked forward to being known as the Education President.  He proposed 
to Congress the approval of an education program that would financially reward schools, 
teachers, and students who demonstrated excellence.  He urged Congress to pass his education 
proposals so they would be known as the Education Congress (Bush, 1989, Feb. 9).  
At the presentation ceremony for the National Teacher of the Year Award on April 5, 
1989, President Bush outlined the education components of his legislative proposal to Congress.  
In order to raise expectations for the U.S. education system, the president proposed a seven-
point plan.  This plan included merit schools, where schools that were demonstrating increased 
test scores or a decrease in dropout rate, for example, would be financially rewarded.  Teachers 
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could receive merit pay for demonstration of significant improvement in student outcomes.  
Scholarships would be available for students in every Congressional district for the pursuit of 
academic advancement in the science fields.  The development of magnet schools would 
provide parents with education choice for their children.  Alternative certification for experts 
working in prospective fields so they could become teachers and the implementation of 
programs to keep schools drug free were also proposed.   For higher education, President Bush 
requested federal assistance in the expansion of Black colleges and universities. 
President Bush sent to Congress the Education Excellence Act of 1989 and requested 
$500 million for his seven-point system, which he believed would foster excellence in education 
(as measured by test scores), lower dropout rates, and have other unanticipated positive 
consequences for American education (Bush, 1989, April 5). 
Economic and Political Environment 
The U.S. population increased by 9.8 % from 1980 to 1990 (Appendix F) (U.S. Census, 
2002; Mackun & Wilson, 2011), and 34% of all global Nobel Prize winners came from the 
United States (Appendix B, Table 1.2) (Nobel, 2012).   The GDP increased an annual average 
of 3.1% in this decade, and the economy continued to weaken (Appendix B, Table 1.3) (U.S. 
Dept. of Commerce, 1950-2012).  The average education expenditure per pupil, based on the 
Consumer Price Index for the 2010 dollar during the 1980s decade was $5,300 (Appendix C)  
(U.S. Dept. of Education, 2011).  The average teacher salary for the 1980s was approximately 
$23,000 and, based on the Consumer Price Index for 2010, the average teacher salary would 
equate to approximately $48,000 (Appendix D) (NEA, 2011).  The adjusted average American 
family income for 1989 in today’s dollars (2013) is equivalent to $66,200 (CPI Inflation 
Calculator), which was an average 20% rise in the average family income (U.S. Census Bureau, 
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1960, 1970, 1980, and 1990).  Unemployment rates continued to increase to an average 7.3% 
throughout the 1980s decade (Appendix E) (U.S. Dept. of Labor, n.d.).  By the end of 1989, the 
U.S. national debt rose to $2.8 trillion (Historical Debt, 1950-1999).  
The 1980s were suffused with assorted threats to society.  Crack and cocaine use and 
addiction rose by 35% and furthered the continued increase in violent crime offenses.  Prisons 
were overflowing with prisoners serving time for drug-related offenses.   The sexual revolution 
of the 1960s and 1970s gave rise to the AIDS virus.  Rock Hudson and other influential people 
inflicted with this virus elevated national attention to this epidemic.  The women’s movement 
changed the makeup of the traditional family structure.  More women earned college and 
advanced degrees, did not marry (choosing to cohabit instead) and had fewer children.  Divorce 
numbers continued to rise, and the two-earner family became the norm.  
Advancements in the 1980s included the science and technology fields, medicine, and 
civil rights.  The personal computer was being used at home, school, and work.  The Columbia 
spacecraft that launched in 1981 was the first space shuttle to be re-used for additional flights.  
The Human Genome Project received funds to advance genetic research to locate the estimated 
80,000 genes in human DNA.  Sandra Day O’Connor became the first woman Supreme Court 
Justice, Geraldine Ford was the first woman presidential candidate, and Jesse Jackson was the 
first Black presidential candidate.  Columbia University, the last all-male Ivy League school, 
began accepting women in 1983.  Roget's Thesaurus banned sexist categories: “mankind” 
became “humankind”; “countryman” became “country dweller” (Whitley, 2008).   
First Lady Nancy Reagan tried to prevent drug use with her “Just Say No” campaign, 
and the stock market tripled over seven years.  The average American family had realized a 
20% increase in annual salary.  Internationally, the 52 hostages in Iran were set free after 444 
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days in captivity.  To give honor to the thousands of Americans who dedicated their lives 
fighting in the Vietnam War, the names of 57,939 American soldiers killed or missing in action 
were inscribed on a memorial in Washington, DC.  The memorial was dedicated on November 
13, 1982 (Whitley, 2008). 
The education profession was being reviewed; graduates from teacher education 
programs were now required to take exit exams as the release of A Nation at Risk had convinced 
the American people that U.S. education was in a shambles.  Both President Reagan and 
President Bush advocated for education to return to basics.  As this movement gained 
momentum, efforts to censor books tripled.  The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The Grapes 
of Wrath, and Catcher in the Rye were among books banned in New York State (Whitley, 
2008). 
Moreover, President Reagan’s attempt to pass legislation permitting school prayer was 
defeated.   On January 28, 1986, the United States came to a standstill as millions of people 
watched the launch of space shuttle Challenger.  This was an exciting time for educators; school 
teacher Christa McAuliffe’s preparation journey had been shared around the nation with 
millions of school children.  However, with millions of children watching, the space shuttle 
Challenger exploded 74 seconds after liftoff, killing everyone on board and leaving a somber 
nation to heal (Whitley, 2008).  
Federal Education Policy 
The word cloud provides the results of an analysis of the common words (including 
stemmed words) from selected sources with a minimum length of five characters, to identify the 
top 500 words in selected education policy passed by President Reagan from 1982 to 1988.  
Common words from the analysis of the word cloud are the following: states, educators, 
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programs, schools, public, servicing, provisions, respect, children, and so on.  The words are not 
listed in the order of their intensity of use in the policies.  
 
  
Figure 3.  NVivo produced word clouds for high use words from 1980-1989. 
 
President Reagan deliberately promoted the wording of education policy in such a 
manner that would give state and local governments flexibility in complying with these policies.  
He stated his objection to any policy that Congress passed in which the procedures and 
regulations were so stringent that state and local education agencies could not alter allocations 
to distribute resources to areas of greatest need (Reagan, 1984, October 19).  President Reagan 
vowed to decrease monies and programs designated to education.  He firmly believed that 
education was a state concern and the federal government’s role must be kept to a minimum.  In 
order to eliminate federal education policies, he signed into law the Education Consolidation 
and Improvement Act of 1981, which consolidated 42 programs into seven programs that were 
funded under the elementary and secondary block grant authority (Pub. L. No. 97-35, 1981).  
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During the 1980s decade, hundreds of education bills were sent to committee, by the 
96th–101st Congress for discussion.  Over 200 of these bills contained allocations for teacher 
education.  Of these, the standing presidents signed 36 into legislation that contained programs 
to improve the quality of teacher practices.  They include the following: District of Columbia 
Appropriations Act, 1981, 1982, and 1983; National Science Foundation Authorization and 
Science and Technology Equal Opportunity Act; Foreign Service Act of 1980; Veterans 
Rehabilitations and Education Amendments of 1980; Education Amendments of 1980 and 
1984; Supplemental Appropriations and Rescission Act of 1980; Job Training Partnership Act; 
a bill to revise codify and enact without substantive change certain general and permanent laws, 
related to money and finance, as Title 31, United States Code, "Money and Finance"; Further 
Continuing Appropriations Act, 1983; Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981;  Education 
for Economic Security Act; Howard University Endowment Act; Rehabilitation Amendments of 
1984; Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of 1983 & 1986; Carl D. Perkins 
Vocational Education Act; Human Services Reauthorization Act, and amendments of 1986; 
National Science, Engineering, and Mathematics Authorization Act for fiscal year 1986; Higher 
Education Amendments of 1986; Higher Education Technical Amendments Act of 1987;  Anti-
drug Abuse Act of 1986 and 1988;  Augustus F. Hawkins - Robert T. Stafford Elementary and 
Secondary School Improvement Amendments of 1988; National Geography Studies Centers 
Act; National Science Foundation Authorization Act of 1988; a bill to amend the Higher 
Education Act of 1965 to prevent abuses in the Supplemental Loans to Students program under 
Part B of Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965, and for other purposes; Department of 
Labor, Health, and Human Services, and Education and Related Agencies Appropriation Act, 
1989 and 1990; Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988; Handicapped Programs 
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Technical Amendments Act of 1988; corrections in the Education and Training for a 
Competitive America Act of 1988;  and Drug-free Schools and Communities Act Amendments 
of 1989 (Govtrack.U.S.). 
The Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of 1983 added the Architectural 
Barrier Amendment, which provided funds to education facilities to update building structures 
to be in compliance with the law.  This law also clarified participation of children with 
disabilities in private schools so there would be no confusion on what institute would receive 
federal funds for education of special needs students (Pub. L. No. 98-199, 1983).  
The Education for Economic Security Act added new science and mathematics programs 
for elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education. These new programs included teacher 
education in math, physical and life sciences, and computer instruction; merit scholarships for 
students pursuing education in mathematics, science, or engineering, or secondary education in 
any of these concentrations; magnet schools excellence in education program to reward schools 
and teachers who demonstrate noteworthy success; and equal access to school buildings for the 
conduction of legal activity.  The act also included a provision for the abatement of asbestos in 
any public school building (Pub. L. No. 98-377, 1984).  
President Reagan (1984) made his feelings clear in his statement on signing the 
Education for Economic Security Act.  Although he was excited about the focus on increasing 
the quality of science and mathematics education and passionate about protecting students’ 
rights to free religious speech, he was disappointed in the cost of this bill and disappointed in 
the lack of flexibility to state and local governments in making education decisions based on the 
needs of local agencies (Reagan, 1984, August 11).  
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The Handicapped Children's Protection Act of 1986 allowed parents of children with 
disabilities to collect attorneys' fees in cases brought under the Education of the Handicapped 
Act.  It also provided that the Education of the Handicapped Act could not preempt other laws, 
such as Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (Pub. L. No. 99-372).  
The Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act of 1986 authorized funding for FYs 1987–
89 to establish programs for drug abuse education and prevention, coordinate with related 
community efforts and resources, using federal financial assistance.  These programs included 
prevention training of education personnel such as teachers, administrators, athletic directors 
and coaches.  At-risk students were targeted for participation in prevention education 
throughout elementary and secondary education.  Schools were responsible to evaluate the 
outcomes of the drug and alcohol prevention programs incorporated into the school agendas.  
Schools were also encouraged to work with community members to extend the programs to 
students during out-of-school hours. 
The Augustus F. Hawkins-Robert T. Stafford Elementary and Secondary School 
Improvement Amendments of 1988 reauthorized major elementary and secondary education 
programs, including Chapter 1, Chapter 2, Bilingual Education, Math-Science Education, 
Magnet Schools, Impact Aid, Indian Education, Adult Education, and other smaller education 
programs through 1993. In an attempt to provide quality education opportunities to all 
Americans, this act included provisions for the Even Start program.  Like Head Start, this 
program would provide education to children of pre-school age; however, unlike Head Start, the 
early childhood program was combined with an adult education component for the parents (Pub. 
L. No. 100-297, 1988).   
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Education and Evaluation 
The National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) concluded in its report A 
Nation at Risk that "our once unchallenged pre-eminence in commerce, industry, science, and 
technological innovation is being overtaken by competitors throughout the world . . . . If an 
unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America the mediocre education 
performance that exists today, we might well have viewed it as an act of war” (p. 9).  This 
report was the impetus for President Reagan’s heightened interest in education, specifically 
accountability.   
In President Reagan's remarks at the National Forum on Excellence in Education in 
Indianapolis, Indiana, he stressed his concerns with American education.  He pointed out that 
preparing students to function in a society where the technological boom had and would 
continue to produce opportunities for those able to think critically was a challenge that our 
current education system was not winning.  He continued that the security and economical 
global standing of the United States would be in a critical state if American students did not 
begin to perform at a higher level than standardized assessments indicated.  President Reagan 
called for fundamental education reform consisting of increased graduation credits, competency 
testing for teachers, opening the teaching profession to knowledgeable individuals who had not 
graduated from education colleges, performance-based pay, educators’ accountability for how 
much children learn, a national examination to find out exactly how much our children know, 
parental choice of schools, and return to a “back to basic” model of instruction (Reagan, 1983, 
January 25, March 17, October 13, December 8; 1984, January 25, May 12). 
William E. Gardner and Kenneth R. Howey, both professors at the University of 
Minnesota, presented A Current Profile of the American Teacher: Some Implications for 
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International Education at the World Assembly of the International Council on Education for 
Teaching in Washington, DC July 11-15, 1983.  According to Gardner and Howey, the average 
teacher during the early 1980s was a middle-aged female, a mother of two children with twelve 
years of teaching experience holding a master’s degree in education.  They contended that the 
average American teacher was well educated; therefore, pouring funds into providing additional 
training would not increase the academic achievement of American children (p. 7).  Gardner 
and Howey asserted that changing the curriculum, the teacher, or programs would not produce 
desired results.   As society had changed the face of the typical family, many children came to 
school seeking attention that was not provided at home.  Gardner and Howey deemed character 
development as an important first step to changing the American education system (p. 12). 
President Reagan agreed with Gardner and Howey that pouring additional funds into 
education would not produce desired results; however, he promoted the practices outlined in the 
book What Works (1986) in his address on receiving the Department of Education report on 
improving education.  This book was developed from the accumulation of education research 
gathered by the Office of Education Research and Improvement within the U.S. Department of 
Education.  The practices touted as working were referred to as common sense strategies.  Being 
fair and consistent, being a strong disciplinarian, and providing students with homework were 
the practices President Reagan noted improved SAT scores, which rose 9% in one year.  He also 
attributed the increase in graduation rates and decrease in dropout rates to the inclusion in 
education institutions of practices outlined in the book What Works (Reagan, 1986, March 4). 
The government production What Works emphasizes instructional strategies that are more 
in line with John Dewey than what one would expect from a “back to the basics” movement.  
Direct instruction, manipulative hands-on learning, problem solving, and collaboration are some 
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of the instructional strategies highlighted as proven to raise student academic success. This 
publication was sent to parents, teachers, and education institutions with the predicted effects of 
students succeeding in urban settings and student achievement on standardized assessments 
improving.  The practices selected for this publication were a result of research conducted and 
analyzed by numerous behavior psychologists and educators, such as Piaget, Bloom, Epstein, 
Walberg, Anderson, Chomsky, Dunn, Heath, Fielding Heintze, Allington, Binkley, Tehman, 
Resnick, Ginsburg, Jamison, Suydam, Higgins, Gaves, Strong, Levin, Good, Morine-Dershimer, 
Carver, Schreiber, Doyle, Weinstein, Glaser, Roth, Cohen, Rosenshine, Hirsch, Spiro, 
Fitzgerald, Ravitch, and Thernstrom.  This is not an inclusive list. 
As the demand increased for schools to hold teachers accountable for what students 
learned, researchers realized there were no good methods of evaluating teacher effectiveness.  
Most schools, if they even evaluated teachers, saw the process as having no value.  It was 
scoffed at by teachers and principals.  Thomas McGreal (1983), Associate Professor of 
Education Administration at the University of Illinois, specializes in education evaluation.  
Throughout his research, McGreal found that successful evaluation programs focused on 
identifying professional development needs to promote faculty growth (p. 14).  McGreal 
suggests that the most reliable data for teacher evaluation was the informal feedback and 
intuitive judgment of the principal.  
McGreal's (1983) research showed that two-thirds of all school districts used evaluation 
systems that did not measure the identified teacher expectations.  Most schools used a standard 
evaluation system that was top-down.  The supervisor stops into the classroom, observes the 
instruction, completes a form, and then meets with the teacher to go over any concerns or 
recommendations.  This evaluation process for tenured teachers usually occurred once a school 
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year and non-tenured teachers were on average visited three times a school year.  Most school 
districts used this type of evaluation system because of its ease of use.  Principals could evaluate 
large numbers of teachers; evaluation for everyone was on the same set of criteria (usually not 
related to teacher instruction) and it was filed away never to be looked at again.  Many teachers 
and administrators who participated in McGreal’s research perceived that this evaluation 
process had no value.   
An effective evaluation process involved the teacher setting individual goals that 
encouraged specific growth in an area identified by the teacher and was unique to his or her 
need.  By the teacher identifying a key focus area, this type of evaluation system put the teacher 
in charge of professional development rather than the administrator.  
An evaluation system, which was perceived by many lay people to be objective, 
measured student gains.  Standardized testing, either norm-referenced or criteria-referenced, fit 
the bill.  However, McGreal (1983) contended that a formative approach to evaluation could not 
be void of a summative factor (p. 18). 
Common evaluation for teachers assessed planning and organizing, motivation of 
learners, relationship with students, resources used, instructional techniques, professional 
responsibility and relationship with parents, and classroom management.  McGreal identified 
Madeline Hunter’s lesson planning outline as a helpful map for guiding evaluation development 
(1983).    
An article regarding the push for merit pay was printed in the Washington Post on 
December 19, 1985.  Although the merit pay movement had not gained approval within teacher 
associations, it had ignited a move across the country to enhance teacher evaluation procedures.   
According to many teacher associations, their main concern was the ability of school districts to 
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support this system financially over time.  Teachers were also concerned that school districts 
would cap the number of teachers eligible to receive merit pay each school year, which would 
lower teacher morale.  The evaluation process was another obstacle delaying the move for 
school districts to implement merit pay.  Administrators and evaluation teams found the 
implementation of an effective evaluation system extremely time consuming.  Instead of 
developing a new evaluation system, which would be subjective in nature, one school district in 
Campbell County, Virginia, used student scores on standardized tests to evaluate teachers.  If 
students demonstrated better than expected progress, then all teachers in that school received a 
bonus (Merit Pay, 1985).   
Land (1986) presented at the Annual Meeting of the Southern Regional Council for 
Education Administration on education quality and teacher salary.  Berk's research on 
evaluating teacher quality suggests that competency-based assessments be used in conjunction 
with criterion-referenced performance standards.  However, they should never be the sole 
criteria, for a test can measure knowledge in the subject but not measure the ability to influence 
student academic growth (as cited in Land, 1986, p. 4).  Land looked at salary as a means to 
increase teacher effectiveness; however, research on teacher motivation indicates that teachers 
are motivated by intrinsic rewards.  Therefore, increased salary may not result in improved 
teacher performance (p. 14).   
The National Organization on Legal Problems in Education reviewed the legality of 
using competency tests for teacher evaluation.  The courts have upheld the use of competency 
tests for certification but not as a stand-alone indicator of teacher quality.  Testing can be a 
measure for teacher evaluation as long as other performance indicators are included (Land, 
1986). 
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Thomas Ellis (1986) selected a synopsis of evaluation research conducted by various 
education researchers for his article in Research Roundup titled “Teacher Evaluation.”  
Researcher Susan Stodolsky suggests that teachers be evaluated on instructional format, student 
engagement, materials, behavioral expectations and goals, and time boundaries for delivery of a 
classroom activity.  The evaluation of these components should be included with an assessment 
of the subject matter and the purpose of the activity.  However, Stodolsky recognized the 
demanding and time-consuming task required to incorporate these criteria (as cited in Ellis, 
1986, p. 4). 
Arthur Wise analyzed research gathered by the NIE and made recommendations for the 
structure of a teacher evaluation system that he believed would increase student achievement on 
standardized assessments.  The evaluation process must be collaborative between the teacher 
and the principal, there must be organizational commitment from district and building 
administration, evaluators must be trained, and the evaluation must reflect the building and 
district goals.  Most importantly, teachers develop and perform the evaluations for one another.  
This practice would provide the teachers with the autonomy to change instruction based on 
continual evaluation feedback in order to improve their teaching skills (as cited in Ellis, 1986,  
p. 4).   
James Raths and Hallie Preskill presented a method of recording a subjective evaluation 
in an objective manner.  All of their recommendations suggested using more than one evaluator 
to rate teachers in one of three methods.  With the first method, evaluators would compare the 
teachers to one another and rate them numerically from best to worst.  The next suggestion used 
a 1-5 scale of proficiency, with one the least and five the most effective.  The last suggestion 
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used the one-to-five scale to rate a set of identified criteria and then averaged the ratings for the 
teacher’s final grade (as cited in Ellis, 1986, p. 5).   
Donavan Peterson recommended a three-tier system that he believed would hold up in 
court if challenged.  The first level would consist of peer and self-evaluation for experienced 
teachers.  Level 2 would be for new teachers or teachers needing improvement.  Trained 
observers would conduct observations and would work with the teachers to help them develop 
their skills.  The third level would be strictly for any teacher deemed to be ineffective.  This step 
would require a team of evaluators who would be responsible to provide remediation to assist 
the teacher in improving his or her skills (as cited in Ellis, 1986, p. 6).   
Milbrey McLaughlin and Scott Pfeifer (1986), of Stanford University, analyzed research 
conducted by the Rand Corporation and the Northwest Laboratory on teacher evaluation.  The 
researchers looked for school districts that used teacher evaluation for professional development 
as well as accountability; four districts were ultimately selected.  Three were located in 
California, and one was in North Carolina.  The recommendations generated from this research 
mirrored the recommendations made by Arthur Wise.  The teacher must participate in the 
process, the entire organization must be invested in the evaluation process, and accountability 
must move up through the organizational ranks.  They found when accountability breaks down 
at the top of the organization, then the entire process unravels.  The superintendent must hold 
building principals responsible to conduct honest evaluations and provide resources for anyone 
in need of remediation.  The quality of instruction would continue to improve if the principal 
held teachers accountable to work together and to remediate areas of weakness.  A break in the 
accountability cycle would result in a decline of improvement in instructional practices 
(McLaughlin & Pfeifer, 1986). 
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D'Vera Cohn, a staff writer for the Washington Post, reported on the Fairfax County 
school board meeting held May 14, 1987.  The school board voted unanimously to implement a 
tougher evaluation system that would include merit pay.  The new system would reach full 
implementation by the 1989-90 school year.  The teachers’ association supported the plan, 
which included an overall 30% increase in teacher salaries.  The school board worked with the 
teachers to "fine tune" the final plan. The school board warned the association that the public 
would demand results with this type of salary increase.  Under the current evaluation plan 
approximately 40% of the faculty would be eligible for merit pay, leaving the public concerned 
that they would not be able to sustain this program.  Another public concern was the four-year 
gap between evaluations for tenured teachers. Non-tenured teachers would be evaluated once 
per year for the first three years (Cohn, 1987). 
Many of the diverse evaluation plans implemented during this decade had one common 
element: the Madeline Hunter (1985) lesson plan template formed the foundation for the 
evaluation tool developed.  Hunter had an ability to translate the behavior psychology of 
teaching into education practices easily understood by teachers.  She coined these practices as 
Instructional Theory into Practice (ITIP).  Hunter did not intend ITIP to become the template for 
teacher evaluation systems.  The seven essential elements of teaching identified by Hunter were 
the foundation for an effective teacher lesson plan.  Supervisors developed these seven essential 
elements into a checklist of what teachers should know and be able to do, which many used as 
the criteria for evaluating teachers (Goldberg, 1990). 
Madeline Hunter (1985) had a profound influence on teacher evaluation.  Hunter’s 
supporters believed her contributions to instructional theory formed the standards for effective 
teaching by creating a template for instruction that was purposeful and enabled teachers to 
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predict student learning (Hunter, 1985).  However, one critic of Hunter’s teaching model 
considered it industrial and rigid.  He believed the structure to be too orderly and replicable; 
which eliminated creative liberty for teachers (Gibboney, 1987).  Regardless, Hunter’s model 
for developing lesson plans still serves as a working template for many of today’s educators. 
Subsidiary Research Questions 
The data are a collection of narratives from presidential speeches, presidential letters and 
addresses to Congress, along with federal education policies.  The data collected from these 
sources are organized in 138 data selections for 1980-1990. Of these data selections, there are 
101 that evidence influence at the state level and 47 data selections that evidence influence at 
the state level on teacher evaluation. In order to establish a true result on the truth table, both the 
influence at the state level and the influence of teacher evaluation must evidence a true result.  
Forty-three data selections of the 47 data selections that evidence influence on teacher 
evaluation also evidenced influence at the state level; therefore, these 43 data selections, or 27% 
of the data selections, concluded a true result. 
I. How did the shifts in education philosophies influence the definition of teacher 
effectiveness within the 1980-1990 decade?  
 Many educators during the 1980s were products of the 1960 and 1970 decades.  They 
were free-spirited and brought that spirit to the classroom as they implemented education 
strategies such as open classrooms, group activities, discovery learning, and other techniques that 
were based on the Dewey theory of learning.  The child-centered instructional practices were 
challenged in 1983 upon the publication of A Nation at Risk.  This report affected education 
practices in the 1980s similarly to the effect Sputnik had on the education practices of the 1950s.   
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 The nation was shocked by the assault on the state of the American education system.  
This report ignited an uprising from the American public, who demanded education changes to 
improve student achievement.   President Reagan used this report to further his conservative 
political agenda.  The president promoted a “back to basics” education movement and parental 
choice.   He established a committee to study American education; this committee was 
responsible for the publication of What Works.  This book was a conglomeration of strategies for 
parents, teachers, and schools to implement in order to improve education outcomes.    
  The Table of Contents in the Office of Education Research and Improvement's 
publication What Works reads like a list of what a teacher should know and be able to do.  
According to the U.S. Dept. of Education (1988), an effective classroom teacher involved 
parents, used cooperative learning, problem solving, and illustrations in his or her lessons, had 
clear expectations, and managed the classroom to make sure expectations—both academic and 
behavioral—were being met.  The effective teacher also used direct instruction to teach the 
basics and provided students with purposeful and timely feedback.  He or she should be available 
to tutor, and homework should be assigned daily (U.S. Dept. of Education, 1987). 
 Influential education theorists like Hirsh, Bennett, Brunner, and Finn espoused the “back 
to basics” movement.  These large numbers of supporters helped change education philosophy 
from the 1960s and 1970s progressivism movement back to the essentialism philosophy of 
education of the 1950s.    
II. Throughout the 1980-1990 decade, what role did the social, political, and economic 
structure of the United States play in defining teacher effectiveness?  
The major social concerns of this decade that affected the education system were the 
increase in mothers working outside the home, increase in the divorce rate, higher percentage of 
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latchkey children, and a 35% rise in drug use.  These social issues changed the expectations of 
teachers, requiring them to fill the gap in parental responsibilities no longer modeled in the 
home, due to the breakdown of the family structure. 
The political climate and the publication of A Nation At Risk during this decade 
promoted a “back to basics” movement, which was a direct contradiction to the way society was 
trending.  Additionally, the political weight of the Women’s Rights movement changed the male 
dominant language to reflect gender-neutral terminology.   
Government publications like the book What Works, which was sent to parents, teachers, 
and schools, validated the perception that effective teachers must be excellent in math, science, 
and the basics of reading and writing.  They must model social skills, be able to teach drug and 
alcohol prevention, and use instructional strategies that will meet the needs of each individual 
learner.  Furthermore, the classroom must be orderly and well managed, free of any discipline 
concerns.   The accumulation of all these factors stretched the definition of an effective teacher.  
The government demanded measurement and improvement of teacher quality.  This led 
to the implementation of teacher exit exams and an increase in teacher certification 
requirements.  The decreased performance on NAEP assessments led the federal government to 
mandate the increase of student graduation requirements, expecting this would increase student 
success on standardized assessments. 
III. Through the analysis of historical documentation, how did federal education policy 
influence the definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness at the state or local 
level? 
 Federal education policy during this decade included provisions for the advancement of 
merit pay or performance-based rewards.  The conservative educators with power to influence 
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policy (like Bennett) wanted to hold teachers accountable for student scores on standardized 
assessments. Regardless of the research during this time (Kottkamp, 1986, Little, 1984, as cited 
in Land, 1986) that found teachers to be intrinsically motivated, Bennett and others believed they 
could improve the quality of education through the use of merit pay.  This accountability 
movement fueled the explosion of research on developing the best evaluation system.  Some 
schools like those in Campbell County, Virginia, did not bother updating their evaluation 
procedures; they simply provided bonuses to teachers in the schools that demonstrated 
substantial gains in student performance.   
Student scores on the science and mathematics National Education Assessment for 17-
year-old students decreased from 305 in 1970 to 283 in 1982.  Additionally, a steady decline 
was realized in the years between 1970 and 1982.  Math scores for 17-year-olds did not reduce 
as much as 1973 data indicated.  A student’s average score was 304 and, by 1982, it was down 
to 299 (Mullis et al., 1991).  However, no matter how small the decrease in student scores, the 
proponents of essentialism used this information to convince the American people of the need 
for education reform.   
These statistics are what drove the federal education policies enacted during this period 
that focused on quality instruction.  Thirty-six pieces of legislation were signed that contained 
specific sections for improving teacher effectiveness.  The Education for Economic Security Act 
contained numerous sections for increasing teacher quality through providing training 
opportunities to increase math, science, and engineering skills (Pub. L. No. 98-377, 1984).  The 
Bilingual Education Act provided resources to train teachers on diversity and culture differences 
as well as providing lessons on implementation of instructional practices to help non-English 
speaking students be successful.   The Drug-free Schools and Communities Act Amendments of 
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1989 provided for teacher training in drug prevention and drug detention and training for 
classroom management techniques (20 U.S.C. 4611-2642, 1986).  The Education of the 
Handicapped Act Amendments of 1983 incorporated training for teachers to learn instructional 
strategies for teaching special needs students (Pub. L. No. 98-199).  Each of the federal policies 
enacted containing provisions for increasing the quality of teachers contributed to the public 
perspective of what makes a teacher effective.   
Summary 
The federal education policies enacted during the 1980s reflected the social and political 
cultures of the time: (a) the breakdown of the family structure, (b) publication of A Nation at 
Risk, (c) the “back to basics” movement, (d) teacher exit exams and increase in teacher 
certification requirements, and (e) legislation containing sections for improving teacher 
effectiveness.  Teachers were no longer encouraged to experiment with instructional practices 
but rather to provide a structured classroom with students sitting in rows and the teacher standing 
at the front of room.  Furthermore, the attention placed on teacher accountability was at an all-
time high, which perpetuated the advancement of teacher evaluation systems. 
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CHAPTER VIII   
ANALYSIS OF THE 1990s 
Bush and Clinton Presidential Administrations 
During the Bush I administration, the Office of Education Research and Improvement 
(OERI) was revitalized, and the funds allocated for this agency increased by 266%.  These 
funds were earmarked to implement programs that were initiated with the desire to improve the 
U.S. education system as measured by standardized assessments.   The new programs included 
the Javits Gifted and Talented Program, the Blue Ribbon Schools, the Eisenhower Math and 
Science Program, Mid-Career Teacher Training, Education Partnerships, the Evaluation of 
Education Reform, the National Literacy Institute, and the Summit.  With the majority of funds 
going to these new programs, research and development centers could not conduct field 
experiments in order to develop education strategies for increasing American students’ 
international test scores.  For the previous two decades, the Office of Education had been 
criticized.  Members of Congress and others appointed to evaluate the cost effectiveness of this 
organization stated that the research provided was not properly analyzed, the researchers were 
not properly trained, and the information and data results obtained from the research and 
development centers were not properly disseminated.  Problems were evident even after 
President Bush drastically increased revenues to this agency.  Diane Ravitch, Assistant 
Secretary of Education, had initiated the start of national standards, computer-based networking 
to provide information to parents and educators, and the Helping your Child book series for 
parents of elementary age children prior to leaving her position as head of OERI (Vinovskis, 
1998, pp. 25- 31). 
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On April 18, 1991, President George Bush’s address to the nation on the National 
Education Strategy introduced his plan to open 535 new American schools with Congress 
allocating one million dollars as startup funds.  His vision for these new schools included 
meeting national standards in five core subjects.  According to President Bush, education was 
the key to maintaining America’s status as a national leader, to transforming its cities by 
eliminating crime and drugs, and to becoming a global leader in the development and 
implementation of advanced technologies. 
President Bush's 1991 economic report to Congress mentioned the education goals for 
this administration.  He continued the push for education choice, alternative certification plans 
for educators, merit pay, and an increased focus on math and science education.  He encouraged 
state and local governments and communities to lead the movement of this transformation; he 
did not want the federal government to control education. However, he encouraged the federal 
government to become the leader in implementing change to the American education system.  
President Bush wanted action rather than more reports.  Like President Reagan, President Bush 
was adamant that additional monies would not bring about the fundamental change necessary to 
improve the American education system (Bush, 1991, February). 
President Bush's 1992 address to Congress highlighted the need for teachers to provide 
American students with the skills necessary to become world leaders in technology.  He also 
asked Congress to eliminate the unfinanced mandates that had become a burden at the state and 
local levels.  Even though President Bush continued to advocate for more state (rather than 
federal) control in education matters, he allocated billions of dollars throughout his tenure for 
education grants that required states to implement recommendations in order to be eligible for 
the funds (Bush, 1992, January). 
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Funding for research and development centers was again increased during the Clinton 
administration.  However, Congress decreased the number of persons employed at the OERI 
and eliminated the option of hiring outside research contractors.  This again led the way for the 
research collected by unskilled persons to be weak and potentially invalid.  The Clinton 
administration increased funding to the NCES, which made changes to the National Assessment 
of Education Progress (NAEP).   The federal government also encouraged state and local school 
boards to use NAEP assessment results in planning for the needs of their students.  By the late 
1990s, 44 states were administering NAPE.  In December 1996, OERI and the National 
Education Research Policy and Priorities Board (NERPPB), in its publication Building 
Knowledge for a Nation of Learners, identified the following recommendations: improve early 
childhood learning; improve students’ 21st century skills through curriculum, instruction, and 
assessment development; improve teacher effectiveness; strengthen students’ desire to learn; 
increase civic knowledge; and develop students into citizens with the ability to contribute at a 
global level. 
There was much contention within the OERI that these recommendations were nice in 
theory but that they would not be put into practice due to lack of funds and leadership.  After 
Sharon Robinson’s tenure as assistant secretary of OERI, replacement was sought with many 
short-term assistant secretaries who were not deemed qualified to lead this organization.  OERI 
increasingly became more and more political.  At the end of the 1990s, OERI proposed the 
implementation of national assessments to Congress, which did not move forward on their 
recommendation (Vinovskis, 1998). 
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Economic and Political Culture 
After a steady decrease in percentage of growth over the past thirty years, the U.S. 
population grew by 13.2% from 1990 – 2000 (Appendix F, Figure 1) (U.S. Census, 2003).  U.S. 
Nobel Prize winners increased during this decade from 34% to 43% (Appendix B, Table 1.2) 
(Nobel, 2012).   The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) increased annually by 4.5% over this 
decade, and the economy was still growing (Appendix B, Table 1.3) (Kutscher, 1993). The 
average education expenditure per pupil based on the Consumer Price Index for the 2010 dollar 
was $6,500 (Appendix C)  (U.S. Dept. of Education, 2011).  The average teacher salary for the 
1990s was approximately $36,000; based on the Consumer Price Index for 2010, the average 
teacher salary would equate to approximately $53,000 (Appendix D) (NEA, 2011).  The 
adjusted average American family income for 1999 in 2013 dollars was equivalent to $62,800 
(CPI Inflation Calculator) (DeNavas-Walt, Proctor, & Mills, 2004, p. 36), and unemployment 
rates began to decrease with an average 5.8% throughout the 1990s decade (Appendix E) (U.S. 
Dept. of Labor, n.d.).   The U.S. national debt rose from $3.2 trillion to $5.6 trillion by the end 
of the 1990s decade (Historical Debt, 1950-1999).   
The 1990s exploded with advances in electronics and the development of new words 
birthed by this electronic revolution.   The World Wide Web brought about significant changes 
in the way American lives evolved.  Email became the means for communication, shopping 
could be done online, the amount of information instantly available increased at an exponential 
rate, and many words in the American language had new meanings.  A mouse was no longer 
something to fear, viruses now attacked computers as often as people, and the web was a place to 
retrieve information rather than something spiders wove.  Along with the Internet came the 
introduction of short-cut phrases and pictures made from symbols: BFF (best friends forever), 
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BTW (by the way), :-) (a smile) or ;-) (a wink).  By the end of the 1990s, over 50% of American 
homes had a computer, and over 40% of those computers were online.    
The United States and other allies participated in a number of attacks to overthrow 
military dictators.  The Gulf War in 1993 was the first of them.  The same year, American troops 
entered Somalia in an attempt to remove General Mohamed Farrah Aidid; and in 1994, 
American troops went to Haiti to remove their dictator.  As part of a peacekeeping force, in 
conjunction with NATO, the United States deployed troops to Bosnia in 1999 and air strikes 
against Yugoslavia ended the ethnic cleansing occurring in Kosovo.   
A thriving economy marked the 1990s decade as well. The Internet provided accessibility 
to buy and trade stocks online, which led to an all-time high for the stock market.   The 1990s 
was a period of hope and wealth.  American salaries were up, and unemployment was down.  
American spending boomed.  Travel had increased by 40% since the late 1980s, and the 
American people were generally satisfied with the state of the economy until 1998. 
In education, dropout rates decreased by more than 40%, and billions of dollars went to 
education for math, science, drug prevention, ESL, and children of special needs learning.  ERIC 
went online and distant learning provided a means for students to complete secondary education 
without entering the schoolhouse (Whitley et al., 2011). 
Federal Education Policy 
The NVivo program provides the results of an analysis of the common words (including 
stemmed words) from selected sources with a minimum length of five characters.  The top 500 
words in selected education policy passed by Presidents Bush and Clinton from 1990 to 1999 
were identified.  The analysis of the NVivo developed word cloud shows the high frequency 
words as the following: educators, programs, states, schools, public, providing, servicing, local,” 
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children, housing, students, assist, grant, and so on.  The words are not listed in the order of their 
intensity of use in the policies.  
 
  
Figure 4.  NVivo produced word cloud for high frequency words from 1990-1999. 
 
The statistical significance of the word cloud cannot be determined.  However, one can 
infer that the intensity of the number of times a word or its root is used relates to the 
significance of that word in the policies analyzed.  Significant words in the education policies 
during this decade suggest that there was a focus on the educator, public schools, and assisting 
local governments with grants.  During this decade, Congress referred 395 education bills to 
committee.   Of these, 41 became law.  A synopsis of a variety of these laws and the policies 
used to generate the word cloud is provided.   
The Excellence in Mathematics, Science and Engineering Education Act of 1990 (Pub. 
L. No. 101-589) was established to promote excellence in American mathematics, science, and 
engineering education by creating a national mathematics and science clearinghouse for 
elementary and secondary programs and instructional materials and by creating other programs 
to enhance STEM education.   The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (Pub. L. No. 101-
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336) prohibited discrimination against people with disabilities, and the National and 
Community Service Act of 1990 (Pub. L. No. 101-610) increased school and college-based 
community service opportunities and authorized the president's Points of Light Foundation.  
The National Literacy Act of 1991 (Pub. L. No. 102-73) established the National 
Institute for Literacy, the National Institute Board, and the Inter-agency Task Force on Literacy.  
It also amended federal laws to establish and extend various literacy programs. As technology 
flooded the education scene, the High-Performance Computing Act of 1991 (Pub. L. No. 102-
194) directed the president to implement a National High Performance Computing Program.  
This program provided for establishment of a National Research and Education Network, aided 
the development of standards and guidelines for high-performance networks, and identified the 
responsibility of certain federal departments and agencies with regard to the Network.  The 
Veterans' Education Assistance Amendments of 1991 (Pub. L. No. 102-127) restored certain 
education benefits available to reserve and active-duty personnel under the Montgomery GI Bill 
to students whose studies were interrupted by the Persian Gulf War.   
The Ready-To-Learn Act (Pub. L. No. 102-545) amended the General Education 
Provisions Act to establish Ready-To-Learn television programs to support education 
programming and to provide materials for preschool and elementary school children and their 
parents, childcare providers, and educators.  The Student Loan Reform Act (Pub. L. No. 103-
66) reformed the student aid process by phasing in a system of direct lending designed to 
provide savings and to allow students choice from among a variety of repayment options, 
including income contingency.  The National Service Trust Act (Pub. L. No. 103-82) amended 
the National and Community Service Act of 1990 to establish a Corporation for National 
Service and enhance opportunities for national service.  In addition, the act provided education 
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grants up to $4,725 per year for two years to people 17 years or older who performed 
community service before, during, or after postsecondary education.  The NAEP Assessment 
Authorization (Pub. L. No. 103-33) approved the use of NAEP data for state-by-state 
comparisons. 
The Goals 2000: Educate America Act (Pub. L. No. 103-227) established a new federal 
partnership through a system of grants to states and local communities to reform the nation's 
education system. The act formalized the national education goals and established the National 
Education Goals Panel.  The Goals 2000: Educate America Act provided block grants to state 
departments of education in the hope of implementation of the eight national education goals 
that students should be able to attain by the year 2000.  Goal 1 was that all children would start 
school ready to learn.  Goal 2 aimed for the high school graduation rate to increase to 90%.  
Goal 3 was for students in Grades 4, 8, and 12 to show competency in math, English, foreign 
language, civics and government, economics, the arts, history, and geography.  Having U.S. 
students rank first in the world for math and science was Goal 4.  Goal 5 anticipated every adult 
to be literate.  According to Goal 6, every school would be free of drugs, violence, firearms, and 
alcohol and each would offer a disciplined environment conducive to learning.  Goal 7 gave 
teachers access to programs for professional development, and Goal 8 stressed increased 
parental involvement in schools (P. L. 103-227, 1994).  
By the third year of the implementation of GOALS 2000, 45 states had received second-
year funds, 19 states had comprehensive improvement plans in place, and 90% of the grant 
money went directly to schools rather than only 60% as in previous years.  GOALS 2000 led the 
way for schools to build local and state partnerships, define and develop academic standards, 
develop assessments that measure student learning, increase school accountability and promote 
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the inclusion of technology in the classroom.  States voluntarily applied for grant money and 
were approved to receive funds based on implementation of recommendations outlined in 
GOALS 2000.  Compliance with GOALS 2000 was not a federal mandate (GOALS, 1996).  
The National Environmental Education Act of 1990 (Pub. L. No. 101-619) provided funds for 
increasing knowledge at the elementary and secondary level through curriculum development, 
dissemination of education materials, and the provision of training programs for students and 
teachers on environmental issues.  The Education Council Act of 1991 (Pub. L. No. 102-62) 
established a National Education Commission on Time and Learning; a National Writing 
Project for teacher education in writing instruction, a civic education program for elementary 
schools, and the National Council on Education Standards and Testing.  
The Scientific and Advanced Technology Act of 1992 (Pub. L. No. 102-476) provided 
resources to strengthen math and science programs and partnered with colleges and universities 
to encourage students to major in advanced technology fields.  The School-To-Work 
Opportunities Act of 1994 (Pub. L. No. 103-239) established a national framework within 
which states and communities could develop school-to-work opportunities systems to prepare 
young people for first jobs and continuing education. The Act also provided money to states and 
communities to develop a system of programs that included work-based learning, school-based 
learning, and connecting activities components.  The Safe Schools Act of 1994 (Pub. L. No. 
103-227) authorized the award of competitive grants to local education agencies to implement 
violence prevention activities such as conflict resolution and peer mediation.   
The Technology Administration Act of 1998 (Pub. L. No. 105-394) provided resources 
for disabled individuals to obtain necessary assistance devices in order to better carry out 
normal activities.  The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 (Pub. L. No. 105-34) enacted the Hope 
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Scholarship and Life-Long Learning Tax Credit provisions into law.  The Emergency Student 
Loan Consolidation Act of 1997 (Pub. L. No. 105-78) amended the Higher Education Act to 
provide for improved student loan consolidation services.  The Workforce Investment Act of 
1998 (Pub. L. No. 105-220) enacted the Adult Education and Family Literacy Act and 
substantially revised and extended its provisions through FY 2003. 
The Omnibus Consolidated and Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1999 
(Pub. L. No. 105-277) initiated the Reading Excellence Act to promote the ability of children to 
read independently by the third grade and earmarked funds to help states and school districts 
reduce class sizes in the early grades. Enacted in 1994 as Title X, Part C of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act of 1965, the Charter School Expansion Act (Pub. L. No. 105-278) 
amended the charter school program.  The Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology 
Education Amendments of 1998 (Pub. L. No. 105-332) entirely revised the Carl D. Perkins 
Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act and reauthorized the Act through FY 2003.  
The Assistive Technology Act of 1998 (Pub. L. No. 105-394) replaced the Technology-Related 
Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1988 with a new Act, authorized through FY 
2004, to address the assistive-technology needs of individuals with disabilities.  
The Education Flexibility Partnership Act of 1999 (Pub. L. No. 106-25) authorized the 
Secretary of Education to allow all states to participate in the Education Flexibility Partnership 
program.  A program to afford high school graduates from the District of Columbia the benefits 
of in-state tuition at state colleges and universities outside the District of Columbia was the 
Columbia College Access Act of 1999 (Pub. L. No. 106-98) .  
Some additional education policies enacted during this decade include the Independent 
Agencies Appropriations Act of 1992, the Native American Languages Act of 1992, a bill to 
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improve the operational efficiency of the James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation and 
for other purposes, the Education of the deaf Act Amendments of 1992, the California Desert 
Protection Act of 1994, the Supplemental Appropriations Act of 1993, the Higher Education 
Technical Amendments of 1993, and a bill to amend the Defense Department Overseas 
Teachers Pay and Personnel Practices Act. 
Education and Evaluation 
Linda Darling-Hammond used data from a fifty-state survey of policies, state case study 
analyses, 1993-1994 Schools and Staffing Surveys (SASS), and NAEP data to identify how 
teachers affect student academic performance.  Darling-Hammond looked at teacher attributes 
such as IQ, subject matter knowledge, knowledge of teaching and learning, certification status, 
and teacher behaviors and practices.  The analysis of the research established no relationship 
between teacher IQ and student learning.  What was confirmed to make a difference was the 
teacher’s knowledge in the subject matter and pedagogy, level of certification, and behaviors and 
practices.  Teachers with a high level of training along with continued professional development 
were able to affect positive academic change in their students.  In addition, teachers who built 
positive relationships with students, were flexible, were creative, and able to adapt also effected 
positive academic change in their students (Darling-Hammond, 2000).  Combined, these teacher- 
related factors within the control of the school had a greater influence on student performance 
than any other indicators when variables such as social economic conditions were factored out.   
Darling-Hammond also noted that students from districts with high standards for teacher 
certification and professional development scored near the top of standardized assessments in 
math and science in comparison to national and international scores.  Moreover, students who 
attended districts where teachers either had no certification or teachers scored low on teacher 
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examinations scored at or near the bottom on assessments compared to national and international 
student scores (Darling-Hammond, 2000, p. 14). 
The need to hire teachers increased during the 1990s after a decline in the 1980s.  This 
need influenced some states to lower requirements for teacher employment.  By the mid-1990s 
12 states mandated certification in the level of education in which teachers would be working; 
however, 30 states hired unqualified persons to fill vacancies.  Many of these hires held degrees 
in content areas outside what they were teaching.  Some had emergency certificates, and others 
had no teacher preparation training and/or no bachelor’s degree.  Additionally, many secondary 
math and science teachers (approximately 30% in math and 50% in science) did not have a 
major in their field or hold a teaching certificate (Darling-Hammond, 2000). 
Eileen Mary Sclan (1994) surveyed teachers in 50 states regarding teacher evaluation 
systems. She also spoke with state departments of education in all 50 states to determine if there 
was state legislation regarding teacher evaluation.  What Sclan found was that, even though 
there had been renewed demand for the improvement of the quality of education provided to 
American children, state departments of education had not been actively involved in updating 
evaluation systems to the level that would promote change.   
Most states had implemented the use of evaluation systems identifying standardized 
behavior criteria that limited teachers’ creativity and ability to modify instruction based on the 
unique needs of the students.  This was a one-size fits-all approach to teaching and evaluating 
teachers.  State policymakers continued to ignore recommendations from practitioners like 
Darling-Hammond, Rosenholtz, Shanker, and Wise in developing a holistic evaluation system 
that promoted self-reflection from the teachers.  
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Teachers in the 1990s decade were expected to teach students how to engage in society 
through critical thinking, problem solving, and being creative; yet the evaluation systems in 
place still judged a teacher’s performance on an industrial set of standards that were used during 
the 1950s (based on Frederic Taylor’s understanding of best practices when students needed to 
be able to step out of the classroom and into the factory).   
In her analysis of state evaluation legislation, Sclan found three states with no 
requirements and three other states did not identify evaluation requirements or require them, but 
did recommend local districts identify and implement their own evaluation procedures.  Fifteen 
states mandated that teacher evaluations be conducted but left to local districts to identify and 
implement their own evaluation procedures. State-developed criteria for teacher evaluations 
were used in 14 states, and the remaining 15 states used policies, procedures, and instruments 
developed by the state agency (p. 4). 
Over 90% of the teachers surveyed indicated that the principal of the school was 
responsible for evaluating the teachers. Most teachers found the process a waste of time and a 
meaningless formality.  Observers in many districts spent 60 minutes per school year in a 
teacher’s classroom once a year, and many states required only a stop in the teacher’s classroom 
(for tenured teachers) once every three years (p. 7).  Sclan asserted that these evaluation 
requirements proved that schools were still organized around MacGregor's Theory X.  She 
contended that teacher evaluation systems would not change until the hierarchical control of the 
principal was replaced with a collaborative teacher process that personified teachers as 
professionals (p. 9). 
Deirdre M. Childress (1996), a staff writer for the Washington Post, outlined the desires 
and difficulties of education administrators to tie teacher evaluations to student outcomes.  
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Childress spoke with superintendents from Washington DC, Virginia, and Maryland regarding 
their attempts at holding teachers accountable for student learning by including student 
standardized test results in teacher evaluations. All superintendents interviewed identified the 
teachers association as the number one obstacle in tying student performance to teacher 
evaluations.  The teachers association was adamant that an evaluation of this nature would be 
unfair.  They reasoned that teachers were not the main variable affecting student learning but 
rather that the students’ out-of-school environment played a greater role in determining academic 
success. However, research from the 1990s did not validate the teachers association’s position 
(Darling-Hammond, 2000).  The state of Maryland was able to "tie teachers' license renewals to 
their performance evaluations" from 1995 through 1998, at which time state officials were 
analyzing outcomes from this initiative (p. B3).   
Darling-Hammond (2000) found that, throughout the nation, state mandates for tougher 
teacher certification requirements and increased funds spent on teacher training resulted in 
higher student performance on standardized assessments.  States that did not place new 
mandates or increase spending on teacher training did not see an increase in student 
performance.  Therefore, the large gap in student performance on standardized assessments, 
when averaged, resulted in the United States ranking midrange when compared internationally.  
Students from the states that implemented tougher standards "together . . . held six of the top ten 
spots in the national rankings in reading and math in 1994 and 1996" (Differences in State 
Policies Regarding Teaching, para. 7).  When comparing NAEP 1992 and 1996 mathematics 
scores, student demographics, and teacher salary in states that increased teacher requirements 
against states that did not mandate tougher reform, the results showed that neither poverty rates 
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nor teacher salary affected change in student performance.  Only teacher quality affected 
change. 
Findings from IEA’s Repeat of the Third International Mathematics and Science Study at 
the Eighth Grade from 1995 to 1999 indicate overall student performance in the mathematics 
assessment resulted in a nine point increase with a standard error of 6.2.  The United States in 
1995 ranked 17 of 22 nations.  In 1999, the United States improved only one spot in the same 
list.  Similarly, a comparison of eighth grade science achievement from 1995 to 1999 revealed a 
three-point increase overall with a standard error of 1.3.  The United States in 1995 ranked 15 of 
23 nations.  In 1999, when compared with the same 23 nations, the United States placed even 
lower (Mullis, 2000).  
Subsidiary Research Questions 
The data are a collection of narratives from presidential speeches, presidential letters and 
addresses to Congress, along with federal education policies.  The data collected from these 
sources are organized in 389 data selections for 1990-2000.  Of these data selections, there are 
308 that evidence influence at the state level and 203 data selections that evidence influence at 
the state level on teacher evaluation.  In order to establish a true result on the truth table, both 
the influence at the state level and the influence of teacher evaluation must evidence a true 
result.  Of the 203 data selections, 185 data selections that evidence influence on teacher 
evaluation also evidenced influence at the state level; therefore, 48% of the data selections 
concluded a true result.   
I. How did the shifts in education philosophies influence the definition of teacher 
effectiveness within the 1990-2000 decade?  
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 Education philosophies during this decade continued with the same focus of the 1980s on 
teacher quality.  However, during the 1990s education researchers concentrated on identifying 
additional means to measure teacher quality rather than using standardized assessment results as 
the only means of measurement.  Education researchers found that the teacher does make a 
difference on student performance, and students who come from low socioeconomic 
backgrounds can achieve at the same level as a student from a privileged background given the 
right teachers.  When removing demographic variables from education research, teacher 
effectiveness emerged as having the largest effect on student achievement (Darling-Hammond, 
2000; Sanders, 1998; Wright, 1997, as cited in NMAP, 2008). 
 Researchers and politicians did not always agree on the criteria that should be used to 
identify an effective teacher.  The Bush administration continued the call for accountability and 
used standardized assessments as the measuring stick, without taking into account any outside 
variables.  However, education research revealed that educators who were mandated to “teach to 
the test” were more rigid in their lesson presentation and did not have the flexibility to 
incorporate best practices into their instruction.  Teachers who were highly qualified and had 
flexibility and autonomy to implement best practices in their instruction and flexibility to meet 
the learning needs of all their students, significantly affected positive change in student outcomes 
as assessed by standardized testing.  Highly qualified was defined as holding a degree in their 
field of study, graduating from an accredited higher education institute for education, and scoring 
high on certification exams (Darling-Hammond, 2000).  
 The prevailing education philosophy that contributed to defining teacher effectiveness 
during this decade focused on the teacher, his or her education background, experiences, and 
instructional behaviors.  Education theorist Eileen Mary Sclan (1994) advocated for school 
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districts to implement evaluation systems that included the teacher as a contributor and focused 
on instructional skills that promoted critical thinking, collaboration, and problem solving.  Sclan 
surveyed all fifty states and found that the evaluation instrument used by most states was a 
checklist of tasks rather than instructional and professional behaviors.  She also noted that almost 
50% of all states did not mandate the evaluation of teachers (pp. 4-7).   
II. Throughout the 1990-2000 decade, what role did the social, political, and economic 
structure of the United States play in defining teacher effectiveness? 
The economic structure of the 1990s significantly influenced education.  The booming 
economy resulted in a large influx of tax dollars to the education system, which provided school 
districts with the capital to hire and train teachers, purchase new technology, and implement 
new instructional programs.   
  The population increase of 13.2%, (which mirrored the “Baby Boomer” era) created a 
need for additional teachers.  Additionally, the increased length of the school day and school 
year, additional graduation requirement mandates, and the perceived necessity to excel in math, 
science, and English resulted in the hiring of more teachers.  This increased demand resulted in 
unqualified persons being hired and decreased any incentive to dismiss ineffective teachers. 
Furthermore, only 12 states required teacher certification as a criterion for employment.  
The emerging technology throughout this decade forever changed education.   Access to 
the Internet provided online learning opportunities resulting in an 83% graduation rate, which 
was a 36% increase since 1960.   Furthermore, with immediate access to information, rote 
learning was no longer considered best practices.  Rather, critical thinking and problem solving 
were the skills necessary for students to develop in order to succeed in the information culture. 
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The Columbine school shooting also contributed to the ever-changing definition of an 
effective teacher.  Educators were now required to focus not only on education but learn a new 
set of skills in order to help identify at-risk students. 
The social and economic influences during this decade changed the definition of an 
effective teacher to include increased knowledge in technology and psychology.  However, the 
high demand to fill teaching positions decreased the quality of teachers hired. 
III. Through the analysis of historical documentation, how did federal education 
policy influence the definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness at the 
state or local level? 
Without an evaluation system that measured criteria to determine effectiveness during 
the Bush administration, there was no agreed-upon definition for an effective teacher.  
However, President Clinton enacted legislation that established National Teacher Training 
Project sites, and he encouraged the establishment of regional sites throughout all 50 states.  The 
purpose of this legislation was to provide access to teachers for the development of best 
practices in instruction and classroom management, to acquire current education research, and 
to collaborate with other educators (P. L. 103-382, 1994).  With a national effort to define best 
practices, it would then be possible to define the criteria that identified an effective teacher.   
The early 1990s education policy encouraged teachers to employ practices that 
motivated students to study harder at school and at home.  Teachers were also encouraged to 
assign homework.  One federal goal (highlighting what the Bush administration deemed as an 
important focus area in education) noted in The 1991 White House Fact Sheet on the President's 
Education Strategy stated, “Parents and teachers should encourage children to study more, learn 
more, and strive to meet higher academic standards” (Bush, 1991).  Another goal stated that 
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“the President will encourage schools, school districts, and states to issue regular report cards on 
their education performance; these report cards will measure results and progress toward 
achieving the national education goals” (Bush, 1991).  These goals challenged teachers to raise 
graduation rates to 90%; to teach students to perform at a proficient level on standardized 
national assessments in Grades 4, 8, and 12; to increase student achievement in math and 
science to become first in the world on national standardized assessments; to teach students how 
to become active citizens and to be literate in all skills necessary to compete globally.  These 
goals embody the Essentialist education theory of William Bagley.  The national education 
goals also encouraged teachers to participate in the development of world-class standards in 
math, science, English, history and geography that would be used as the measures to identify 
what students should know and be able to do (Bush, 1991, April). 
The federal education policies enacted during the early 1990s stated that it is the 
responsibility of the federal government to encourage states to adopt specific plans.  The federal 
government’s encouragement came in the form of requiring states to adopt federal 
recommendations in order to be eligible for federal funds. 
The Clinton administration continued using standardized assessments as a measure of 
quality.  Education policy enacted during this period encouraged teachers to be creative, to 
innovate, and to work collaboratively in developing best instructional practices.  The National 
Teacher Training Act of 1994 provided resources for states to offer teachers high-quality 
professional development in core academic subjects.  This act also addressed improving teacher 
effectiveness by providing teachers release time to participate in intensive teacher development 
programs.  Teacher collaboration was encouraged in providing professional development in the 
effective use of technology to increase student understanding of core academic subjects, in the 
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achievement of gender equity, and in other instructional practices.  National certification for 
teachers continued to be advanced by providing a financial incentive to all teachers who 
completed the certification process (Pub. L. No. 103-227, 1994). 
  These policies and others helped to define teacher effectiveness during this decade.  
They offered financial resources to state departments of education for implementation of 
instructional strategies.  Effective teachers during the 1990s incorporated the use of technology, 
enhanced the learning of students with disabilities, and focused on increasing students’ higher 
order thinking rather than promoting rote learning.  
 Forty-eight percent of the data selections from the historical documents coded during this 
decade evidenced influence on teacher evaluation.  The Amendments to the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act of 1965 (1994) provided resources for teachers to use current research 
to collaborate in the development and dissemination of best teaching standards for the core 
subjects.  The National Teacher Training Project Act of 1994 identified teacher training in best 
instructional practices, applied learning, team teaching, service learning, experimental learning, 
and integration of real-world applications as focus areas for professional development.  The 
Goals 2000: Educate America Act incorporated incentives for implementation of performance-
based accountability systems.  This act also focused on the development of teachers in the use of 
technology in the classroom (Pub. L. No. 103-227, 1994). 
 A word analysis of Goals 2000 revealed the following words within the top ten words: 
national, state, student, education, and improvement.  As the data indicate, approximately 27% 
of the education policies enacted in the 1990s were devoted to improving the quality of 
education provided to American children and to enacting procedures to evaluate the success of 
the local schools in meeting national education goals.   
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Summary 
The data analyzed through 1990-1999 regarding the expectation and evaluation of 
teachers were enigmatic.  Teachers were being evaluated using criteria from the essentialist 
philosophy of education:  (a) student performance on standardized assessments, (b) 
psychological knowledge to control student behavior, and (a) tasks-oriented checklist.  However, 
social, political, and economic changes required teachers to use an inquiry philosophy of 
education to innovate, collaborate, and creatively differentiate individual student instruction in 
order to enhance student critical thinking, collaboration, communication, and problem solving 
skills.  This decade was the beginning of teaching students a new skill set to succeed in the 21st 
century.  However, student evaluation of mastery of these new skill sets was still measured using 
standardized assessments.   
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CHAPTER IX   
ANALYSIS OF THE 2000s 
“ . . . the countries that out-teach us today will out-compete us tomorrow.” 
─ Barack Obama 
G. W. Bush and Obama Presidential Administrations 
President G. W. Bush focused on education reform during his first year in office.  
However, after the 9/11 attack on America, President G. W. Bush had a new focus: the war on 
terrorism.  In his January 29, 2002, address before a joint session of Congress on the State of the 
Union, President Bush emphasized the importance of finding and punishing all persons involved 
with any terrorist activity against the United States of America.  This was an all-important 
concern at this time for the president. 
The amendments to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 approved by 
G. W. Bush were known as “No Child Left Behind” (NCLB).  The requirements of this 
legislation were similar to the G. H. Bush amendments from 1989 through 1993, with additional 
focus on technology and continued focus on accountability, flexibility, local control, and greater 
choices for parents.  
The recommendation for state departments of education to implement annual testing for 
math and reading was now a requirement.  Again, this administration consolidated many 
programs and proposed increased flexibility for state and local school boards to allocate funds 
where they were most needed.  Meeting benchmarks for increased student performance 
determined the level of flexibility a state received.  The first lady, a teacher and librarian, 
promoted reading; consequently, NCLB included two new programs called “Reading First” and 
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“Early Reading First.”  These two programs were designed to ensure all children could read by 
the end of the third grade (Bush, 2001, May 9). 
The massive spending allocated for IDEA also concerned the president.  He stated his 
concerns to Congress and urged them to maintain the current appropriations process for these 
funds because Congress proposed moving funding under IDEA to a direct spending practice.  
Congress did not include (per the president’s request) a process for assessing student 
achievement.  Furthermore, disregarding President G. W. Bush’s recommendations, Congress 
allocated nine million additional dollars beyond the proposed allocations for education during 
fiscal year 2002.  
The president urged Congress to generate a bill closer to his recommended allocations for 
education.  President G. W. Bush was concerned that state and local school boards of education 
would become dependent on federal funds for school improvements.  This dependency could 
keep state and local school districts from appropriately reserving necessary resources in their 
fund balance accounts for use when grant money was no longer offered (Bush, 2001, May 9). 
By 2003, concerns about federal takeover of local school districts were increasing 
because the No Child Left Behind Act mandated annual testing of students in Grades 3-8. 
Furthermore, the release of federal funds to state agencies was tied to student success.   On 
January 8, 2003, President G. W. Bush addressed these concerns in his remarks on the 
anniversary of NCLB.  The president promised that control over curriculum and teaching 
methods would remain at the state and local level, and he encouraged the inclusion of all 
stakeholders in any local education reform decisions.  During his speech, he also addressed the 
concerns of the public regarding the federal government forcing implementation of unfunded 
mandates.  The president assured the public that state departments of education had received 
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funds to comply with testing mandates.   He stated that close to $400 million was included in the 
2003 budget and the same amount would be requested for the following school year.  President 
G. W. Bush assured that the federal government would provide monies for the employment of all 
accountability systems (Bush, 2003, January).   
In the rose garden at the White House on June 10, 2003, the president remarked on the 
implementation of NCLB.  President G. W. Bush applauded NCLB legislation for changing the 
education culture to one that focused on accountability.  The president noted that there were only 
11 states in compliance with federal legislation regarding accountability requirements and testing 
requirements of students in 2001.  On this day all 50 states plus the District of Columbia and 
Puerto Rico were in compliance with NCLB mandates (Bush, 2003, June 10).   
 The president also provided funds to help close the gap between students who attended 
schools in economically depressed districts and those in schools that are affluent.  Part of this 
initiative included an increase in student loan forgiveness to $12,500 for teachers who instructed 
math, science, or special education in high-need schools (Bush, 2003, June 10).  Furthermore, the 
need for additional employees in the business sector, caused by the robust economy, required 
workers to be pulled from the teacher pool.   This resulted in a lack of highly qualified math, 
science, and special education teachers.  The loan forgiveness financial incentive aimed to entice 
fledgling educators to remain in education, and to work in schools that had difficulty hiring and 
retaining quality teachers (Bush, 2003, June 10).    
From 2001 to 2005, President G. W. Bush increased federal spending for education by 
49%.  The president recommended developing individual performance plans for all students 
entering high school to facilitate the learning process.  He also increased Title I funds by 52% 
from 2001 to 2005 and requested a 75% increase for special education.  Funds for Title I and 
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Title II significantly increased, and billions of dollars were allocated for teacher training to 
assure highly qualified educators taught in all classrooms.    
Many presidential administrations discussed the need for accountability in education, but 
no federal mandates required state departments of education to hold school districts responsible 
for student outcomes until this time.  At last, all states were required to implement standardized 
testing for students in Grades 3-8 and to staff all classrooms with highly qualified teachers 
(Bush, 2004, September 26). 
Like most of President G. W. Bush’s addresses to Congress, the State of the Union 
address on February 2, 2005, focused mainly on social security reform and the protection of the 
nation against terrorism.  Education issues were not addressed.   
George W. Bush ended his tenure as president with a collapsed economy and a frustrated 
population.  On October 10, 2008, he addressed the American people regarding the national 
economy.   He acknowledged the uncertainty in the stock market and attempted to alleviate 
fears by outlining actions that were enacted to help persons negatively affected by this collapse.  
The first step was to print hundreds of billions of dollars to help decrease interest rates and 
increase spending.  The president then increased the federal insurance on money in savings 
accounts, in checking accounts, and in CDs.  The president did not want the American people to 
panic and withdraw their money from the banks.  President G. W. Bush also pledged to 
prosecute anyone who attempted to manipulate the market for his or her own gain. HOPE NOW 
initiatives were established to help homeowners with upside-down mortgages keep their homes.  
Because this was an international crisis, the president partnered with other G-7 nation leaders to 
find solutions for the financial crisis.  In addition, Congress approved a $700 billion bailout 
package to help banks with insufficient capital (Bush, 2008, October 10). 
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Soon after taking office, President Obama (2009, February 24) addressed a joint session 
of Congress and discussed his vision for the future of the American education system.  The 
president discussed the necessity of providing all children a good education in order to prepare 
them to work in a global environment that requires the ability to use knowledge rather than 
skills to be successful.  The high rate of students dropping out of school and dropping out of 
college was also an issue to improve U.S. education that the president addressed.  In order to 
increase student performance, the president proposed education reform that would provide 
“incentives for teacher performance, pathways for advancement, and rewards for success” that 
state agencies could fund via federal grants (para. 47).   The president also promised to continue 
funding programs that were already working to increase student success and to close the 
achievement gap.  He committed to the expansion of charter schools, and he asked the 
American people to commit one more year to education.  President Obama warned that doing 
nothing to improve the American education system would be “a prescription for economic 
decline, because we know the countries that out-teach us today will out-compete us tomorrow” 
(Obama, 2009, February 24).   
President Obama met with state governors to outline criteria for eligibility to receive 
federal education funds.  The criteria that would be a condition of funding included adoption of 
college and career-ready standards in reading and math, the development of common core state 
or national standards, the improvement of student learning in reading and math, the 
implementation of effective teaching and learning programs in literacy, the participation of 
teacher professional development aligned to college and career-ready standards, and the 
development of assessments aligned with college and career-ready standards (Obama, 2010, 
February 22). 
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President Obama discussed how his administration was reforming NCLB to include 
additional accountability measures in return for more state flexibility.  One education reform 
goal approved by the U.S. Department of Education for the state of Massachusetts was to 
decrease the number of underperforming students by 50% over the next six years.  Colorado 
received approval for a website that was launched to provide teachers and parents a means to 
monitor their school’s progress.  New Jersey implemented an early warning program that 
attacked the state’s dropout rate, and Florida applied performance goals to place within the top 
five states on standardized assessments (Obama, 2012, February 9).  
Economics and Political Culture 
The U.S. population continued to increase by 9.7% from 2000 to 2012 (Appendix F, 
Table 1.7, Figure 1) (U.S. Census, 2002, Mackun & Wilson, 2011).   The total number of U.S. 
Nobel Prize winners increased from 41 during the 1990s to 66 for the 2000s decade.   This 
represents 43% of all global Nobel Prize winners from 2000 to 2012 (Appendix B) (Nobel, 
2012).   The GDP increased an annual average by 1.95% since 1999, and the economy 
continued on a downward trend (Appendix B) (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1950-2012).  The 
average education expenditure per pupil from 2000 to 2010 was $10,300 (Appendix C)  (U.S. 
Dept. of Education, 2011).  The average teacher salary by 2010 was approximately $55,000 
(Appendix D) (NEA, 2011).  The adjusted average American family income in 2009, adjusted 
for the 2013 dollar, was equivalent to $65,300.  Three years later, in 2012, the average 
American family income adjusted for the 2013 dollar dropped to $63,000 (CPI Inflation 
Calculator) (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010, 2013).  Unemployment rates were on the rise again with 
the 2012 rates at 9.3% (Appendix E) (U.S. Dept. of Labor, n.d.).   The U.S. national debt in 
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2013 was larger than the sum of the national debt from each decade in this study.  The 2013 
national debt was over $17.3 trillion (Monthly Statement, 2013). 
Like the killing of JFK in the 1960s decade, the 2000s will be remembered for the 9/11 
attack on America by terrorists, which toppled the Twin Towers in New York City, destroyed a 
wing of the Pentagon, immortalized an otherwise ordinary field in western Pennsylvania and 
killed thousands of people.  This act of terror was the catalyst for many global conflicts 
involving America.  
During the George W. Bush presidency, from 2001-2009, tax relief was implemented, 
inflation rose, the war on terrorism began, and many domestic and international issues plagued 
this administration.  President Bush tried to help the economy by cutting taxes $1.35 trillion. 
However, inflation still rose and the housing market crashed, which led to a recession that 
would rival the Great Depression.  Government bailouts of “big business” were controversial 
for President G. W.  Bush.  He provided $85 billion for American International Group (AIG) 
and $700 Billion for the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP).  
On the international front, President G. W. Bush engaged war in Iraq and tried to 
facilitate peace between the Palestinians and Israelis.  President G. W. Bush also partnered with 
Japan, China, Russia, and South Korea in an attempt to facilitate North Korea’s shutting down 
its nuclear facilities and to prevent Iran’s making nuclear weapons.   
Domestic issues were not without controversy.  President Bush began his tenure with an 
election crisis that ended with Al Gore’s winning the popular vote and George W. Bush’s 
winning the electoral votes.  Additionally, his popularity decreased when he provided faith-
based community organizations with federal funds, proposed a constitutional ban on same-sex 
marriage, and vetoed a bill reducing federal funds for stem cell research.  The No Child Left 
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Behind Act, which intended to improve student performance, was criticized by many groups, 
particularly educators.  Hurricane Katrina, the Patriot Act, warrantless wiretaps, prisoner 
treatment at Guantanamo Bay, and the incidents on 9/11 affected the social and economic 
climate during this administration.  
Other major events of the 2000s included electing the first First Lady to public office 
when Hilary Clinton won the election for a New York Senator in 2000.  Government officials 
were threatened with the poison powder Anthrax in 2001, and in 2003, the space shuttle 
Columbia exploded and killed all seven astronauts.  The war in Iraq had begun. President Bush 
was criticized in 2005 for the way federal agencies handled the devastation caused by Hurricane 
Katrina along the Gulf Coast.  The H5N1 influenza virus, referred to as the bird flu, threatened 
to become a national pandemic in 2006, and the first female to become Speaker of the U.S. 
House took office in 2007.   
The 2008 election made history when the first African American was nominated 
President of the United States.  Upon taking office in 2009, President Obama inherited a 
depressed economy and a frustrated population.  To the president’s advantage, the Democratic 
Party controlled both the house and senate.   With the presidency and Congress from the same 
party, many bills that the Republican Party opposed passed; this continued the great divide in 
the nation that was brought about with the Bush/Gore election recount.    
President Obama's message to Congress transmitting the economic report on February 
11, 2010, was a message of hope.  The president acknowledged the hardships the American 
people were experiencing due to the recession and provided a synopsis of the hardships 
experienced within the past year.  He reported that 700,000 jobs were lost each month, $13 
trillion was lost to the drop in the stock market, and the GDP was spiraling downward at the 
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fastest rate in 25 years.  America was speculating that this was the beginning of a depression 
greater than ever before experienced.  The president stated that some hard decisions had to be 
made to stop this downward trend.  Therefore, money was given to banks and businesses to save 
jobs and prevent a greater catastrophe.   
At a question-and-answer session, President Obama said the nature of the recession went 
“deep into the economy."  According to the president, blue and white-collar workers had been 
affected, but the middle class had been the most dramatically affected by the recession (Obama, 
2009, December 3).  He touted the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 for 
providing tax relief and resources to out-of-work Americans, which helped keep the economy 
from collapsing.  He also discussed the improvement of the education system, crediting the 
Race to the Top Competitive grant, and he credited the Affordable Care Act for the 
improvement in the health care system (Obama, 2010, February 11). 
The 2011 State of the Economy message to Congress rang similar to the president’s 
2010 message.  Millions of people were still out of work, and Americans’ sense of security for a 
better life had faded.  However, the president reported that there were signs of a recovery 
because for the first time in two years, jobs were added, not lost.  Job creation was needed in 
order to improve the economy.  The president recommended to Congress an investment in 
biomedical research, in information technology, and in clean-energy technology.  He stated that 
these jobs would need people who were highly educated; therefore, the Race to the Top 
competition was launched to motivate states to raise education standards for students and 
teachers.  Finally, the president promised that many people would return to work through the 
repairs to the U.S. infrastructure (Obama, 2011, February 23).  
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President Obama addressed the nation on July 25, 2011, regarding the federal budget.  
For the first time in history, the nation was at risk of losing its AAA credit rating.  The president 
could not get both parties in Congress to work together to pass a budget; therefore, he pleaded 
with the American people to let their voices be heard and to ask their Congressmen to 
compromise.   
Just one year later, in 2012, the American people were worried about falling off the 
fiscal cliff because again the House and the Senate could not work collaboratively to pass a 
balanced budget. The nation ended 2012 with a tragedy that would shake the country and put 
gun control on the “front burner.”  Newtown, Connecticut, lost 20 young children and six 
educators to an act of violence when a young man shot his way into the school building.  
The space shuttle Atlantis flew its last expedition in 2011, marking the end of the U.S. 
space program.  The Iraq War ended in 2011, and terrorists attacked a U.S. consulate in 
Benghazi in 2012, killing four Americans.  Hurricane Sandy swept along the East Coast in 2012 
and caused damage estimated at close to $66 billion. President Obama won re-election. 
Federal Education Policy 
The word cloud provides the results of an analysis of the common words (including 
stemmed words) from selected sources with a minimum length of five characters, to identify the 
top 500 words in the selected education policy passed by Presidents G. W. Bush and Obama 
from 2000 through 2010.  An analysis of the NVivo-developed word cloud shows the top high 
frequency words as follows: educators, programs, states, providing, including, requiring, 
authorizing, appropriations, public, students, federation, and so on.  The words are not listed in 
the order of their intensity of use in the policies.  
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Figure 5.  NVivo produced word clouds for high frequency words from 2000-2012. 
 
The statistical significance of the word “cloud” cannot be determined.  However, one 
can draw an inference that the number of times a word or its root is used equals an increase in 
the significance of that word in the policies analyzed.  Significant words in the education 
policies during this decade suggest that there is a focus on the educator, programs, and 
allocation of federal funds.   
President Bush allocated a significant amount of federal money toward education.  The 
U.S. Department of Education’s fiscal year 2005 budget increased by 49% as compared to the 
department’s 2001 budget.  President Bush's No Child Left Behind policy pushed for 
accountability at the elementary and secondary education levels.  He wanted effective teachers 
to be compensated at a level commensurate with their teaching skills.  In order to encourage 
state and local school boards to provide monetary incentives for effective teachers, he asked 
Congress for $500 million.  President Bush encouraged options for parents and emphasized 
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implementing reading initiatives, stating, “Reading . . . is the key to success" (Bush, 2004, 
September 26).     
Much of the education legislation during the 2000s (many are not included in this review 
because they do not include provisions for elementary of secondary education) provided 
resources to parents and students for attendance at post-secondary institutions.  Higher 
education laws implemented during this time included options for students to lower interest 
rates, provided incentives for students to major in education and to work in high-needs school 
districts, and provided resources for families in need due to national disasters or war.   
The 106th Congress referred 68 new education bills to committee; the presidents signed 
three of the 68 new bills into law, with one bill signed in 1999.  The Hillary J. Farias and 
Samantha Reid Date-Rape Drug Prohibition Act of 2000, the Ryan White CARE Act 
Amendments of 2000, the Consolidated Appropriations Act 2001, and the Congressional 
Recognition for Excellence in Arts Education Act were approved by the presidents.  Other 
education bills signed into law were revisions of existing legislation (Library of Congress, 
1999-2000).  
The National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 2001 (Pub. L. No. 106-398) 
included Title XVIII, and the Impact Aid Reauthorization Act of 2000 extended the impact aid 
programs through fiscal year 2003.  The College Scholarship Fraud Prevention Act of 2000 
(Pub. L. No. 106-420) enhanced federal penalties for offenses involving scholarship fraud.  The 
Consolidated Appropriations Act 2001 (Pub. L. No. 106-554) created a new program of 
assistance for school repair and renovation and amended the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act of 1965 to authorize local education agencies to use additional funds−beyond 
initial allocation−for the improvement of teacher quality.   Local education agencies could use 
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these funds to provide educators opportunities to participate in intensive professional 
development, and the local education agencies implemented initiatives promoting the retention 
of highly qualified teachers and other programs that would improve students’ academic success 
(2000). 
The 107th Congress referred 194 new bills to committee; the president signed seven new 
bills, which included the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, the Supplemental Appropriations 
Act of 2001, the District of Columbia Appropriations Act of 2002, the Education Sciences 
Reform Act of 2002, and the National Science Foundation Authorization Act of 2002.  The 
2002 Supplemental Appropriations Act for Further Recovery From and Response to Terrorist 
Attacks on the United States and the Afghanistan Freedom Support Act of 2002 were approved 
to assist persons affected by recent terrorist attacks (Library of Congress, 2002-2003).   
The No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001 (Pub. L. No. 107-110) provided for the 
comprehensive reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.  The 
reauthorization of NCLB included testing, accountability, parental choice, and early reading.  
Reauthorization of the National Center for Education Statistics and the creation of the Institute 
of Education Sciences of 2002 (Pub. L. No. 107-279) established the Institute of Education 
Sciences within the U.S. Department of Education to carry out a coordinated, focused agenda of 
high-quality research, statistics, and evaluation relevant to the education challenges of the 
nation.  
The Higher Education Relief Opportunities for Students Act of 2001 (Pub. L. No. 107-
122) provided the Secretary of Education with waiver authority under student financial aid 
programs to help students in need as a result of the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.  
Similarly, the Higher Education Relief Opportunities for Students Act (Pub. L. No. 108-76) 
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provided the Secretary of Education with waiver authority to help students in need as a result of 
all national emergencies such as natural disasters or war (2003). 
The 108th Congress referred 148 new bills to committee, and the president signed five 
new bills into law.  They included the American History and Civics Education Act of 2004, the 
Taxpayer-Teacher protection Act of 2004, the Intelligence Reform And Terrorism Prevention 
Act of 2004, the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2005, and the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Improvement Act of 2004 (Library of Congress, 2004-2005).   
The Assistive Technology Act of 2004 (Pub. L. No. 108-364) reauthorized the Assistive 
Technology program administered by the Department of Education and provided funds to train 
educators in the use of assistive technology used by their students. The Taxpayer-Teacher 
Protection Act of 2004 (Pub. L. No. 108-409) temporarily stopped excessive special allowance 
payments to certain lenders under the Federal Family Education Loan (FFEL) Program and 
increased the amount of loans that could be forgiven for certain borrowers highly qualified in 
mathematics, science, and special education.  Teachers who served in high-poverty schools for 
five years were also eligible for loan forgiveness.  The Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Improvement Act of 2004 (Pub. L. No. 108-446) provided a comprehensive reauthorization of 
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. 
The 109th Congress referred 176 new bills to committee, seven of which were signed 
into law by the president.   The Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Improvement 
Act of 2006, the Assistance for Orphans and Other Vulnerable Children in Developing 
Countries Act of 2005, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Authorization Act of 
2005, the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005, the Second Higher Education Extension Act of 2005, 
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the Esther Matrices Native American Languages Preservation Act of 2006, and the Tax Relief 
and Health Care Act of 2006 were the new education laws enacted.  
The Natural Disaster Student Aid Fairness Act (Pub. L. No. 109-86) authorized the 
Secretary of Education (during fiscal year 2006) to reallocate campus-based student aid funds to 
institutions of higher learning in Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Texas, or to institutions 
that had accepted students displaced by Hurricanes Katrina or Rita.  The law also waived 
requirements for matching funds (that are normally imposed on institutions) prior to receiving 
federal money. The Hurricane Education Recovery Act (HERA) (Pub. L. No. 109-148) 
provided funds for states affected by Hurricane Katrina to restart school operations, to provide 
temporary emergency aid for displaced students, and to assist homeless youth. The law also 
permitted the Secretary of Education to extend deadlines under the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act for those affected by Hurricanes Katrina or Rita. 
The Higher Education Reconciliation Act of 2005 (Pub. L. No. 109-171) made various 
amendments to programs for student financial assistance under Title IV of the Higher Education 
Act of 1965.  The Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Improvement Act of 2006 
(Pub. L. No. 109-270) reauthorized vocational and technical education programs for secondary 
and postsecondary students who enrolled in career and technical education programs through 
2012.  Pub. L. No. 109-323 extended, for an additional year (through September 30, 2007), the 
period during which the Secretary of Education could waive certain fiscal requirements for 
states that the president declared disaster areas because of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.  
Referred by the 110th Congress to committee for review were 198 bills.  Seven of these 
new bills were signed into law by the president.  The Implementing Recommendations of the 
9/11 Commission Act of 2007; the Improving Head Start for School Readiness Act of 2007; the 
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U.S. Troop Readiness, Veterans' Care, Katrina Recovery, and Iraq Accountability 
Appropriations Act, 2007; the America COMPETES Act; the College Cost Reductions and 
Access Act; the Higher Education Opportunity Act; and the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration Authorization Act of 2008 were all approved as new laws. 
The America COMPETES Act (America Creating Opportunities to Meaningfully 
Promote Excellence in Technology, Education, and Science Act) earmarked funds for the 
creation of new STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) education 
programs.  Allocation of money from this act went to various agencies including the Office of 
Science and Technology Policy, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology, the Ocean and Atmospheric Programs, the 
Department of Energy, the Department of Education, and the National Science Foundation to 
promote success in the 21st century workforce.  The measurement of success included outcomes 
from student achievement on standardized assessments, the number of students completing 
postsecondary education in STEM fields, and the number of degrees awarded in STEM fields 
(Pub. L. 110-69, 2007).   
The 111th Congress referred 470 new bills to committee; however, only three were 
signed into law.  The president signed the Service America Act into law as well as the Morris K. 
Udall Scholarship and Excellence in National Environmental Policy Amendments Act of 2009, 
a bill to make technical corrections to the Higher Education Act of 1965 and for other purposes 
(Library of Congress, n.d.).    
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Pub. L. No. 111-5) provided 
about $54 billion to state education systems.  State education agencies could use these funds for 
achieving equity in teacher distribution.  States were required to take action to improve teacher 
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effectiveness and maintain equal distribution of highly qualified teachers between high-and low- 
poverty schools.  State education agencies were also responsible to ensure that the number of 
inexperienced, unqualified, or non-licensed teachers educating low-income and/or minority 
children were equal to or lower than the number teaching other children in more affluent school 
districts (P. L. 111-5, 2009). 
 The Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 (Pub. L. No. 111-152), 
including Title II, the SAFRA Act (also known as the Student Aid and Fiscal Responsibility 
Act), ended the federal government’s role in subsidizing financial institutions that made student 
loans through the Federal Family Education Loan (FFEL) Program and correspondingly 
expanded the Federal Direct Student Loan Program administered by the Department of 
Education.  Pub. L. No. 111-226 established an Education Jobs Fund, allocating $10 billion to 
states and school districts to retain existing employees, to recall or to rehire former employees, 
and to hire new employees. 
The Obama administration reformed the ESERA Act to include multiple sources for 
measuring student success.  The rationale for this revision was to eliminate schools focusing on 
improving student achievement for students who were on the cusp of proficiency, which left 
lower performing students with no additional supports.  The revisions also allowed assessments 
from other subjects to be included in states’ accountability systems and to use student growth 
for the assessment measure rather than a single score. The president was adamant that federal 
funds would receive the highest return possible towards improving student achievement for all 
children.  He included provisions for states to implement performance-based pay evaluation 
systems with the desired result being improved teacher effectiveness (ESERA, 2012). 
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New programs added to ESERA (2012) included the Achievement Through Technology 
and Innovation grant, designed to improve the effective use of technology, and the Principal 
Recruitment and Training Grant, designed to recruit, support, and prepare principals to work in 
high-needs schools.  Title IV also added the Improving Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Math Instruction and Student Achievement programs to improve student performance in STEM 
subjects.  This new program would provide opportunities for students to compete in STEM 
competitions; to get exposure to STEM careers; to gain access to high-quality STEM courses; to 
recruit, train and support STEM teachers; and to provide tools and support for students and 
teachers in order to close the achievement gap.   
This amendment mandated implementation of college and career-ready academic 
standards by all states.  These requirements included use of content standards in reading or 
language arts and mathematics by December 31, 2013, and the adoption of academic 
achievement standards by the beginning of the 2015-2016 school year. To ensure state agencies 
complied with the ESERA mandates, Title I funds were withheld until state agencies provided 
proof that standards aligned to college and career readiness were implemented.  College and 
career-ready standards were defined as the ability for students to apply knowledge to new 
situations, to think critically, to problem solve, to communicate orally and in writing, to exhibit 
creativity, to innovate, and to be literate in the use of technology (ESERA, 2012).   
Education and Evaluation 
The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act drove education reform in the direction of 
accountability.  For many years, accountability for U.S. education systems had been a topic of 
discussion at the federal level.  However, until NCLB, no federal mandates required schools to 
be accountable for student achievement as measured by standardized assessments.  Now schools 
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were evaluated through student performance on standardized assessments in Grades 3-8 and 
Grade 11.   Many states implemented accountability plans that included various actions up to 
and including taking over failing school districts. This federal law changed the American 
education system from process-driven to results-driven (performance on standardized 
assessments).  By 2003, all schools were required to disaggregate testing data by race, gender, 
socioeconomic background, and other demographics to ensure that no group was “left behind.”  
Furthermore, to increase transparency to the public, school districts were required to release this 
data to the public (Bush, 2003, June 10).   
In 2006, President G. W. Bush asked for $200 million to fund reading programs and 
$200 million for school districts to provide resources for students’ transition into high school.  
This represented a 400% increase to reading programs.  Title I also saw a 52% increase in funds 
to help low socioeconomic school districts, and President G. W. Bush asked Congress to 
increase special education funds by 75%.  President G. W. Bush allocated monies to provide 
professional development for teachers in order to ensure highly qualified teachers were in all 
classrooms.  He also allocated a total of $64.2 million to various organizations to develop 
alternative paths for teacher certification.  President G. W. Bush spent over $5 billion for 
programs to increase teacher effectiveness (Bush, 2004, September. 26). 
President Bush allocated millions of dollars in the 2005 budget for his Jobs for the 21st 
Century initiative.  These monies for secondary education included $100 million for the Striving 
Readers initiative, aimed at middle and high school students, for improving reading skills.  In 
addition, the Mathematics and Science Partnership Program included $120 million for use to 
encourage math and science professionals to teach part-time in high schools.  For the expansion 
of Advanced Placement courses in high schools servicing economically disadvantaged families, 
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a $28 million increase was added to the current appropriations.  In addition, to help prepare and 
motivate students to enter college or the workplace, funding was provided to the State Scholars 
program (Bush, 2004, August 10). 
At a speech with an audience of teachers, the president validated the impact of NCLB by 
reporting that fourth graders that year attained their highest scores in reading and math on 
standardized assessments since the implementation of NCLB.  He also noted that the 
achievement gap was closing for African Americans and Hispanic students.  They performed 
better than in previous years in Grades 4 and 8.  To continue the upward momentum by 
increasing rigor, the president called for 70,000 additional educators to teach AP math and 
science.  In his vision for increasing American’s global standing, the president announced a goal 
to increase the number of students who pursue math and science careers (Bush, 2006, April 26). 
President G. W. Bush was pleased with the 2007 release of the Nation's Report Card.  
The president stated, "We are successfully challenging the soft bigotry of low expectations . . ." 
because many children, including minority children, were making significant progress.  
President G. W. Bush made this conclusion based on the 2007 NAPE results, where eighth 
graders achieved at the highest level ever in math, fourth grade students set performance records 
in reading and math, and African American and Hispanic students performed at an all-time high 
in numerous categories (Bush, 2007, September 25). 
Aboard Air Force One en route to Madison, Wisconsin, Secretary of Education Arne 
Duncan answered questions asked by reporters on the flight regarding the Race to The Top 
competitive grant.  He stated that the Obama administration’s education goals included 
decreasing the education gap in America and decreasing the high school dropout rate.  Secretary 
Duncan informed the press that approximately 30% of students drop out of high school and that 
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although the United States was on top internationally for many years, approximately ten other 
countries had surpassed the U.S. percentage of students graduating.  A reporter asked the 
Secretary a question regarding tying teacher evaluations to student performance.  He 
acknowledged that Race to The Top would not use a single test score to evaluate teachers, but 
teacher evaluation would include student achievement data.  He also noted what he perceived as 
unrealistic research indicating 99% of all teachers were rated superior.  Secretary Duncan 
promoted the tying of student achievement to teacher evaluation to provide a means of 
identifying ineffective teachers and outstanding teachers (Obama, 2009, November 4).  
In an announcement from the U.S. Department of Education, posted August 24, 2010, 
on the ED.gov website, Secretary of Education Arne Duncan provided details regarding the ten 
applicants who won second-phase RTTT grant money.  Secretary Duncan applauded the 
winning states and the District of Columbia for meeting the challenges set forth in the RTTT 
competitive grant requirements.  He noted that 46 states and the District of Columbia submitted 
applications for the RTTT competition.  From the 46 applicants, 35 had adopted the Common 
Standards in reading and math, and 34 had passed policies to improve education.  The total 
amount of money provided to the grant winners reached nearly ten billion dollars (USDOE, 
2010). 
President Obama spoke to a group of students at Miami Central high school regarding 
education.  He explained that the Race to The Top competitive grant was not simply giving 
money to school districts.  In order to receive money, school districts had to implement school 
improvement plans that would improve teacher quality and student achievement.  The president 
boasted that it took under 1% of funds previously allocated for education to raise the 
performance of 40 states (Obama, 2011, March 4).  
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NCLB mandated that all states enact requirements for teachers to pass knowledge-based 
assessments in order to be highly qualified.  Prior to this mandate only 29 states required 
teachers to pass knowledge-based assessments.  By 2010, 49 states implemented knowledge- 
based assessments as a requirement for teacher certification (NCTQ, 2010). 
According to the NCTQ (2010) in 2009, 15 states required annual teacher evaluations, 
and four states required student learning as a component in teacher evaluations (p. 5).  By the 
2011-2012 school year, 45 state policies for evaluating teacher performance required formal 
evaluations for all teachers; however, only 20 of those states required annual evaluations to be 
completed.   Twenty-nine states required training for persons conducting teacher evaluations, 
and 17 states tied student achievement to teacher evaluation (Table 3.9).  Moreover, the face of 
teacher evaluation was changing rapidly with the Race to the Top initiative.  In the past, all 
states awarded tenure to teachers based on their years of service rather than their quality of 
service.  In 2011, eight states required student performance data criteria be used in awarding 
teacher tenure.  
The National Council for Teacher Quality (NCTQ) released the 2011 State Teacher 
Policy Yearbook in January 2012. This report included teacher evaluation data from the 50 states 
and the District of Columbia.  According to the NCTQ, 2011 saw the greatest number of changes 
in education policy than in the previous five years since they have been collecting data. The 
NCTQ provided each state with a grade based on five criteria.  Identifying effective teachers and 
dismissing ineffective teachers are the two criteria that pertained to teacher evaluation. 
The average state grade on the third criterion (identifying effective teachers) and the fifth 
(dismissing ineffective teachers) was a “D” plus.  The overall average state grade was also a “D” 
plus.  The NCTQ pointed out that even though the averages are dismal, there was significant 
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improvement in state grades for 28 states.  However, five states made no progress in any of the 
36 goals assessed. California actually regressed in some of the goals.  
The NCTQ published a report entitled Removing the Roadblocks: How Federal Policy 
Can Cultivate Effective Teachers, which highlighted steps the federal government should take to 
effect positive change in the U.S. education system through the reauthorization of ESEA.  The 
first of the six recommendations included incorporating the same requirements states must 
implement in order to qualify for monies through the RTTT grant. Some of these requirements 
are linked to teacher evaluation, such as the collection and use of data, inclusion of merit pay, 
and holding higher education institutes accountable to provide effective teacher preparatory 
programs. The authors of this report were concerned that state boards of education would not 
collect or analyze the data unless mandated to do so by the federal government.  NCTQ advised 
Congress to provide the necessary finances for state data systems and to mandate that all state 
systems be audited to validate accuracy of the data used for teacher evaluations. The second 
recommendation was to remove the word “qualified” from defining teachers and replaces it with 
“effective,” and requires all teachers to pass rigorous content, reading, and math assessments.  
The next recommendation requested that all teacher performance data be available for public 
review.  Removing barriers to alternative routes of teacher certification was the fourth 
recommendation.  NCTQ committee members believed these recommendations, if followed, 
would allow quality persons to enter the profession.  They recommended authority be given to 
administrators to hire their teaching staff and to base furloughs on teacher effectiveness rather 
than on seniority.  Accountability should reach the institutes who train teachers and bonuses 
should be provided to effective teachers (NCTQ, 2010). 
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The New Teacher Project (TNTP), a nonprofit organization, claims to "play an unbiased, 
active role in [education] policy and research" because the organization receives its funding 
from federal grants, fees for services, private monies, and philanthropic support.   TNTP has 
been assisting state and local education agencies since 1997 to find solutions for recruiting, 
training and keeping effective teachers in high-needs schools. They also conducted research 
published in various reports such as the 2009 study "The Widget Effect."  This study spurred 
national teacher evaluation reform.   
In 2010, a TNTP publication called “Teacher Evaluation 2.0” recommended that state 
and local policymakers implement effective teacher evaluation systems that would promote 
teacher practices to increase student success.  This study used six key areas of emphasis to 
improve teacher evaluation systems.  Many states evaluated teachers at most once annually.  
The intention of an evaluation system is to help teachers improve practices in order to affect 
positive academic change in students.  However, most state evaluation systems did not include 
student learning. Many teacher evaluation systems only had two ratings, and ninety-nine percent 
of all teachers were rated satisfactory.  Teachers often complained that they did not receive 
feedback that helped them grow as professionals in honing their teaching skills.  Additionally, 
the evaluation data was not used to promote teachers but rather, in rare instances, to dismiss 
teachers. 
Teacher Evaluation 2.0 identified six standards required in effective teacher evaluation 
systems.  Annual process and clear, rigorous expectations, multiple measures, multiple ratings, 
regular feedback, and significance were the standards TNTP had identified as critical to an 
effective evaluation system.  In order to provide students with the most important variable under 
the control of the school for success, an effective teacher, the evaluation system must provide 
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opportunities for administrators and teachers to have meaningful dialogue regarding the 
teacher's performance.  Administrators must be able to use the evaluation information to provide 
professional development that promotes teacher growth, and school districts must put forth the 
time and resources to train administrators how to evaluate teachers accurately using the 
employed system (TNTP, 2010).    
Many teacher evaluation systems followed the four domains identified in Danielson’s 
(2001) Elements of Effective Teaching.  The four domains (planning and preparation, classroom 
environment, instruction, and professional responsibilities) had been the center of teacher 
evaluations for many years.  However, the Danielson model added rigor to these four domains 
by defining best practices for each domain.  These best practices were based on a constructivist 
theory of education.  The domains were then broken into 22 components, with several elements 
per component.  Danielson (2001) continued to refine and revise her model of evaluation to 
reflect current education research.   She also promoted proper training of evaluators to observe 
and document the observations because it was simply too complex to walk into a classroom and 
conduct a meaningful observation that would lead to positive change. Evaluators observed a 
teacher’s lesson using a checklist, and made recommendations based on one lesson.  This 
evaluation model was extremely subjective and often a once a year procedure.  This top-down 
model did not include the teacher in the evaluation process.  Danielson noted that teachers who 
were vested in the process were vested in changing behavior to increase effectiveness 
(Danielson, 2011).   
President Obama’s amendments to ESEA (2012) defined the highly qualified teacher as 
one who had passed the state teacher certification exam, was making satisfactory progress 
toward obtaining full certification, and was participating in a high-quality, state-approved 
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teacher preparation program (p. 31).  During this decade “highly-qualified” was based on 
teacher credentials; whereas, “highly-effective” was based on student performance on 
standardized assessments.  
The Washington Post printed an editorial on November 9, 2012, regarding the outcome 
of Michelle Rhee's teacher evaluation reform, which had been severely criticized by the teachers 
association.  The association predicted that this evaluation system would harm the education 
system in Washington, DC because implementation would result in a mass exodus of effective 
teachers.  However, three years later, an analysis by the TNTP showed that effective teachers 
remained at a rate twice that of low-performing teachers, whereas the average for most school 
districts was equal amounts of effective and ineffective teachers remaining.  Additionally, the 
prediction from the teachers union that students would suffer if this new teacher evaluation 
system were implemented did not materialize.  In fact, student performance increased.  
Furthermore, teachers stated that "they [felt] more valued and . . . [were] less likely to leave" the 
Washington, DC school district because of the new compensation plan (para. 3). 
For the first time in history, federal education funds were tied to teacher evaluations. 
Title II funds now required states to develop and use "rigorous teacher and principal evaluation 
systems."  These evaluations had to include regular observations and collaborative meetings 
with the person being observed to provide feedback and student achievement data.  Two to five 
percent of Title II funds were required to be used in recruiting, preparing, training, supporting, 
and compensating high-quality teachers and principals (ESERA, 2012 p. 41).   
According to Darling-Hammond (2012), reforming teacher evaluation systems is the 
first step in increasing teacher effectiveness.  New evaluation systems must include definitive 
objectives to be assessed, and these objectives must be made clear to teachers.  Administrators 
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and teachers must develop a common instructional language and collaboratively develop 
individual teacher goals.  The evaluation process must continue with the development of 
professional development specific to teacher needs.  New teacher evaluation systems must be 
ongoing, working through a circular cycle in order to affect teacher performance and, ultimately 
student success (pp. 8-9). 
Subsidiary Research Questions 
The data are a collection of narratives from 341 presidential speeches, presidential letters 
and addresses to Congress, along with 52 federal education policies.  The data collected from 
these sources are organized in 359 data selections from 2000-2012. Of these data selections, 
there are 292 that evidence influence at the state level and 216 data selections that evidence 
influence at the state level on teacher evaluation. In order to establish a true result on the truth 
table, both the influence at the state level and the influence of teacher evaluation must evidence a 
true result.  Of the data selections, 201 data selections that evidence influence on teacher 
evaluation also evidenced influence at the state level; therefore, 56% of the data selections 
concluded a true result.   
I. How did the shifts in education philosophies influence the definition of teacher 
effectiveness within the 2000-2012 time period?  
 The era of accountability promoted the advancement of the constructivist theory of 
education.  The inception of NCLB began the accountability movement to hold school districts 
responsible for student learning.  Increased pressure to produce ready-made citizens capable of 
successfully contributing in the 21st century furthered the growth of problem-based hands-on 
learning.  Education practitioners and researchers such as Marzano (2011), Jackson (2011), 
Darling-Hammond (2000), Stigler & Hiebert (1999), Wiggins (1998), and others, through 
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research, provided insight to instructional practices that increased student success.  These 
researchers all agreed that multiple indicators—rather than one standardized assessment score—
should be the criteria for measuring student success.   
 Research during the 2000s identified practices from Understanding by Design, Reading 
Apprenticeship, Literacy Design Initiative, The New Teacher Program, and others effective in 
creating a learning environment conducive to student development of 21st century learning skills.  
Additionally, standards for an evaluation system that would measure what teachers should know 
and be able to do were derived from these best practices. 
 An evaluation system developed by Marzano replicated the Danielson model.  He began 
with the standard four domains, which he classified as Classroom Strategies and Behaviors, 
Preparing and Planning, Reflecting on Teaching, and Collegiality and Professionalism (Marzano, 
Frontier, & Livingston, 2011).  These domains were broken into 60 action-based elements.  
Based on this evaluation tool, an effective teacher should establish and communicate academic 
and behavior expectations, deepen students’ understanding of new knowledge, and establish 
respectful student relationships that promote high expectations. Effective teachers must be 
prepared to implement instructional practices that meet the needs of all learners and self-evaluate 
instructional practices for professional growth.  Finally, an effective teacher is one who promotes 
a positive environment for students, parents, and colleagues; he or she follows school and district 
procedures and continues to grow professionally through lifelong learning (Marzano et al., 
2011).    
 The benchmarks developed from these education philosophies to identifying measures for 
evaluating teachers’ influence on increasing student learning, helped define what an effective 
teacher should know and be able to do.  Similarly, the attention given to increasing student 
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assessment scores in reading and math contributed to the definition of an effective teacher during 
this period. 
II. Throughout the 2000-2012 time period, what role did the social, political, and 
economic structure of the United States play in defining teacher effectiveness? 
The 2000s was a time of social, political, and economic flux.  The terrorist attacks on 
September 11, 2001, were the watershed events of the 2000s and the precursor to the United 
States war with Iraq.  The country was concerned with pandemics of various viruses, natural 
disasters were on the increase, political division plagued America, and government officials 
received anthrax poison through the mail.  An African-American was elected to office and a 
former First Lady was elected to the Senate.   Finally, the economy crashed, which increased the 
number of unemployed to the highest level since the Great Depression.   Additionally, many 
teachers were furloughed due to school district budget deficits. 
  The continued public perception that American children could not perform at a level to 
compete globally provided the G. W. Bush administration an opportunity to pour monies into 
education with little political resistance.  Large sums of money were allocated through NCLB to 
increase the number of Advanced Placement (AP) teachers by 70,000 and the number of math 
and science teachers by 30,000 (Bush, 2004, August 10). 
  Pressure placed on state and local departments of education to maintain AYP compelled 
many school districts to concentrate on increasing scores for basic or below basic student 
groups.  The need to increase assessment scores for this student demographic put pressure on 
the federal government to fund initiatives directed toward improving student learning.   
  Money was deemed the panacea for many issues, including education.  Federal funds 
were allocated to bail out businesses and banks. In the 2009-2010 school year, NCLB allocated 
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42% of its budget to improve teacher quality and 36% to reduce class sizes.  However, only a 
total 5% of the budget was used for these two objectives.  Instead, these funds were used for 
resources to help special education students and students scoring below proficient to perform 
better on standardized assessments (NCTQ, 2010). 
  During the early 2000s, teachers were expected to incorporate technology, use 
instructional strategies that required students to think critically, collaborate, and problem solve.  
Money to increase the number of professional staff and to train professional staff was readily 
available.  The average class size in secondary education was 19, and schools experimented 
with team-teaching and interdisciplinary team-teaching (NCES, 2007).   
  After the 2008 crash of the American financial system and over the next four years, 
hundreds of thousands of teachers lost their jobs.  Now an effective teacher was expected to do 
more and teach with less.  Additionally, class size increased by 32%, averaging 25 students per 
secondary classroom (NCES, 2012).   The economic climate was fundamental in defining 
teacher effectiveness throughout this period. 
III. Through the analysis of historical documentation, how did federal education policy 
influence the definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness at the state or local 
level? 
Federal education policies from 2000 through 2012 influenced the definition of teacher 
effectiveness through the requirements mandated to be eligible for federal monies and due to the 
increased attention to accountability.  The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act mandated that 
each classroom be instructed by highly qualified teachers (some exceptions did apply).  “Highly 
qualified” was based on credentials and was not a synonym for effective.  Many federal policies 
during this time provided financial assistance to train teachers in best instructional practices in 
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order to improve student scores on standardized assessments; however, accountability with 
NCLB did not measure individual teacher effectiveness but rather measured overall students’ 
success within the school district.   
The federal competitive Race To The Top (RTTT) grant, approved during the Obama 
administration, continued measuring school districts adequate yearly progress (AYP) and 
supported initiatives to increase teacher effectiveness like the Teacher Incentive Fund.  
Measuring overall student growth for individual schools was financed using these funds.    
NCLB and RTTT both provide state and local education agencies the flexibility to allocate 
resources as needed to improve teacher effectiveness.   Moreover, these federal policies 
mandated that participating states develop common standards so that their school districts would 
have consistent measures for what students were supposed to know and be able to do.  Federal 
education policy also provided monies to states for curriculum and standards alignment training 
and for research to develop instructional strategies that would help students meet those 
standards.  State and local education agencies defined goals for teachers, which these 
policymakers believed would effect change in student learning, resulting in increased scores on 
standardized assessments.   
The federal accountability mandates in G. W. Bush and Obama’s education policies 
required education agencies to define measurements for AYP, for teacher and principal 
effectiveness, for highly qualified teachers, etc., in order to evaluate school performance.  To 
determine AYP, the G. W. Bush policies mandated measurement of accountability by comparing 
annual assessments of students in reading and math.   Until state departments of education were 
approved to receive funds from the RTTT competitive grant, measurements of effectiveness 
were not mandated to be included in teacher evaluations.  However, once approved, state 
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departments of education were mandated to include multiple measures of evaluating teacher 
effectiveness to received federal RTTT funds.   
Federal education policies in the 2000s sequentially mandated additional requirements 
for eligibility to receive monies.  Furthermore, as the data indicate, approximately 56% of the 
education policies enacted in the 2000s were devoted to improving the quality of education 
provided to American children and enacting procedures to evaluate the success of the local 
schools in meeting national education goals.  By the end of 2012, federal education policy 
(RTTT) included a definition of an effective teacher and identified criteria for teacher 
evaluation.  According to the federal RTTT competitive grant, the definition of an effective 
teacher is  “a teacher whose students achieve acceptable rates (e.g., at least one grade level in an 
academic year) of student growth (as defined in this notice)” and a highly effective teacher is 
defined as “a teacher whose students achieve high rates (e.g., one and one-half grade levels in 
an academic year) of student growth (as defined in this notice)” (RTTT, 2009).  
Summary 
Throughout the 12 years researched, from 2000-2012, the education philosophy remained 
consistent.  Best practices included instructional strategies that encouraged discovery learning, 
problem solving, collaboration, and critical thinking.  Additionally, teacher evaluation policies 
by the end of this period recommended the inclusion of student performance data as a measure.  
Defining quality teaching and holding teachers accountable for student performance became 
priority for the U.S. Department of Education.   
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CHAPTER X   
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
Analysis of Data 
This chapter provides an overall analysis of the historical data collected from 1950 
through 2012.  The main research question was addressed by analyzing the responses to the 
subsidiary questions and through an analysis of the data correlation.  
The researcher looked at the influences of all listed variables and the total data selections 
from the presidential communications and the federal education policies to determine if any 
relationship exists between these variables from decade to decade within the periods studied.    
Table 4  
 
 Summary of Coded Data from 1950−2012 
 
Decade  Total 
Data 
Selections 
Influence 
State 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
Federal 
Level 
Percent Federal 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
Percent 
State 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
1950 – 1959 118 107 21 21 18% 100% 
1960 – 1969 119 88 37 28 24% 76% 
1970 - 1979 302 207 99 83 27% 84% 
1980 - 1989 138 101 47 43 27% 91% 
1990 - 1999 389 308 203 185 48% 91% 
2000 - 2012 359 292 216 201 56% 93% 
Total over 
62 years 1425 1103 623 561 39% 51% 
 
As previously noted, the researcher chose a span of 13 years during the 2000s in order to 
include data from the RTTT competitive grant.  The removal of the data from the 2010-2012 
period would have resulted in an increase of 3% for the federal influence on teacher evaluation 
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during the 2000s; therefore, the inclusion of these data did not enhance the outcome of the 
research.   
The Pearson’s r correlation coefficient was computed to determine if a relationship 
between the total data selections from presidential communications and federal education policy 
and the number of sources that evidenced a true result for influence at the state level, for teacher 
evaluation, for teacher evaluation at the federal level, for percentage of federal influence on 
teacher evaluation, and for percentage of state influence on teacher evaluation exist.   Due to the 
continuous nature of the variables, the researcher chose to compute the Pearson’s r correlation 
coefficient because no variable in this study has a designated dependent status.   
The Pearson Correlation Table below (Table 5) provides a correlation analysis of the data 
collected from the presidential administration communications referencing elementary or 
secondary education and from federal education policies.   The Correlation model is two-tailed 
and is significant at the .005 level.  N=6 represents each period researched.   
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Table 5 
 
 
 
        Pearson’s Correlation Analysis Model of Coded Data from 1950–2012 
 
 
Total Data 
Sources 
Total Percent 
Federal 
Influence 
Influence 
State 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
Federal 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
Total Percent 
State 
Influence 
Total Data 
Sources 
Pearson 
Correlation 
1 .855* .987** .952** .940** .095 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .030 .000 .003 .005 .858 
N 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Total 
Percent 
Federal 
Influence 
Pearson 
Correlation 
.855* 1 .898* .971** .977** .148 
Sig. (2-tailed) .030  .015 .001 .001 .780 
N 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Influence 
State 
Pearson 
Correlation 
.987** .898* 1 .976** .971** .195 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .015  .001 .001 .711 
N 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
Pearson 
Correlation 
.952** .971** .976** 1 .999** .146 
Sig. (2-tailed) .003 .001 .001  .000 .783 
N 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Federal 
Influence 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
Pearson 
Correlation 
.940** .977** .971** .999** 1 .187 
Sig. (2-tailed) .005 .001 .001 .000  .722 
N 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Total 
Percent 
State 
Influence 
Pearson 
Correlation 
.095 .148 .195 .146 .187 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .858 .780 .711 .783 .722  
N 6 6 6 6 6 6 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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The analysis results indicated that there is a positive correlation between total federal data 
sources and total percentage of federal influence, r = 0.855, n = 6, p = 0.03.  Because of the 
constitutionality of state control over education, it is logical that there would be a strong positive 
correlation between total federal data sources and influence at the state level, r = 0.987, n = 6, 
and p = 0.000.  A strong positive correlation exist between total federal data sources and 
influence of teacher evaluation, r = 0.952, n = 6, p = 0.003.  In addition, the analysis results 
indicated that there is a strong positive correlation between the two variables total federal data 
sources and the influence of teacher evaluation at the federal level, r = 0.940, n = 6, p = 0.005.  
In other words, as the number of federal data sources increased, the number and percentage of 
the aforementioned variables also increased.  However, there was no correlation between total 
federal data sources and total percentage of state influence.  
This researcher is most interested in the federal influence on teacher evaluation. 
Therefore, the model summary output provides an analysis of the effects of total federal data 
sources and total percentage of federal influence on teacher evaluation.   
 
Table 6 
 
Model Summary 
 
Model R 
R 
Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of 
the Estimate 
Change Statistics 
R Square 
Change F Change df1 df2 
Sig. F 
Change 
1 .855a .730 .663 8.731 .730 10.842 1 4 .030 
a. Predictors: (Constant), total data sources 
 
The model summary indicates that 66% of the variance for percentage of federal 
influence is accounted for by the total data sources.  The total data sources are the total number 
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of references to quality teaching or evaluation at the elementary and secondary levels of 
education from presidential communications and federal education policy for each decade 
studied.  The regression model is significant at the 0 .05 level, where adjusted R2 = .663, df (1,4), 
F = 10.842, and p = 0.030 where p≤  0.05.  Therefore, the percentage of federal influence on 
teacher evaluation that evidence a true result for each decade may increase as the number of 
selections in the total data sources increases.  It is reasonable to expect the data selections to 
increase from decade to decade, as there was a progressive increase during most of the periods in 
this study.  However, it is important to run a statistical analysis of the data because the perceived 
trend may not be significant.  In addition, a change in the external variables—social, political or 
economic structure—could affect this trend. 
The researcher analyzed the percentage of change in the percentage of federal influence 
on teacher evaluation from decade to decade.   The data reported for the 1950s revealed that 18% 
of the total data evidenced a true result for federal influence on teacher evaluation.  The data 
from the1950s to the 1960s reflected a 33% increase in the data that evidenced a true result for 
federal influence on teacher evaluation.  The data from the 1960s to the 1970s resulted in a 
12.5% increase, and the period from the 1970s to the 1980s had no increase.  The largest increase 
at 78% occurred from the 1980s to the 1990s, and the increase from the 1990s to the 2000s was 
16.7%.  Finally, comparing the total data, which evidenced a true result for federal influence on 
teacher evaluation in the 1950s, to the average results in this category over the six decades in this 
study concluded a 117% increase. 
 This word frequency data table below (Table 7) is represented in Figure 6 to provide a 
visual presentation. 
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Table 7 
NVivo Word Frequency Table for Federal Education Policy from 1950-2012 
 
 Word Usage  
Data Table 
1950-1959  
1960-
1969  
1970-1979  
1980-
1989  
1990-1999  
2000-
2010  
2012  
accountable 0 90 56 254 111 191 363 
quality 3 38 50 47 224 212 645 
effective 6 151 311 680 678 484 873 
improvement 13 120 135 185 792 593 1399 
qualified 2 22 0 101 80 167 306 
evaluate 2 91 190 187 434 403 893 
achievement 0 47 91 90 342 659 1644 
performance 2 41 20 120 415 148 623 
 
 
 
Figure 6.  Graphic presentation of high frequency words per period. 
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The 1950s did not show any visible representation for the selected words; however, the 
1960s began to include “effective” and “improvement” in the education policies.  “Effective” 
was a topic that received greater attention in the 1970s and the 1980s.  “Accountable” increased 
in importance during the 1980s and continued to increase in use through 2012.   The federal 
education policy during the 1990s continued to emphasize “effective” but also spotlighted other 
words such as the following: improvement, evaluate, performance, achievement, and quality.  By 
2000 and through 2012, the nucleus of federal education policy was “achievement” and 
“improvement” with continued emphasis on “effective.”  However, greater attention was given 
to the following words: accountability, quality, qualified, evaluate, and performance during the 
2000s decade than in previous decades.  
Research Question 
How did federal education policy influence the evaluation and definition of teacher 
effectiveness throughout the 62 years from 1950 through 2012? 
The political, social, and economic structure throughout the 62 years researched played a 
significant role in directing federal education policy, which ultimately influenced the definition 
and evaluation of teacher effectiveness.  In addition, the presidential administrations’ policies 
enacted over the years within this research played an important role in the perception of the 
American education system. The perception that the United States was not providing its children 
with a sound education continued throughout the 62 years reviewed. 
Defining and Evaluating Teacher Effectiveness 
Federal education policies during the 1950s moved from a concern for building new 
schools and staffing them to one focused on the quality of education.  President Eisenhower 
believed the federal government should provide state governments resources for education 
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purposes.  In order to help states with education matters, the president passed a bill to hold 
federal education conferences, begin education research, and establish a national advisory 
committee on education.  The committee on education began analyzing data to determine where 
education researchers should direct their attention.  The response to the Sputnik launch from 
Eisenhower, in order to promote his political agenda, was to pass the National Defense 
Education Act, which directed researchers’ attention on the quality of the American education 
system.  The public perceived that the American education system was not producing scientists 
and engineers who could compete with those in the Soviet Union.  This was the beginning of 
federal policy influencing the public’s perception of an effective teacher. The perception of an 
effective teacher moved from one who focused on providing meaningful learning experiences for 
students to one expected to mass-produce scientists, mathematicians, and engineers.  
The revised definition of an effective teacher during the 1950s was someone who 
provided students with a learning environment conducive to rote learning and one who 
maintained strict discipline.  This essentialist style of teaching was deemed necessary in order to 
increase the perceived lack of professionals able to compete globally in math, science, and 
engineering. 
Federal education policy in the 1950s reflected the need for effective teachers in order to 
increase the academic standing of American students.  However, the teacher evaluation system 
was slow to reflect these changes.  If teachers were evaluated at all during this decade, the 
purpose was to obtain tenure and the measures being assessed were related to the teachers’ 
outward characteristics rather than teaching proficiency.  However, the large amount of money 
allocated to education during the Johnson administration brought momentum to the development 
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of an evaluation system that better reflected what teachers were expected to know and be able to 
do.   
Human rights were at the forefront of the 1960s, and education moved away from a rigid 
practice of memorizing facts to a practice of inquiry shaped by the “hippie” movement.   The 
definition of an effective teacher shifted from one providing a strict learning environment to one 
where children could learn by experimenting.  Different learning environments and strategies 
were explored, such as the open classroom, phonics approach to reading, and the new math.  By 
the late 1960s, an effective teacher provided opportunities for students to learn by doing.   
Congress wanted more attention given to the improvement of teacher quality, which 
forged the development of teacher evaluation systems.  Federal education policy addressed 
teacher effectiveness and prepared the way for future development of teacher evaluation systems.  
For example, the Vocational Education Act of 1963 identified minimum requirements for 
teachers and teacher trainers.  By identifying teacher requirements, researchers could begin 
developing evaluation tools.  Many evaluation instruments developed by various researchers 
during this time did not receive approval from teachers because the evaluation criterion was 
based on merit rather than on credentials for remuneration if successful.  Therefore, the preferred 
evaluation tool used for teacher effectiveness was a checklist of skills that the observer could 
easily select.  The purpose of teacher evaluation was for tenure and had little value for improving 
teacher effectiveness.  
The 1960s was a time of experimentation and freedom.  Most monies allocated in 
education legislations during this decade continued funding policies enacted in the 1950s and 
provided resources to families in need.  President Johnson enacted seven times as many 
education bills as the past presidents combined.   
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The 1970s continued to foster the experimental movement in education.  The 1970s also 
brought a new awareness to instructional strategies for children with various handicaps.    The 
Education Amendments of 1972 approved the development of the National Institute of Education 
(NIE).  This agency was responsible for education research and development.  In addition, the 
amendments to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act—as well as other federal education 
policies like the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970—allocated funds for training teachers, for 
improving instructional design, for improving elementary and secondary education, and for 
improving education practice.  In order to receive these funds, state departments of education had 
to provide proof that they were meeting the requirements set forth in the legislation.  These 
requirements helped advance the development of teacher evaluation systems.  However, teacher 
evaluations during this decade continued to be subjective ratings of non-observable behaviors 
and used primarily for teachers to acquire tenure.    
By the 1980s legislation was enacted that created a national testing program to evaluate 
quality.  The standardized testing of American students ignited the move toward teacher 
accountability.  The release of A Nation at Risk perpetuated a “war” on education, and a “back to 
basics” philosophy of education was reborn.  With this “back to basics” renewal in education 
came a change in the definition of an effective teacher.  Rote learning, assignment of homework, 
and strict discipline were the criteria to be an effective teacher. 
Standards-based education in the 1990s was the panacea for improving the U.S. 
education system.  Standards-based reforms were financed through legislation and continued to 
grow into a push for national standards.  Presidents George H. Bush and Jimmy Carter continued 
to evolve the standards-based movement.  Although terminology throughout the 1980s and 
1990s changed from “standards” to “goals” and “outcomes,” the expectations of what students 
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needed to know and be able to do remained the same.  Accountability for student learning was at 
the forefront of education reform, and teachers were being judged by their students’ performance 
on standardized assessments.  
Pressure from the public to hold teachers accountable and education research helped 
shape teacher evaluation systems.  Education research had resulted in findings that concluded 
teachers with good credentials effected positive change in student learning (Sanders & Horn, 
1998; National Commission on Teaching & America’s Future, 1997).  An effective teacher was 
considered one who acquired teaching credentials from accredited teacher preparatory 
institutions and effected positive change in student outcomes.  
The National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) and the implementation of 
standards provided a means for evaluating teacher effectiveness.  Federal money was allocated in 
36 education policies, signed by President Reagan, to state agencies for the implementation of 
programs to improve teacher quality.  Teacher evaluations during the 1980s did not contain 
student assessment data.  Teachers were still evaluated on instructional practices.  The federal 
government published a book that identified best instructional practices of an effective teacher.  
Most teacher evaluation systems used a standards-based behavior checklist that educators 
perceived as futile and administrators deemed easy to employ. 
The Goals 2000: Educate America Act was instrumental in changing the focus of teacher 
evaluation in the 1990s.  This legislation paved the way for performance-based goals.  State 
education agencies that adopted these goals (all states but Virginia adopted the national goals) 
received federal funding.  Teacher evaluations were now evolving beyond a skills-assessed 
checklist. Additionally, the booming economy and the expansion in technology advanced the 
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need for teachers proficient in technology in order to teach a generation who were growing up 
using electronic advances in everyday life.  
 Although President G. W. Bush pushed to assess accountability through standardized 
assessments, he also realized the need to teach students 21st century skills in order to compete in 
the global society.  However, high-stakes tests changed the teaching environment from one 
centered on teaching students how to think critically to one centered on teaching to the standards 
assessed.  Therefore, an effective teacher was considered one whose students performed 
proficiently on state and national assessments.   The definition of an effective teacher continued 
to evolve along with the political changes ensuing from the election of President Obama.  
Expectations for teacher performance continued to center on effecting positive change in 
students’ learning outcomes.  However, yearly student growth was one measurement, not the 
sole criterion, for evaluating teacher effectiveness.   
Federal Policy Influence on Teacher Evaluation 
The 2000s continued the progression of refining the teacher evaluation system.  The No 
Child Left Behind Act increased teacher and school accountability for student learning.  Teacher 
evaluation systems adopted new appearances and veered from checklists to include differentiated 
forms of evaluation such as self-evaluation by the teacher.  Teachers could select an evaluation 
method (such as creating a portfolio, working collaboratively with other teachers, academic goal 
setting), or participate in formal evaluations.  Again, the implementations of accountability 
programs were a condition for receiving federal funds.   
The Elementary and Secondary Education Reauthorization Act (ESERA) expanded on 
teacher and school accountability system requirements by increasing expectations for state 
education agencies in order to receive federal funds.  New Teacher evaluation systems required 
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collection of school-wide student achievement data based on student growth rather than on 
student test scores.  Teachers had the flexibility to include local assessment data from the 
students they instructed, and supervisor observations become a portion of the teacher evaluation 
rather than a single measurement. 
It is clear that federal education policy has influenced the evolution of teacher evaluation 
systems.  Through federal policy resources and requirements, teacher evaluation has evolved 
from a simple checklist to one that shows promise in providing meaningful feedback that can be 
used to effect positive change in student learning for all American children.   
As the years progressed, the federal definition of effective teaching became more 
specific.  Initially, school districts were measured for effectiveness, using all schools within their 
jurisdiction.  Then individual schools were measured using total students’ performance to 
determine effectiveness.  Finally, 2012 ended with a move to hold individual teachers 
accountable by measuring AYP of all students assigned to the teacher.   
The policies enacted during the past 62 years studied gradually affected teacher 
evaluation criteria and thereby defined teacher effectiveness.  The 1950s teacher evaluation did 
not measure a teacher’s ability to effect change in her students but rather evaluated the teacher’s 
characteristics, such as tone of voice and physical appearance.  Teacher evaluation moved to a 
checklist that was easy for administrators to use beginning in the 1960s.  The social, economic, 
and political environments of each decade influenced the revision of the criteria for teacher 
evaluation measurements of practices deemed critical to improve teacher effectiveness.   
While teacher evaluation checklists in the 1960s centered on skills used in the classroom 
to motivate student interest, non-observable subjective skills were the focus of teacher evaluation 
in the 1970s.  These skills originated from the Madeline Hunter teacher lesson plan template.  
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The introduction of standardized assessments in the 1980s moved the direction of teacher 
evaluations to a standards-based behavior checklist that also derived from Madeline Hunter’s 
elements of an effective teacher.  The Madeline Hunter template broke the seven elements of 
effective teaching into competencies that articulated what teachers should know and be able to 
do (Hunter, 1985).  By the 1990s, teacher evaluation tools enhanced the Hunter model to also 
include performance behaviors to assess teacher effectiveness.   
Finally, during the 2000s practitioners used elements from evaluation systems throughout 
the past six decades to design a system for teachers that provided feedback to improve teacher 
effectiveness by including student performance measures for adequate yearly growth, school 
performance on standardized assessments, observation of teacher performance behaviors, and 
teacher self-reflection assessments.   
Summary 
Table 8 summarizes the influences and results of these influences on the  
definition and evaluation of teacher effectiveness over the six decades represented in this study. 
Table 8 
Summation of the Influence from Social, Political, and Economic Structures and Federal 
Education Policy on Education from 1950 – 2012 
  
Decade Influence of 
Social, 
Political, & 
Economic 
Structure 
Influence on Education Federal Education 
Policies 
Influence on Education 
1950 – 
1959 
•Launching of      
  Sputnik 
•18.5%   
  population  
  increase 
 
•Increased concern to  
  improve math, science,  
  engineering, and foreign  
  language education 
•Need for more schools  
  and more teachers led  
  to unqualified teachers  
  being hired to fill gaps 
•Expansion of Office of  
•Segregation policy 
•NDEA  
•School Construction Act 
•The Library Services Act 
•Education of Mentally  
  Retarded Children Act of  
  1958 
•Focus moved from quantity to  
  quality 
•Education research increased  
  attention to math, engineering,  
  science, and foreign language  
  instruction 
•Increased use of multimedia in  
  classrooms  i.e. TV, motion picture 
•Increased focus on Vo-tech  
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  Education 
•Mandatory education 
  education 
•Creation of the Department of  
  Health, Education and Welfare 
•Minimum qualifications for  
  teachers, teacher trainers,  
  supervisors, & directors were  
  established 
1960 – 
1969 
•Vietnam War 
•Drugs, Rock-n- 
  Roll  
•Political unrest 
•Violence  
•Increased dropout rate  
•Education fads introduced 
 
•Civil Rights Act 
•Peace Corps 
•ESEA  
•Vocational Education  
  Amendments of 1968 
•Consolidation of school districts 
•Desegregation 
•Equal access to education  
•Increased federal funds 
•Title I and Head Start 
1970 - 
1979 
•Population of  
  school age  
  children  
  increased 
•Anti-war  
  movement 
  Increased  
•Technology  
  increased  
•Environmental    
  awareness 
•Weak economy 
•School violence 
  Increased  
•Experimentation with   
  technology in classroom 
•Numerous evaluation   
  models piloted 
•Education fads  
  implemented 
•Increased demand for    
  accountability 
•Emergency School Aid,  
  Family Education Rights  
  and Privacy Act 
•Education For all    
  Handicapped Children 
•ESEA 
•Drug Abuse Education Act  
  of 1970 
•Cleveland Board of  
  Education v. LaFleur 
•Increase in education research 
•Equal pay 
•End of forced busing 
•Establishment of NIE 
•Standardized assessments 
•Accountability 
•Drug prevention curricula  
  developed 
•Female teachers could stay  
  employed throughout pregnancy 
1980 - 
1989 
•A Nation at 
Risk 
•Drug use 
•Violent crimes 
•AIDS 
•Increased   
  divorce rate 
•Increased accountability 
•Changed curricula focus 
•Increased teacher   
 certification requirements 
•Back-to-basics movement 
•Increased graduation  
 requirements 
•Education Consolidation  
   Improvement 
•Ed For Economic Security 
•The Drug-Free Schools and  
   Communities Act 
•Education of the  
   Handicapped Act Amend 
•Department of Education became a   
  cabinet post 
•Provided resources for at-risk  
  students 
•Increased focus on accountability 
•Increased attention to special  
  education practices 
1990 - 
1999 
•Population    
  increase 
•World Wide  
  Web 
•Computers 
•Electronics 
•Increased  
  school violence 
•Unqualified persons were   
  hired to fill teacher  
  vacancies 
•Distance learning helped  
  increase graduation rate 
•Information overload 
•Instant access to  
  information 
•School safety was a  
  priority and heightened  
  awareness for strangers in  
  school buildings 
•Critical thinking,  
  collaboration, problem  
  solving-focus of instruction 
•Americans with Disabilities  
  Act 
•Job Training Partnership 
•Family and Medical Leave 
•Goals 2000 Educate  
  America Act 
•School-to-Work  
  Opportunities Act 
•Safe and Drug-Free 
  Schools and Communities  
  Act 
•Excellence In Math,  
  Science and Engineering  
  Education Act 
•National Literacy Act 
•Technology  
  Administration Act 
•NAEP Assessment  
  Authorization 
•Omnibus Consolidated  
•State by state comparison of NAEP  
  scores 
•National education goals  
  developed 
•Develop school-to-work and work- 
  based learning opportunities 
•Disabled individuals could obtain   
 necessary assisted devices 
•Class size was reduced 
•Increased school accountability 
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  and Emergency  
  Supplemental  
  Appropriations Act 
2000 - 
2012 
•Terrorist  
   attacks 
•Great  
  Recession 
•Education 
  research 
•Politically  
  polarized   
  environment 
•Accountability  
  pressure 
• Furlough of teachers 
• Emphasis on instructional  
   practices 
• Teaching attention  
   focused on the lower level  
   student 
 
• NCLB 
• Intelligence Reform and  
   Terrorism Prevention, 
• Hurricane Education  
   Recovery, America  
• COMPETES 
• American Recovery and  
   Reinvestment 
• ESERA 
 
• Annual testing mandated 
• All states met accountability  
   requirements 
• Common standards 
• Student performance included in  
   teacher evaluation 
• Definition for effective teacher and  
   defined measurement criteria for  
   teacher evaluation 
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CHAPTER XI  
CONCLUSION 
Summary 
Many critics have complained, as per the Tenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, that 
the federal government should have a limited role in the policy setting and management of 
education at the local level.  The desire of this researcher was to identify if and how the federal 
government has influenced state and local education policy regarding teacher evaluation.  
Teacher evaluations, when used as a proper tool for identifying effective and ineffective 
teachers, assist administrators in providing appropriate professional development, aid in 
terminating ineffective teachers, and potentially, increase student performance on state 
standardized and international assessments.  With current research identifying the teacher as the 
greatest variable within the control of the school in student performance, it is critical for teachers 
to be evaluated in order to determine professional development needs to increase effectiveness.  
A review of the data collected over the past 62 years shows a steady increase in the 
federal government’s influence on the definition and evaluation of effective teachers.  The 
percentage of federal influence increased or remained the same from decade to decade.  
However, the percentage increase per decade was inconsistent.  The percentage increase had 
ebbs and flows that corresponded with the political party in office during the period studied.   
However, this phenomenon was not expanded upon, as it would be beyond the scope of this 
study. 
The American citizenry voiced their concerns with the quality of the U.S. education 
system over the past six decades since the launch of Sputnik by the Soviet Union.  However, 
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research has indicated that state education agencies have not responded to public expressions of 
concern for what they perceived was a failing education system by mandating effective 
evaluation systems.   As recently as 2009, only 15 states required annual teacher evaluations, and 
only four of the fifteen required the inclusion of student achievement data.  By 2011, the number 
of states that required annual teacher evaluations only increased by seven, for a total of 22 states 
(NCTQ, 2011).   
Furthermore, reports like A Nation at Risk and TIMSS have continued to fuel negative 
public perception that the U.S. education system is failing.  Education reform has become 
politicized to the point that the federal government has gained an immense amount of control 
over state education programs, even though the amount of federal funds each state receives is 
miniscule.  
Federal education policy has increased recommendations and mandates of criteria for 
state and local teacher evaluations over the period of this study.  These criteria must be 
included in state and local teacher evaluations in order for states to receive federal money.  
Furthermore, the economic environment since 2008 has contributed to states’ interest in 
complying with these mandates to help fund their education budgets.   
The influence of federal education policy on the definition and evaluation of teacher 
effectiveness has increased throughout the 62 years in this study.  The increase in federal 
influence has helped advance the objectives of teacher evaluations from compliance—for the 
purpose of tenure—to improvement.  Additionally, teacher evaluation compliance objectives 
were necessary during the 1950s and 1960s in order to increase licensure requirements. As 
teacher credentials increased, the teaching occupation moved from a job to a profession.  
Teacher evaluation systems were necessary in order for teachers to be recognized as 
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professionals.  Federal influence on teacher evaluation criteria continues to advance teachers as 
professionals by tying funds to mandates for measurements of effectiveness.  These federal 
mandates in turn have influenced the direction of teacher evaluation moving toward 
improvement and away from compliance.   
Implications of Findings 
As the federal government increased the number of federal education policies passed, its 
influence on state education policy also increased.  The Pearson’s Correlation Model revealed 
federal influence on teacher evaluation to be significant, where p ≤ 0.01. State and local 
education policymakers must be cognizant of the consequences that may arise with the federal 
government influencing local education policy.  In the current economic climate, many school 
districts are struggling to balance their budgets.  This may lead to policymakers agreeing to 
federal terms that may not benefit students in order to receive additional funds.   
In addition, the rate of federal influence on the evolution of teacher evaluation systems 
should be a concern to local education policymakers who want to limit federal control in 
education.  It is clear that federal influence on teacher evaluation systems has increased each 
decade.  In 2013, to receive federal money, federal grants specify the categories of measurements 
that must be included in teacher evaluation systems.   
Federal control of teacher evaluation measurement criteria continues to increase, 
influencing state evaluation systems to include standardized assessment data in order to receive a 
small percentage of funds.  This has a cascading effect on local education policy and practices.  
These standards-based systems fuel the one-size-fits-all mentality that decreases 
experimentation, innovation, and creativity for which the U.S. education system has been 
commended, leading to its reputation as a top nation.  Furthermore, the one-size-fits-all 
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education system does not guarantee success for all students.  Students are individuals with 
individual needs that must be met through creative instructional practices.  Standards-based 
policies will also increase the Simpson paradox phenomenon on standardized assessments and 
provide federal politicians the fuel needed to continue driving the perception that the American 
education system is in crisis. 
If policymakers continue to promote standards-based student and teacher evaluations, the 
federal government will continue to move the education system in the direction of a national 
system, which could ultimately mean the demise of the U.S. national standing as a top global 
competitor. This researcher recommends that education policymakers at the state and local level 
listen to public concerns regarding education reform, keep up-to-date on education research, and 
become active in promoting federal legislation that will improve rather than seek to control the 
education systems they oversee.    
The lack of action within many state departments of education over the past six decades 
to mandate local government implementation of teacher evaluation systems that remove 
ineffective teachers may have contributed to the increase in federal influence on teacher 
evaluation systems.  However, federal influence on teacher evaluation could lead to the increased 
employment of effective teachers and a decrease of ineffective teachers.   
Again, local education leaders and policymakers must be involved in education research 
and analysis of disaggregated data and actively promote accurate facts regarding the status of the 
U.S. education system.  Then the public will have factual information to influence their 
education views rather than false propaganda contrived to advanced political agendas.  
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Recommendations for Practice 
Given the findings of this research, as well as research by Zhao, who discovered that 
countries, including the United States, whose students performed poorly on standardized 
assessments ranked high in competiveness and creativity and were among the wealthiest nations.  
This researcher recommends the following actions for education administrators at the local level:  
(1) Become involved with local, state, and federal education politics in order to provide factual 
data to inform decision makers of education policy with accurate measures of student 
performance.  These measurements should be in the form of creative, inquiry-based, and 
technology-infused projects that help solve everyday problems or advance performance 
outcomes that improve individuals’ standard of life, rather than standardized assessments that 
measure students’ ability to take exams. (2) Superintendents must take action to eliminate 
ineffective teachers.  Lack of time is one variable many principals noted as a prime reason for 
not removing ineffective teachers.  It is time for school districts to hire an administrator for the 
exclusive role of evaluating, training, and if necessary terminating teachers.  Furthermore, 
teacher associations have been blamed for ineffective teachers being retained; however, effective 
teachers and teacher association leaders want ineffective teachers removed, as they negatively 
affect student learning.  Teachers and teacher associations would support removing the 
evaluation responsibility from the building principal. (3) Superintendents must find means to 
save money in order to eliminate the need to accept federal funds under conditions that may hurt 
the education system they oversee.  Although federal influence on teacher evaluation has 
increased over the past six decades over 100%, the amount of money provided to school districts 
by the federal government is minuscule compared to the level of influence federal policy has on 
local education policy.  
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Recommendations for Future Research 
The purpose of this study was to assess federal influence on teacher evaluation over the 
past six decades through the review of historical documents.  Federal influence in other areas that 
make up an education system (such as curriculum, assessments, and instructional practices) 
could be researched to determine the level of federal influence.  In addition, international teacher 
evaluation systems could be compared to the U.S. teacher evaluation systems to assess if 
international teacher evaluations can contribute to the improvement of domestic teacher 
evaluations.  An analysis of state evaluation systems that have been developed in compliance 
with RTTT mandates could be conducted to determine if these evaluation systems capture the 
components of effective teaching.  Evaluation systems from RTTT states and non-RTTT states 
could be assessed by comparing the correlation between teacher evaluation and student 
performance to determine if RTTT teacher evaluation requirements influence student success. 
Research has been conducted on the reauthorization of ESEA, but research on other 
specific federal education policies is weak.  Analysis of other federal education policies may 
guide recommendations for the addition or elimination of federal education legislation.  
Additionally, research has been conducted on specific teacher evaluation systems, but studies 
comparing state evaluation systems could identify teacher evaluations that contribute to student 
success and improve teacher effectiveness.  Finally, a replication of this study would be 
productive to determine if the results are similar.  
Conclusion 
Throughout the six decades studied in this research, it is clear that a universally agreed 
upon definition of an effective teacher does not exist.  Perhaps there is no need for a definitive 
definition, as what constitutes good education should be a local decision.  However, federal 
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bureaucrats have continued to gain greater influence over education decisions at the local level.  
If this trend continues, the American education system is at risk for producing citizens unable to 
think creatively, which has been one characteristic of the American people that has kept the 
United States a top global competitor. Additionally, to standardize the American education 
system would devalue what teachers bring into the life of a child. To standardize teaching would 
be equal to replacing teachers with programmed robots.  Robots cannot replace teachers; teachers 
provide many children an adult figure who guides them to become contributing members of 
society by providing compassion, understanding, instruction, experiences, growth opportunities, 
challenges, and permission to pursue their dreams and desires.   
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Appendix A 
 
Table 1.1 State policies for evaluating teacher performance, by state: 2011–12 
  
State 
State requires all teachers' 
performance to be formally 
evaluated 
Teacher evaluation is tied 
to student achievement 
Teacher evaluation 
occurs on an annual 
basis 
State requires all 
evaluators to receive 
formal training 
United States1 45 17 20 29 
Alabama Yes No Yes Yes 
Alaska Yes No No Yes 
Arizona Yes No Yes No 
Arkansas Yes No Yes Yes 
California Yes No No No 
Colorado Yes No No Yes 
Connecticut Yes No No Yes 
Delaware Yes Yes No Yes 
District of Columbia No No No No 
Florida Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Georgia Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Hawaii Yes No No No 
Idaho Yes No Yes No 
Illinois Yes No No Yes 
Indiana No No No No 
Iowa Yes Yes No Yes 
Kansas Yes No No No 
Kentucky Yes No No Yes 
Louisiana Yes No No Yes 
Maine Yes No No No 
Maryland Yes No No No 
Massachusetts Yes No No Yes 
Michigan Yes Yes Yes No 
Minnesota Yes No No No 
Mississippi No No No No 
Missouri Yes No No No 
Montana Yes No No No 
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Nebraska Yes No No Yes 
Nevada Yes Yes Yes No 
New Hampshire No No No No 
New Jersey Yes No Yes Yes 
New Mexico Yes No No Yes 
New York Yes Yes Yes Yes 
North Carolina Yes Yes Yes Yes 
North Dakota Yes No Yes No 
Ohio Yes Yes No No 
Oklahoma Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Oregon No No No No 
Pennsylvania Yes No Yes Yes 
Rhode Island Yes Yes Yes Yes 
South Carolina Yes Yes Yes Yes 
South Dakota Yes No No No 
Tennessee Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Texas Yes Yes No Yes 
Utah Yes Yes Yes No 
Vermont Yes No No Yes 
Virginia Yes Yes No Yes 
Washington Yes No Yes Yes 
West Virginia No No No No 
Wisconsin Yes No No Yes 
Wyoming Yes Yes Yes Yes 
1National total reflects the number of "Yes" responses for the column. 
SOURCE: Quality Counts 2012: The Global Challenge, Editorial Projects in Education Research Center, Education Week, 2012. Data Source 
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Appendix B 
Retrieved from http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/ 
Gross Domestic Product: Selected Years 1950 – 2012 
Table 1.3 
 
GDP 
percent 
change 
based on 
current 
dollars 
GDP 
percent 
change 
based on 
chained 
2009 
dollars 
GDP 
percent 
change 
average 
per 
decade 
based on 
2009 
dollars 
  
GDP 
percent 
change 
based on 
current 
dollars 
GDP 
percent 
change 
based on 
chained 
2009 
dollars 
GDP 
percent 
change 
average 
per 
decade 
based on 
2009 
dollars 
         1950 10.0 8.7  
1951 15.7 8.1  
1952 5.9 4.1  
1953 6.0 4.7  
1954 0.4 -0.6  
1955 9.0 7.1  
1956 5.6 2.1  
1957 5.5 2.1  
1958 1.5 -0.7  
1959 8.4 6.9 4.25 
1960 4.0 2.6  
1961 3.7 2.6  
1962 7.4 6.1  
1963 5.5 4.4  
1964 7.4 5.8  
1965 8.4 6.5  
1966 9.6 6.6  
1967 5.7 2.7  
1968 9.4 4.9  
1969 8.2 3.1 4.53 
1970 5.5 0.2  
1971 8.5 3.3  
1972 9.8 5.2  
1973 11.4 5.6  
All Nobel Prize Winners in Physics, Chemistry, Medicine, Literature, Peace and Economic sciences 
Table 1.2 
 
1950-
1959 
1960-
1969 
1970-
1979 
1980-
1989 
1990-
1999 
2000-
2012 
USA 16 21 30 30 41 66 
All other countries 
totaled 47 41 70 58 54 81 
Percent of U.S. Nobel 
prize winners 25% 34% 30% 34% 43% 45% 
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1974 8.4 -0.5  
1975 9.0 -0.2  
1976 11.2 5.4  
1977 11.1 4.6  
1978 13.0 5.6  
1979 11.7 3.2 3.24 
1980 8.8 -0.2  
1981 12.2 2.6  
1982 4.2 -1.9  
1983 8.8 4.6  
1984 11.1 7.3  
1985 7.6 4.2  
1986 5.6 3.5  
1987 6.1 3.5  
1988 7.9 4.2  
1989 7.7 3.7 3.15 
1990 5.7 1.9  
1991 3.3 -0.1  
1992 5.9 3.6  
1993 5.2 2.7  
1994 6.3 4.0  
1995 4.9 2.7  
1996 5.7 3.8  
1997 6.3 4.5  
1998 5.6 4.4  
1999 6.3 4.8 3.23 
2000 6.5 4.1  
2001 3.3 1.0  
2002 3.3 1.8  
2003 4.8 2.8  
2004 6.6 3.8  
2005 6.7 3.4  
2006 5.8 2.7  
2007 4.5 1.8  
2008 1.7 -0.3  
2009 -2.1 -2.8  
2010 3.7 2.5  
2011 3.8 1.8  
2012 4.6 2.8 1.95 
U.S.  Department of Commerce: Bureau of Economic Analysis (1950-2012).  Percent change 
from preceding period Excel table. Gross Domestic Product: Retrieved from: 
http://www.bea.gov/national/index.htm#gdp.
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Table 1.4 Total and current expenditures per pupil in public elementary and secondary schools:   
           Selected years, 1919-20 through 2008-09    
School year 
Expenditure per pupil in average daily attendance Expenditure per pupil in fall enrollment\1\ 
Unadjusted dollars Constant 2009-10 dollars\2\ Unadjusted dollars Constant 2009-10 dollars\2\ 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Annual 
% 
change 
in 
current 
expend 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1919-20 .... $64 $53 $727 $606 $48 $40 $544 $454 --- 
1929-30 ....... 108 87 1,374 1,098 90 72 1,138 909 --- 
1931-32 ....... 97 81 1,456 1,219 82 69 1,233 1,032 --- 
1933-34 ....... 76 67 1,248 1,104 65 57 1,060 938 --- 
1935-36 ..... 88 74 1,387 1,172 74 63 1,173 991 --- 
1937-38 ...... 100 84 1,508 1,269 86 72 1,295 1,089 --- 
1939-40 ........ 106 88 1,640 1,366 92 76 1,421 1,184 --- 
1941-42.......... 110 98 1,529 1,367 94 84 1,310 1,170 --- 
1943-44 ....... 125 117 1,551 1,455 105 99 1,307 1,226 --- 
1945-46 ........ 146 136 1,733 1,621 124 116 1,476 1,381 --- 
1947-48 ......... 205 181 1,906 1,688 179 158 1,664 1,474 --- 
1949-50 ......... 260 210 2,383 1,925 231 187 2,114 1,708 --- 
1951-52 ........ 314 246 2,593 2,029 275 215 2,271 1,776 --- 
1953-54 ........ 351 265 2,829 2,134 312 236 2,515 1,898 --- 
1955-56 ......... 387 294 3,120 2,372 354 269 2,852 2,168 --- 
1957-58 ........ 447 341 3,396 2,589 408 311 3,097 2,361 --- 
1959-60 ......... 471 375 3,474 2,767 440 350 3,246 2,585 --- 
1961-62 ........ 517 419 3,729 3,021 485 393 3,499 2,835 --- 
1963-64 ........ 559 460 3,926 3,235 520 428 3,654 3,011 --- 
1965-66 ........ 654 538 4,441 3,652 607 499 4,123 3,391 --- 
1967-68 ......... 786 658 5,012 4,195 732 612 4,662 3,903 --- 
1969-70 ......... 955 816 5,479 4,682 879 751 5,044 4,310 --- 
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1970-71 ....... 1,049 911 5,726 4,971 970 842 5,293 4,596 6.6 
1971-72 ........ 1,128 990 5,940 5,213 1,034 908 5,448 4,781 4.0 
 
Table 1.4 Total and current expenditures per pupil in public elementary and secondary schools:  
 Selected years, 1919-20 through 2008-09    
 
 
School year 
Unadjusted dollars Constant 2009-10 dollars\2\ Unadjusted dollars Constant 2009-10 dollars\2\ 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Annual 
% 
change 
in 
current 
expend 
1972-73 ........ 1,211 1,077 6,129 5,452 1,117 993 5,654 5,029 5.2 
1973-74 ........ 1,364 1,207 6,340 5,612 1,244 1,101 5,781 5,117 1.7 
1974-75 ........ 1,545 1,365 6,464 5,710 1,423 1,257 5,955 5,261 2.8 
1975-76 ......... 1,697 1,504 6,633 5,876 1,563 1,385 6,108 5,411 2.9 
1976-77 ......... 1,816 1,638 6,707 6,047 1,674 1,509 6,180 5,572 3.0 
1977-78 ........ 2,002 1,823 6,929 6,308 1,842 1,677 6,373 5,801 4.1 
1978-79 ........ 2,210 2,020 6,992 6,393 2,029 1,855 6,421 5,871 1.2 
1979-80 ....... 2,491 2,272 6,953 6,342 2,290 2,088 6,392 5,830 -0.7 
1980-81 ........ 2,742 2,502 6,861 6,259 2,529 2,307 6,329 5,773 -1.0 
1981-82 ........ 2,973 2,726 6,848 6,277 2,754 2,525 6,343 5,815 0.7 
1982-83 ....... 3,203 2,955 7,074 6,526 2,966 2,736 6,550 6,043 3.9 
1983-84 ........ 3,471 3,173 7,392 6,757 3,216 2,940 6,848 6,260 3.6 
1984-85 ....... 3,722 3,470 7,627 7,111 3,456 3,222 7,081 6,603 5.5 
1985-86 ........ 4,020 3,756 8,006 7,480 3,724 3,479 7,418 6,930 5.0 
1986-87 ....... 4,308 3,970 8,394 7,736 3,995 3,682 7,784 7,174 3.5 
1987-88 ....... 4,654 4,240 8,707 7,933 4,310 3,927 8,064 7,347 2.4 
1988-89 ....... 5,108 4,645 9,135 8,306 4,737 4,307 8,471 7,703 4.8 
1989-90 ....... 5,547 4,980 9,468 8,500 5,172 4,643 8,828 7,925 2.9 
1990-91 ........ 5,882 5,258 9,519 8,509 5,484 4,902 8,875 7,933 0.1 
1991-92 ........ 6,072 5,421 9,522 8,501 5,626 5,023 8,823 7,877 -0.7 
1992-93 ........ 6,279 5,584 9,549 8,491 5,802 5,160 8,824 7,846 -0.4 
1993-94 ........ 6,489 5,767 9,619 8,549 5,994 5,327 8,884 7,896 0.6 
1994-95 ........  6,723 5,989 9,688 8,630 6,206 5,529 8,943 7,967 0.9 
1995-96 ........ 6,959 6,147 9,763 8,623 6,441 5,689 9,036 7,981 0.2 
1996-97 ....... 7,297 6,393 9,953 8,719 6,761 5,923 9,222 8,079 1.2 
1997-98 ........ 7,701 6,676 10,319 8,945 7,139 6,189 9,567 8,293 2.7 
1998-99 ........ 8,115 7,013 10,690 9,238 7,531 6,508 9,920 8,572 3.4 
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1999-2000 .... 8,589 7,394 10,996 9,466 8,030 6,912 10,280 8,849 3.2 
2000-01 ....... 9,180 7,904 11,363 9,783 8,572 7,380 10,610 9,135 3.2 
Table 1.4 Total and current expenditures per pupil in public elementary and secondary schools:   
           Selected years, 1919-20 through 2008-09    
 
 
 
School year 
Unadjusted dollars Constant 2009-10 dollars\2\ Unadjusted dollars Constant 2009-10 dollars\2\ 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Total 
expenditure 
Current 
expenditure 
Annual 
% 
change 
in 
current 
expend 
2001-02 ....... 9,611 8,259 11,690 10,045 8,993 7,727 10,938 9,399 2.9 
2002-03 ........ 9,950 8,610 11,842 10,247 9,296 8,044 11,064 9,574 1.9 
2003-04 ........ 10,308 8,900 12,005 10,365 9,625 8,310 11,210 9,679 1.1 
2004-05 ....... 10,779 9,316 12,187 10,533 10,078 8,711 11,395 9,849 1.8 
2005-06 ........ 11,338 9,778 12,349 10,650 10,603 9,145 11,549 9,960 1.1 
2006-07 ........ 12,015 10,336 12,757 10,974 11,252 9,679 11,946 10,276 3.2 
2007-08 ....... 12,759 10,982 13,063 11,243 11,965 10,298 12,249 10,543 2.6 
2008-09 ....... 13,015 11,231 13,141 11,339 12,274 10,591 12,393 10,694 1.4 
---Not available.  
\1\Data for 1919-20 to 1953-54 are based on school-year enrollment.   
\2\Constant dollars based on the Consumer Price Index, prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, adjusted to a school-year 
basis.  
\3\Excludes "Other current expenditures," such as community services, private school programs, adult education, and other programs not allocable to 
expenditures per student at public schools. 
NOTE: Beginning in 1980-81, state administration expenditures are excluded from both "total" and "current" expenditures. Current expenditures include 
instruction, student support services, food services, and enterprise operations. Total expenditures include current expenditures, capital outlay, and interest 
on debt. Beginning in 1988-89, extensive changes were made in the data collection procedures.  
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Biennial Survey of Education in the United States, 1919-20 through 1955-56; 
Statistics of State School Systems, 1957-58 through 1969-70; Revenues and Expenditures for Public Elementary and Secondary Education, 1970-71 through 
1986-87; and Common Core of Data (CCD), "National Public Education Financial Survey," 1987-88 through 2008-09. (This table was prepared June 2011.) 
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Table 1.5. Estimated average annual salary of teachers in public elementary and 
secondary schools: Selected years, 1959-60 through 2010-11 
School year Current dollars 
teachers' salary in  
constant 2009-10 dollars 
  All teachers 
Elementary 
teachers 
Secondary 
teachers 
All 
teachers 
Elementary 
teachers 
Secondary 
teachers 
1 2 3 4 7 8 9 
1959-60 $4,995 $4,815 $5,276 $36,844 $35,516 $38,917 
1961-62  5,515 5,340 5,775 39,766 38,504 41,641 
1963-64 . 5,995 5,805 6,266 42,128 40,793 44,033 
1965-66 .. 6,485 6,279 6,761 44,049 42,650 45,924 
1967-68  7,423 7,208 7,692 47,307 45,937 49,022 
             
1969-70 .. 8,626 8,412 8,891 49,492 48,264 51,012 
1970-71 . 9,268 9,021 9,568 50,565 49,218 52,202 
1971-72  9,705 9,424 10,031 51,116 49,636 52,833 
1972-73 10,174 9,893 10,507 51,511 50,088 53,196 
1973-74 10,770 10,507 11,077 50,064 48,842 51,491 
             
1974-75 . 11,641 11,334 12,000 48,714 47,430 50,217 
1975-76 .. 12,600 12,280 12,937 49,242 47,991 50,559 
1976-77.. 13,354 12,989 13,776 49,313 47,965 50,871 
1977-78 14,198 13,845 14,602 49,131 47,909 50,529 
1978-79 . 15,032 14,681 15,450 47,561 46,451 48,884 
             
1979-80 15,970 15,569 16,459 44,585 43,465 45,950 
1980-81  17,644 17,230 18,142 44,145 43,109 45,391 
1981-82. 19,274 18,853 19,805 44,389 43,419 45,612 
1982-83 .... 20,695 20,227 21,291 45,699 44,665 47,015 
1983-84 21,935 21,487 22,554 46,708 45,754 48,026 
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  All teachers 
Elementary 
teachers 
Secondary 
teachers 
All 
teachers 
Elementary 
teachers 
Secondary 
teachers 
1984-85 23,600 23,200 24,187 48,361 47,541 49,563 
1985-86 ... 25,199 24,718 25,846 50,190 49,232 51,478 
1986-87 26,569 26,057 27,244 51,769 50,771 53,084 
1987-88  28,034 27,519 28,798 52,450 51,487 53,880 
1988-89 . 29,564 29,022 30,218 52,871 51,902 54,041 
             
1989-90 . 31,367 30,832 32,049 53,541 52,627 54,705 
1990-91  33,084 32,490 33,896 53,544 52,583 54,858 
1991-92 34,063 33,479 34,827 53,417 52,501 54,615 
1992-93 . 35,029 34,350 35,880 53,268 52,235 54,562 
1993-94 35,737 35,233 36,566 52,972 52,225 54,201 
             
1994-95. 36,675 36,088 37,523 52,848 52,002 54,070 
1995-96.. 37,642 37,138 38,397 52,805 52,098 53,864 
1996-97. 38,443 38,039 39,184 52,433 51,882 53,443 
1997-98  39,350 39,002 39,944 52,729 52,263 53,525 
1998-99  40,544 40,165 41,203 53,405 52,905 54,273 
             
1999-2000 41,807 41,306 42,546 53,523 52,882 54,469 
2000-01  43,378 42,910 44,053 53,695 53,116 54,530 
2001-02 . 44,655 44,177 45,310 54,314 53,733 55,111 
2002-03 . 45,686 45,408 46,106 54,373 54,042 54,873 
2003-04  46,542 46,187 46,976 54,206 53,792 54,711 
              
2004-05  47,516 47,122 47,688 53,724 53,278 53,918 
2005-06 .. 49,086 48,573 49,496 53,463 52,904 53,909 
2006-07 . 51,052 50,740 51,529 54,202 53,871 54,709 
2007-08 .. 52,800 52,385 53,262 54,055 53,630 54,528 
2008-09 . 54,319 53,998 54,552 54,845 54,521 55,080 
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  All teachers 
Elementary 
teachers 
Secondary 
teachers 
All 
teachers 
Elementary 
teachers 
Secondary 
teachers 
2009-10  55,202 54,918 55,595 55,202 54,918 55,595 
2010-11 . 56,069 55,864 56,350 54,965 54,764 55,241 
 
\1\The average monetary remuneration earned by FTE employees across all industries in a 
given year, including wages, salaries, commissions, tips, bonuses, voluntary employee 
contributions to certain deferred compensation plans, and receipts in kind that represent 
income. Calendar-year data from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, have been converted to a school-year basis by averaging the two appropriate 
calendar years in each case. 
\2\Constant dollars based on the Consumer Price Index, prepared by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, adjusted to a school-year basis.  
NOTE: Some data have been revised from previously published figures. Standard errors are 
not available for these estimates, which are based on state reports. 
SOURCE: National Education Association, Estimates of School Statistics, 1959-60 through 
2010-11; and unpublished tabulations. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, National Income and Product Accounts, tables 6.6B-D, retrieved November 2, 2011, 
from http://www.bea.gov/national/nipaweb/SelectTable.asp. (This table was prepared May 
2011.) 
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Year Annual  
1950 5.2 
1951 3.3 
1952 3.0 
1953 2.9 
1954 5.6 
1955 4.4 
1956 4.1 
1957 4.3 
1958 6.8 
1959 5.5 
Ave. 4.5 
1960 5.5 
1961 6.7 
1962 5.6 
1963 5.6 
1964 5.2 
1965 4.5 
1966 3.8 
Year Annual  
1967 3.8 
1968 3.6 
1969 3.5 
Ave. 4.8 
1970 5.0 
1971 6.0 
1972 5.6 
1973 4.9 
1974 5.6 
1975 8.5 
1976 7.7 
1977 7.1 
1978 6.1 
1979 5.9 
Ave. 6.2 
1980 7.2 
1981 7.6 
1982 9.7 
Year Annual  
1983 9.6 
1984 7.5 
1985 7.2 
1986 7.0 
1987 6.2 
1988 5.5 
1989 5.3 
Ave. 7.3 
1990 5.6 
1991 6.9 
1992 7.5 
1993 6.9 
1994 6.1 
1995 5.6 
1996 5.4 
1997 4.9 
1998 4.5 
1999 4.2 
Year Annual  
Ave. 5.8 
2000 4.0 
2001 4.7 
2002 5.8 
2003 6.0 
2004 5.5 
2005 5.1 
2006 4.6 
2007 4.6 
2008 5.8 
2009 9.3 
Ave. 5.5 
2010 9.6 
2011 9.0 
2012 9.3 
 
U.S. States Department of Labor (n.d.). Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics: Databases, tables & Calculators by subject. 
http://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LNS14000000 
 
 
 
 
Table 1.6     Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey 
Percent of Unemployment rate for ages 16 years and older from 1950-2012 
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Table 1.7 US Yearly Population and Change in Population from 1940-2002   
 Year Population  
Total \1                   
Net change \2 Percent change \2   
1940 132,122  1,094  0.83   
1941 133,402  1,280  0.97   
1942 134,860  1,458  1.09   
1943 136,739  1,879  1.39   
1944 138,397  1,658  1.21   
1945 139,928  1,531  1.11   
1946 141,389  1,461  1.04   
1947 144,126  2,737  1.94   
1948 146,631  2,505  1.74   
1949 149,188  2,557  1.74   
1950 152,271  3,083  2.07   
1951 154,878  2,607  1.71   
1952 157,553  2,675  1.73   
1953 160,184  2,631  1.67   
1954 163,026  2,842  1.77   
1955 165,931  2,905  1.78   
1956 168,903  2,972  1.79   
1957 171,984  3,081  1.82   
1958 174,882  2,898  1.68   
1959 177,830  2,948  1.68   
1960 180,671  2,841  1.60   
1961 183,691  3,020  1.67   
1962 186,538  2,847  1.55   
1963 189,242  2,704  1.45   
1964 191,889  2,647  1.40   
1965 194,303  2,414  1.26   
1966 196,560  2,257  1.16   
1967 198,712  2,152  1.09   
1968 200,706  1,994  1.00   
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1969 202,677 1,971 0.98  
1970 205,052  2,375  1.17   
1971 207,661  2,609  1.27   
1972 209,896  2,235  1.08   
1973 211,909  2,013  0.96   
1974 213,854  1,945  0.92   
1975 215,973  2,119  0.99   
1976 218,035  2,062  0.95   
1977 220,239  2,204  1.01   
1978 222,585  2,346  1.06   
1979 225,055  2,470  1.11   
1980 227,726  2,671  1.19   
1981 229,966  2,240  0.98   
1982 232,188  2,222  0.97   
1983 234,307  2,119  0.91   
1984 236,348  2,041  0.87   
1985 238,466  2,118  0.90   
1986 240,651  2,185  0.92   
1987 242,804  2,153  0.89   
1988 245,021  2,217  0.91   
1989 247,342  2,321  0.95   
1990  250,132  2,790  1.13   
1991  253,493  3,361  1.34   
1992  256,894  3,401  1.34   
1993  260,255  3,361  1.31   
1994 263,436  3,181  1.22   
1995 266,557  3,121  1.18   
1996 269,667  3,110  1.17   
1997 272,912  3,245  1.20   
1998 276,115  3,203  1.17   
1999 279,295  3,180  1.15   
2000 282,434  3,139  1.12   
2001 285,545  3,111  1.10   
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Note:  Change for 1950-1960 includes the population of Alaska and Hawaii in the U.S. total, 
although they were not U.S. states at the time of the 1950 census. 
 
Source: Mackun, Paul and Wilson, Steve (2011, March). Population Distribution and Change: 
2000 to 2012.  2010 Census Briefs, U.S. Department of Commerce, Economics and Statistics 
Administration, U.S. Census Bureau, Washington, DC.  Retrieved from: 
http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/briefs/c2010br-01.pdf 
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Growth (in millions) Percentage change
Figure 1           U.S. Population Change from 1950-2010
2002 288,600  3,055  1.07   
Highest value 288,600  3,401  2.07    
Lowest value 123,188  741  0.59    
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Reports, P25-311, P25-802, and P25-1095; and  
"Table CO-EST2001-12-00 - Time Series of Intercensal State Population Estimates: April 1, 1990, to April 1, 2000";  
published 11 April 2002;  http://www.census.gov/population  
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